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by PAMELA EVANS
Throughout much of Sunday, Jan. 23, a group of
volunteers gathered in the space that had, over two
decades, become so familiar to them. They helped
pack books and looked on as the doors closed, for
the final time, on the little bookstore at the corner of
Euclid and Moreland avenues.
But later that afternoon, they looked on as the
owners of Charis Books and More, Linda Bryant
and Sherry Emory, opened a new set of doors, just
across the street.
The doors may be different, but the dream is just
the same. The new bookstore, at 1189 Euclid Avenue, will, like the old store, serve as more than just
the obvious. It will be a meeting place, a performance space and a resource for information about
political events.
By working together and volunteering countless
hours of time, the community that has embraced and
benefited from Charis—a community as diverse as
the titles sold in the store—made certain the move
happened quickly and efficiently, saving the cost of
hiring professional movers.
In five, two-hour shifts of 25 people each, books
were boxed and rolled to the new site on handcarts.
Shelving was dismantled, moved and reassembled.
Women and men worked diligently to replace the
books in correct order, sometimes pulling them off
an imperfectly filled shelf to start all over again.
Angie Love and Leigh Miller, both of Atlanta,
worked the children's section, sometimes laughing
as they tried very hard not to admit to their confusion about how the books should be placed. Finally,
a somewhat chagrined Miller, who will display jewelry at the new store, tracked down Bryant for assistance.
Love heard about the move through the Atlanta

Women's Feminist Chorus where she is a member.
"I came because I just wanted to help, to be a part."
For some, there was sadness as they watched the
old location emptied of its inventory. Ginny
Singletary and Alma Rivera, partners for seven years,
were in and out of the original Charis throughout
their relationship. "We came to say good bye and to
help start the new place," said Singletary.
Other volunteers worked the night before to clean
the new space or were assigned food duty, keeping
the nourishment arriving in shifts. One volunteer,
who was unable to help with the physical labor,
instead delivered refreshments remaining from her
son's bar mitzvah.
Another volunteer, when asked why she had
worked so hard to help move Charis, commented
she had begun coming to the bookstore before she
knew any other lesbians. She would enter the store,
pick up a book, sit and read. She just needed a place
to be.
Bryant and Emory believe the new location will
offer just that and more. They believe so firmly in
that ideal that they risked purchasing the new building, which used to house therapists' offices, without
too many days of consideration. Through a loan
from their "guardian angel," who has been with
them since the original store opened, and through
neighborhood bond financing, the partners were able
to close on the house in just two weeks.
"It felt so safe, so warm, so loving," said Bryant.
Ilex, Inc., a women-owned Atlanta renovation
company, and decorator Maggie Enneking were then
hired to work together to create the new Charis,
which is sunnier, roomier and more user friendly.
Talented volunteers painted, constructed and hung
CONTINUES ON PAGE 7
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Hate Can Stop Here!
Rescind The Resolution.
Cobb Citizens Coalition, Inc. & Concerned Citizens of Cobb

256-8690

A Display for Tolerance
The billboard shown above
went up this week on 1-75
Marietta—Starting this week, motorists on
busy 1-75 through Cobb County are seeing a
billboard message urging the county commission to rescind last summer's anti-gay resolution.
The billboard, which went up Feb. 1, is
located on the southbound side of 1-75 between the North Marietta Loop and South
Marietta Loop exits. It reads "Rescind the
Resolution: Hate Can Stop Here" and is a joint
venture between the Cobb Citizens Coalition
and Concerned Citizens of Cobb (Network for
Social Responsibility), a group operated
through the Social Concerns Council of the
Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Atlanta.
Elaine Hill, co-chair of the Coalition, said
the group began work on the billboard project
after another group, OutFront, erected, a similar billboard in downtown Atlanta.
"If they can put one down there, we need
,one up here where it's happening," Hill said.
"OutFront's billboard really stirred us to do
something ourselves."
Hill said one of the main purposes of the
billboard is to keep the issue from dying down.
"[The resolution] does not reflect well on
the county," she said. "We want to keep it in
the forefront up here. We don't want it to go
away."
The Coalition and Concerned Citizens are
soliciting donations to pay for the billboard,
and for a series of smaller billboards with public service announcements such "Hate is not a
family value" and "Strength in diversity."
The Coalition is also collecting signatures

on petitions urging the commissioners to rescind the resolution.
"We need people to collect signatures,"
Hill said. "We have a strong core group, but
we need more people."
Hill thanked Atlanta's lesbian/gay community for its support, and urged Cobb
Countians to get involved with the Coalition.
"We have straight people in our group too,"
she said. "We're all in this, working together."
For information on the Cobb Citizens Coalition, call (404) 256-8690 or write to P.O.
Box 965336, Marietta, GA 30066.
KC W1LDM00N

Commission puts
relations council
under its control
Marietta—Just six months after the Cobb
County Community Relations Council stood
up to county commissioners and opposed their
efforts to condemn lesbians and gays and to
cut off all county arts funding, the commission
voted last week to put appointments of council
members under its direct control.
Commissioners deny their action was in
retaliation for that stand.
Previously, 15 members of the 21-member
council were nominated by council members
themselves, and six additional members were
chosen by the councils of Cobb County's mu
CONTINUES ON PAGE 19
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Mischief under the Gold Dome
Anti-partnership bill is
introduced into the House,
while the Senate sneaks
through resolution condemning "Tales of the City"
By KC WILDMOON
Atlanta—The Georgia General Assembly
began taking aim at gays and lesbians last
week, with the passage of a Senate resolution
condemning GPTV for airing "Tales of the
City" and the introduction of a bill barring
local governments from enacting domestic partnership legislation.
Surprisingly, however, the principal sponsor of the anti-partnership bill was not Rep.
Billy McKinney, the Atlanta Democrat who
has been on a crusade against domestic partnership ever since it was passed by the City
Council last summer. Instead, the bill's primary sponsor was Rep. Mark Burkhalter, RAlpharetta, though McKinney is a co-sponsor.
The measure, House Bill 1511, would
amend the home rule sections of the state code,
prohibiting local governments from enacting
any ordinance that would "specify or recognize any familial or spousal relationship other
those recognized by general law."
Six of the seven legislators who signed the
measure represent districts in suburban Atlanta, McKinney being the only exception. The
list of co-sponsors includes two Republicans
from Cobb County, Matt Towery and Bill
Atkins, as well as Rep. Tom Campbell, RRoswell and Rep. Max Davis, R-Dunwoody.
Rep. Dick Lane from East Point was the only
other Democrat to sign on.
The fact that most of the sponsors of the
legislation are Republicans made bode well
for opponents of the measure, given that Democrats hold a huge majority in the House and
McKinney is viewed as something of a gadfly
by his Democratic colleagues. Lane, however,
is a committee chairman and House veteran.
GAP AC lobbyist Larry Pellegrini, noting
the relatively small number of co-signers on
the bill, said he doesn't think controversial
issues such as this one will be popular during
an election year.
"On a lot of the hot button issues, when
people want to come down on a certain side,
signing a bill is the way to do that," he said,
pointing out that a bill allowing schools to

post various documents—not excluding some
religious texts—of particular historical importance has 68 co-sponsors. "They don't want a
hard core of opposition from either side. If
they can find a way to take no position, they'll
do that."
HB 1511 has been sent to the House's
Judiciary Committee, and Pellegrini said he is
optimistic that progressive forces will be able
to kill it there.
"We're optimistic that we can argue it's
not only punitive legislation, but that it damages home rule provisions," he said. "But as
usual, there are no guarantees that logic and
reason will win out. We still have to be vigilant on these things."
Vigilance didn't pay off for the progressive side in the Senate this week, where President Pro Tempore Pete Robinson, D-Columbus, sneaked by a resolution condemning
GPTV's airing of Armistead Maupin's "Tales
of the City" on Jan. 25.
Robinson had made a public splash with
his opposition to the series, railing against its
"obscenity," and promising to introduce his
resolution on Monday, Jan. 24, when legislature resumed its session after a break for budget hearings. But when Monday came and went
with no sign of the bill, rumors circulated that
Robinson was withdrawing the resolution. In
fact, a spokesperson in Robinson's office told
Southern Voice on Jan. 26 that she believed
the resolution had been withdrawn.
But a call to the Secretary of the Senate's
office revealed that it had actually been read
and passed the day before. The resolution was
included in a packet of "privileged resolutions,"
items usually limited to non-controversial commendations of individuals for community service or other noteworthy occasions. Such resolutions are not read aloud on the Senate floor
and are passed by acclamation unless a member calls for discussion on one or more of the
resolutions.
Apparently, no one noticed Robinson's
resolution.
Sen. Ron Slotin, D-Atlanta, said that he
had understood the resolution would not be
introduced.
"I was looking for it to be introduced individually, because I was going to speak against
it," he said. "The problem is we're short on
resources here. They just kind of snuck it in
and that was that."
Dr. Richard Ottinger, the director of GPTV,
CONTINUES ON PAGE 17

Cove forced to move to make way for wastewater facility
Atlanta—The successful effort to save one
Midtown landmark, Piedmont Park, has resulted in the closure of another, at least temporarily.
The Cove, which dates back to the early
1960s and is believed to be the city's oldest
gay bar, closed its doors last week after the
city of Atlanta bought the property on
Worchester Drive where the bar has been located for 22 years.
This, however, is apparently not the end of
the popular late night spot.
"We plan to move to a new location," said
manager Ray Kerwin, "But the final contract
has not been signed. But we do hope to be
there in the near future."
Kerwin said the club had expected that it
would be forced to move. "We've been on a
month-to-month lease since last year because
Halpern (the property owner) was looking to
sell," he said. The city finalized purchase of
the land a month ago and notified The Cove
and other businesses on the property that they
had to go.
The city plans to use the land, just to the
north of Piedmont Park, to build a wastewater
treatment facility. Originally, the city planned

to build the facility in the corner of the park
near 10th Street and Monroe Drive. But a group
of outraged Midtown residents, calling themselves Sewage Treatment Out of the Park
(STOP), collected signatures and lobbied extensively, opposing the construction of the facility. The city eventually decided to move it
to land north of the park.
The treatment facility is designed to stop
overflows of wastewater into the
Chattahoochee River, which have downstream
residents south and west of Atlanta grumbling.
The federal government has also been levying
fines against the city because of the pollution—currently $4,000 per day.
The Cove was one of two gay bars in the
city with a license to stay open 24-hours a day
(Backstreet is the other). Its last call was at
noon on Jan. 24, after a weekend long farewell
celebration. Kerwin said the club was filled
with "lots of people—couples who met here—
it was a delightful weekend."
"We had no problems, just a few tears," he
said. "We toasted at noon and had a last holler
and a last dance."
KC WILDMOON
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Lloyd Russell, owner of The Cove, looks on as liquor is wheeled from the Worchester
Drive club, which is moving to make way for a waste water treatment plant.
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Adopt-A-Mile sign for Auburn's
gay group swiped in two hours
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1-85 at Pleasant Hill Road
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Gambling
With Life's Risks ?
What are the odds ? In one year...
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Disability; 1 in 8 people are disabled
A Disability Income Policy provides the Income Protection that Life,
Homeowners and Auto Insurance don't!

M. BRYAN FREEMAN
3109 Maple Drive, Suite 404
Atlanta, GA 30305
404/233-5411 or 800/777-8878
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Underwritten by Illinois Mutual, 300 SW Adams St., Peoria, IL 61634
Sources: Transactions. Society of Actuaries: Death - national Center for Health Statistics; Fire 8c Motor
Vehicle-Accident Tacts, national Safety Council; Commissioners Disability Table

Auburn, AL—It took a year for the Auburn Gay and Lesbian Association to get
their Adopt-A-Mile anti-litter signs put up
along a local highway. It took just two hours
for vandals to tear one of them down.
"We're frustrated, of course," said John
Bales, chairman of the group's service committee. "No one expected it to be taken in
the daylight."
The association offered a $100 reward
for information about the stolen sign. The
group also reported the theft to Auburn police.
A city crew put up two signs Jan. 14,
one near the Kappa Alpha fraternity house
and the second across from Auburn High
School. The signs indicate the mile that the
association had pledged to keep free of litter.
Bales said association members had
planned an all-night vigil to watch the sign
near the fraternity house because of fears it
might be stolen. But, by 3:45 p.m., the sign
already was gone.
"This was part of our visibility effort,"
Bales said of the Adopt-A-Mile program.
"In all of the hullabaloo, people seemed to
forget that we are a service organization."
Since it received its charter at Auburn
University in 1991, the association has faced

fierce opposition, including passage by the
legislature of a state law prohibiting the university from giving the group any support.
In recent months, its Adopt-A-Mile effort sparked some controversy on the Auburn University campus, particularly because
the group would be overseeing a stretch of
road near the Kappa Alpha fraternity, which
until last year had staged the controversial
Old South parade each spring.
The group's efforts to keep the
community's streets clean met with numerous roadblocks and delays. Bales, a math
professor at Tuskegee University, said the
association selected its mile in January 1993
and paid $123 for the two signs in February.
He was told it would take four to six weeks
to have the signs made by the Alabama Department of Transportation and installed by
a city crew.
Cheryl Gladden, the volunteer coordinator for Adopt-A-Mile in Auburn, said that
when she took over the program last March,
she discovered that the application had still
not been sent to Montgomery for approval.
She said she then sent it in early April
and told Bales the signs should be ready for
installation within six weeks. They finally
arrived on Jan. 13.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Blockbuster didn't want to appear
gay sympathetic," suit claims
ii

Ft. Lauderdale, FL—K former Blockbuster Entertainment Corp. manager claims
he was fired for including gay examples in
an anti-sexual harassment policy he developed as part of his job.
Ronald Episcopo charges his supervisor
objected to written materials, calling them
unrealistic, and said it would make the company appear "gay sympathetic," according
to a lawsuit filed this week.
He filed the suit under a little-used provision of the federal civil rights law that
protects from harassment anyone engaged
in fighting discrimination.
"Male-to-female, male-to-male and female-to-female sexual harassment have each
occurred between and among Blockbuster
agents and employees," the suit said.

Episcopo, 47, of Boca Raton worked at
Blockbuster's Fort Lauderdale headquarters
from August 1991 to March 1992. The suit
says he was denied promotion in January
1992 and was later fired because of the sexual
harassment policy.
Blockbuster has said Episcopo was laid
off during a restructuring of corporate management. Company spokesman Wally Knief
said that Blockbuster's policy is not to comment on pending litigation.
The suit marks the second time Episcopo
has taken Blockbuster to court. In 1992, he
sued in Broward Circuit Court alleging that
he had been harassed and fired because his
supervisor, Dan Barr, thought Episcopo, who
is gay, was HIV+. That suit is pending.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Women fired because of their
orientation say life's a struggle
New Port Richey, FL—Four straight
women who lost their jobs at a bar when it
went gay say their firings were just the start
of their troubles.
"It's been a struggle for all of us since
the firings," said Carolyn O'Neill, a bartender at the Late Show until it was turned
into a gay bar in mid-December. O'Neill
said none of the women has a full-time job
yet. Three of them have found some parttime work but it isn't enough.
"From what we were making to what we
are making is a big difference," O'Neill said.
They have said they could earn between
$350 and $400 a week at the Late Show.
O'Neill and Kathy Shappell, both 27,
worked as bartenders; Julie Meindersma, 25,
and Judy Whyte, 42, were cocktail waitresses. O'Neill has three young sons and
Shappell has two. Both are single mothers.
"I've been in the service industry since I
was 15," O'Neill said. "I don't know anything else. I wish I had another trade, but I
don't. A cashier at $4.25 an hour isn't
enough to survive."
Their telephones ring with media inter-

view requests, but they would rather have
offers for permanent, full-time jobs.
O'Neill and Whyte are working part time
at other bars. Shappell is working at a gas
station. At one time Meindersma was a baker
and is thinking of going back to it. At least it
is steady, she said.
The women have hired a lawyer who
plans to file a gender discrimination complaint. The women said they were fired but
two heterosexual men were retained.
"I think it's going to be beneficial getting humans rights laws passed," said
Meindersma.
Such laws commonly have been referred
to as "gay rights" laws, but advocates say
they could protect the employment rights of
heterosexuals, too.
"People can look at it now and say,
'Wow, that could have saved my job,' " said
Meindersma.
The owner of the Late Show has said it
operated in the red for the seven months she
has owned it, and she turned it into a gay bar
in hopes of making more money.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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FBI Starts Investigation In Mississippi: ^ FBI has agreed to

investigate hate mail received by Brenda and Wanda Henson of the beleaguered Camp Sister
Spirit in Ovett, Miss, where opponents have mounted an organized effort to condemn the two
lesbians and force them from the town. The Hensons received a defaced news article about
themselves with a threatening message written beneath the headline. The Department of
Justice agreed to the investigation because the threat had come through the mail, but said that
because sexual orientation is not not included in federal civil rights laws they could not
investigate other threats to the safety and rights of the two women.
Magic Johnson Refused Entry To Indonesia:
American basketball star Magic Johnson will not be
allowed to enter Indonesia as part of an all-star team
because of his infection with HIV, a top official
announced last week. "I will block his visit, because
of his AIDS disease," said Roni Sikap Sinuraya,
director general of immigration. Indonesian law
permits the government to deny entry to people with
contagious diseases. Similarly, Johnson would be
denied entry into the United States if he were an
Indonesian basketball star infected with HIV.
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Hyatt Ads Capitalizing On Movie Publicity? opponents of Ohio US Senate candidate Joel Hyatt
(Hyatt Legal Services) are questioning whether his
law firm took out ads to coincide with the debut of
"Philadelphia," about a man fired from a law firm
Magic can't play in Indonesia because he had AIDS. Hyatt's opponents for the
because he is HIV+.
Democratic nomination for the seat of retiring Sen.
Howard Metzenbaum claim the ads, which depict
attorneys discussing how their jobs make a difference in people's lives, are meant to deflect
attention from a 1987 case in which a Hyatt attorney won a lawsuit against the firm, claiming
that HLS had tried to demote him after he revealed he had AIDS. HLS did not appeal the
ruling, which gave Clarence Cain $ 157,000. Hyatt's campaign manager, Melinda Swan, said
the timing of the ads was a business decision made by the law firm's marketing department,
not a decision by the campaign.

Pennsylvania Gays Fight Cracker Barrel: York (Perm.) Area Lambda, a gay and lesbian
group with about 100 members, has sent aletter to five township commissioners urging them
to reject an application to put a Cracker Barrel restaurant along Interstate 83. The letter
outlined Cracker Barrel's 1991 anti-gay employment policy. A CB spokesperson, Ellen
Cozart, said that the policy had been rescinded, and that "Cracker Barrel...adheres to the
letter and the spirit of the law regarding non-discrimination." Discrimination based on sexual
orientation is, of course, not covered under Pennsylvania or federal law. Douglas D. Warner,
treasurer of the group, said "that he doesn't believe Lambda's efforts will prevent the
application's approval, but he hopes the efforts will at least raise the consciousness of the
area's gay and lesbian residents.
Episcopal Seminary To Allow Gay Couples To Live Together On Campus: A leading
Episcopal divinity school in New York is opening its seminary housing to gay couples despite
church policy declaring that sex is appropriate only within marriage. Unmarried heterosexual
couples are still prohibited from living together on campus under the policy adopted by the
General Theological Seminary, the divinity school with the oldest and closest ties to the
Episcopal Church. Bishop Craig B. Anderson, seminary president, said the policy approved
last week by the board of trustees will help the church address the issue of homosexuality.
"It does provide the seminary community with a realistic and open framework for living
within the tension produced by the discontinuity between the teaching of the Episcopal
Church and the experience of many of its members in the area of human sexuality," he said.
Colorado Health Department Tracks People With Low T-Cell Counts: Even as Colorado
Gov. Roy Romer signed a measure that increased the number of anonymous HIV testing sites,
the Colorado Department of Health was setting up policies that would allow them to track
people with HIV. The policies require doctors and laboratories to report any blood tests in
which the patient has a T-cell count of less than 500. Health Dept. officials acknowledge that
the policies were put into place to track HIV patients. "There was never any intention [on the
part of the state legislature] that someone could remain anonymous throughout their entire
medical care," said Dr. Richard Hoffman, the state epidemiologist. State officials contend
that enough precautions are in place to prevent information about HIV patients from falling
into the hands of insurance agents, employers and non-government agencies.
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Bond Likens Gay Rights Struggle TO That Of Blacks: Former Atlanta city council member
Julian Bond, a longtime civil rights activist, told a group of Boise (Idaho) State College
students that current efforts by gay men and lesbians to secure freedom from discrimination
are similar to the black civil rights movement of the '60s. "The people who object to the
establishment of sexual orientation as a category [for protection] are really objecting to losing
the right to discriminate against their fellow human beings," Bond said, speaking as part of
the school's observance of the Martin Luther King, Jr. birthday celebration. "The opposition
[to gay rights] is couching its argument in the same language [as opponents in the '60s], which
is 'Why should these people have special privileges?'" "I think Martin Luther King, if he
were still alive, would severely disagree with this gentleman," said Kelly Walton, head of the
Idaho Citizens Alliance, which is sponsoring an anti-gay ballot initiative in Idaho. Walton,
a white man who never met Dr. King, said that "legitimate minorities should be alarmed at
the hijacking of the civil rights movement by a behavior-based group."
Like Father, Like Son: Texas Republican Gubernatorial candidate George W. Bush, son of
the former president, says if elected governor he would veto any attempt by the Texas
legislature to repeal that state's sodomy law. "I think it's a symbolic gesture of traditional
values," Bush said at a meeting of the Veterans of Foreign Wars and Ladies Auxiliary.
Current Texas Gov. Ann Richards, a Democrat, has said the law "is really nothing more than
statutory harassment." Chuck McDonald, a spokesman for Richards, said the governor would
not veto an attempt to remove the law.
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PERSONALIZED NURSING CARE
Home Chemotherapy
I.V. Fluid Therapy
Inhalation Therapy
24 Hour Emergency Service
Delivery Service Available

Merge your Elements
Massage by CORTEX

Medical Therapies Incorporated
1579 N. Decatur Rd. Atlanta, GA 30307 • (404) 373-2525

WE ACCEPT ASSIGNMENT
PAID

(^rtex is a contemporary hair studio that
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Charis on the move
Continued from page 1

of time to spend inside the store.
draperies and created a flower garden at the
A ritual to say good bye formally to the
entrance. Susan Keel, owner of Iris Books, a old Charis was held the week prior to the
feminist bookstore in Gainesville, Fla. acted move. "Women shared stories of important
as a consultant
moments that had
throughout the prohappened
to
At Charis, Linda Bryant said she
cess.
them,"
said
Unlike the old
Emory. "The girlgrew up. She adopted and raised
Charis, the new lofriends they met,
cation offers wide a child. She came out. She formed
the changes they
standing and walk- relationships. Keenly aware of her
went through, the
ing aisles, more
laughter. There
emotional connection to the first
bookshelves that
were a lot of feellocation, Bryant's partner, Wendy
hold more books but
ings expressed,
are not crammed,
Belkin, insisted Bryant not be
how important
and more space for
Charis has been to
alone when, on Sunday, she enother lesbian, femieach of them."
tered the space for the last time.
nist and community
Bryant, who
items, such as cards,
opened
the bookShe had not seen empty since it
wrapping paper and
store in 1974
was rented 20 years before.
jewelry. Warm,
(Emory joined her
glossy hardwood
as a partner in
floors complement the almost breezy atmo- 1986), was moved by the ritual. She at last
sphere of the well-designed and well-lighted believed in the impact she and her store had
building. A couch and chairs will arrive in a made. "I felt appreciated. Charis had done
few days for customers who have the luxury what I hoped she would do," she explained.

The new Charis Books and More, at 1189 Euclid Avenue in Little Five Points.

Volunteers help sort books after the move.
At Charis, Bryant said she grew up. She
adopted and raised a child. She came out. She
formed relationships. Keenly aware of her
emotional connection to the first location,
Bryant's partner, Wendy Belkin, insisted
Bryant not be alone when, on Sunday, she
entered the space for the last time. She had
not seen empty since it was rented 20 years
before.
Now Bryant is aware Charis will be able
to touch even more lives. "As people celebrate, I feel so proud. The beauty we've
invested the money in is so worth it. I can feel
that as people come inside."
Even as they celebrate the gift of volunteer time and support from their community,
Bryant and Emory are keenly aware and sometimes frightened of the financial risk they are
taking. "Bookstores are always financial
risks," Bryant explained. "It's obviously
frightening—the amount of debt."
Rent from two separate offices at the back
of the building will help with mortgage payments, but Bryant and Emory are also hoping

the community, which up until this point has
supported them in every way, will step in to
assist them in paying -off the portion of the
loan from their "guardian angel" that went
toward renovating the new space, approximately $60,000.
Bryant and Emory believe people will
think the money well spent once they see and
experience the space, which was designed to
be completely accessible to everyone. Fundraisers are already being planned, according
to Bryant, and some people have already demonstrated their generosity, helping raise close
to $6,000.
New extended hours at Charis are 10 a.m.
to 6:30 p.m. Monday through Wednesday;
until 10:30 p.m. on Thursday; 10 a.m. to 10
p.m. on Friday and Saturday; and noon to 6
p.m. on Sunday. Thursday night programs
will begin again in February with a special
celebration of Black History Month.
On Sunday, Feb. 6, Charis will be hosting
a grand opening celebration for the new store
from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

WE'LL DONATE $100
to Project Open Hand, the AIDS Survival Project (formerly NAPWA)
or to your favorite charity when you finance your new home or
refinance your existing home through us.

MORTGAGE
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A mortgage service for homeowners, buyers and real estate agents
Ga. Residential Mortgage License #5725
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ARKIE CLARK
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Crazy little thing
called.
It will make you happy and
miserable, rational and
crazy—all at the same time.
When we don't have it, we
want it. When we do, we
sometimes can't stand it. A
look at the mysteries of love
in the next Southern Voice.
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1994 is the year to take a stand fop honesty
by WES COMBS
As the new year begins, we tend to reflect
on the past year and set our priorities for the
new year. In looking back on 1993, the lesbian, gay and bisexual community is faced
with the grim reality that our lack of visibility
directly affected the outcome of the military
ban.
Every poll shows that Americans who know
that a family member, loved one or someone
close to them is lesbian, gay or bisexual are
generally supportive fair treatment and oppose
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation. Having returned from the holidays with
both my family and my partner Greg's family,
two events reminded us of the importance of
making honesty and visibility a continued priority in our lives.
Even though both of our families love and
accept us, we found that most of them did not
believe that in the United States you could be
denied a job or a place to live just because of
your sexual orientation. Even though we explained the passage of Amendment 2 in Colorado, where the denial of protection for lesbians and gays against these forms of discrimination was actually passed into law in 1993,
they were still shocked that this actually happens.
We also were challenged about the need to
"flaunt" our sexuality in the workplace. We
explained that the simple mention of each other

in our office environments often conjures up
the need for everyone to make it a priority to
sexual images in other people's minds about
take your next step in "coming out of the
our lives. We were able to show that the same
closet," step by step, day by day. It is through
mention by heterosexual co-workers about their this process of being honest with ourselves
wives or husbands is almost always accepted
that we are able to show our family, friends
and not considered sexual at all.
and co-workers that we actually are their chilThis trip showed us that even those of us
dren, their friends, their co-workers, their parwho are loved and accepted by friends and ents, their bosses and their fellow citizens.
family still have to continue to educate already
We cannot sit back and criticize a presienlightened families. But there are too many
dent, a Congress, a county board member, a
more families that
family member, a
do not know
friend or a co-worker
people like us, who
for not doing more for
us than we are willing
learn about homosexuals from the Even though both of our families
to do for ourselves.
lies and half-truths
How can we blame othlove and accept us, we found
spread by people
ers for not understandthat most of them did not believe ing gay, lesbian and biwho teach intolerance and hatred.
sexual issues if we do
that in the United States you
Our families heard
not educate them.
could be denied a job or a place There will always be
these same lies
about lesbians and
excuses, reasons not to
to live just because of your
gays before they
be honest with yourself
sexual orientation.
knew we were gay.
and others. If you live
As it took us many
in states where initiayears to accept and
tives against gays and
love ourselves, so
lesbians will be on the
did our families and friends come to accept us
ballot in 1994, those in Colorado whose voice
for who we are.
was not heard should remind us of the cost of
As the new year begins, I have made a silence.
resolution to no longer be silent and I ask you
Wes Combs is manager of National Comto do the same. In setting your priorities for
ing Out Day, a project of the HRCF Founda1994, keep our story in mind and understand
tion.
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Mohr columns show that SoVo is run by gay Uncle Toms

Circulation: C Summerville, S. Brown,
K. Fugate, Stefan, Susan Nichols, Lea Hawkins,
Sean Childers, Bobby Webster, Bemie Evans

It has long been obvious that Southern
Voice is dominated by privileged, gay Uncle
Toms that are pushing their own narrow agenda
at the expense of the rest of the community.
The constant articles lauding the party of
Patrick Buchanan, while castigating the only
president to ever be an advocate for gay rights,
have made this obvious. Yet Richard Mohr's
shallow and historically inaccurate guest editorials have taken Southern Voice to new and
extraordinary lows.
Mohr mistakenly asserts that political activists have exhausted the resources of the gay
community while producing no lasting results.
He apparently does not know that the struggle
against Anita Bryant's "Save Our Children"
campaign galvanized the gay community in
the 1970s. This struggle enabled Harvey Milk
to successfully counter a California initiative
to ban gay teachers. Harvey Milk's success
led to the establishment of national gay political organizations and the election of gay people
across the country. Luckily, Harvey Milk ignored experts like Mohr that told him that
political campaigns were dangerous and fu-
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tile.
Mohr advocates that gay people stop lobbying Congress and discontinue campaigns
against hate initiatives such as Colorado's
Amendment 2. He believes that because politics is a rough and dirty game, gay people
should refrain from participating in it. His argument is that gay people should ignore those
that are attacking us and instead seek solace
by joining cultural and religious groups.
Just how joining these groups would directly help the victims of homophobic aggression is a mystery. Would he tell the lesbian
mother whose children have been wrenched
from her home to attend a gay play? Would he
tell the gay man whose military career has
been destroyed to join the Gay Men's Chorus?
Would he provide the gay youth that has been
brutally beaten by the police with a reading
list of gay literature?
Politics is the crucible in which our rights
and liberties are forged. Controversies, from
the showing of "Tales of the City" to gay
parenting to AIDS education, show that our
ability to speak freely through the arts, our
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Southern Voice accepts unsolicited editorial
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authors upon publication. Guidelines for freelance
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ability to keep our families intact, and even
our safety and existence depend on our becoming a viable political force. We must not
let anyone, from Pat Robertson to Richard
Mohr, stand in our way.
Rick Maher
Atlanta

Stonewall is great
but she's not involved
I'm writing to clear up a misstatement contained in the recent Outlines article about me.
The article stated that I devote my spare time
to Stonewall 25 and ACT UP, when in reality I
have not worked on Stonewall 25. I support
Stonewall 25.1 agree with its focus and I hope
to attend, but I should not receive credit for
work I have not done.
There are many people in Atlanta and
across the country who are working diligently
to make Stonewall 25 something special.-something great. I believe that those individuals
deserve our support and our appreciation—
I'm just not one of them.
Nancy C. Greenwood
Decatur

_r

Send us a letter
Southern Voice welcomes your point
of view. Letters to the editor should be
no longer than 200 words and must include your name, address and daytime
phone number. Names can be withheld
on request, but anonymous letters are
not accepted. We reserve the right to
edit or reject any submission. Send letters to: Southern Voice, P.O. Box 18215,
Atlanta GA 30316. Or fax them to the
attention of Richard Shumate at (404)
876-2709.
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Lesbians in the bedroom? In January? It can only mean...football
It was the fourth annual All Girls'
Barbeque, the kind of party the seasonal Northerners throw for themselves in their South
Florida winter homes to celebrate the fact that
the only things they have to shovel off their
driveways here in the middle of January are
bougainvillea leaves and palm fronds. And, as
happens annually, some of us year-rounders
were included in the invites.
(By the way, if I haven't convinced you by
now that you should be considering giving up
shivering for a living and shifting to some
South Florida sunshine, the Ft. Lauderdale-IsA-Great-Lesbian-Destination Club will be
coming around to tear up my contract as newsletter editor. Come on down.)
Anyway, this was my fourth year at it. I'd
been to every AGB so far, and I know all the
dialogue by heart.
"Lookin' great! How was the summer?
Business is great. The market is better. Is the
market better? How're the dogs? Is the boat in
the water? When are you closing on the house?"
This year, I decided I'd done all those conversations already, and it was time to put a
little more excitement into it
You see, every year at the AGB, some
time after the "Hi-how-are-you's," a major
chunk of the party turns up missing. They all
disappear into one of the bedrooms. Oooooh.
And, this year, I wanted to join them.
Now, those of you who speak fluent lesbian know exactly what was going on. For you
uninitiated, let me pass you a clue. At weekend parties in January with over-30 lesbians,
when that many women disappear into the
bedroom, (Oh, you have such a dirty mind) it
can mean only one thing.
Right. Football.
This year one of the football queens must

have won the coin toss, because the TV was
set up in the living room. Unheard of. But not
disastrous to a Ft. Lauderdale party, because
every house here comes equipped with what
they call a "family" room, and which we all
refer to as the "dyke den." Parties happen in
the den. Living rooms are for walking through
to admire how exquisitely they're decorated.
We'd all long since admired the life-sized rattan baby giraffes and the signed Kate Millet
litho, so this unused space was available.
Football. In a public room. It was a diversion too intriguing to pass up, especially since
I'd already learned the states of the bond,
flower, stock and real estate markets.
Now, I am not what you normally call
your average girl jock. Oh, sure, I do have
some butch tendencies, but I pretty much keep
them under a couple of coats of high gloss

Revlon Pinkety Pink. Unless there's an emergency ceiling fan to install, or roof to pressure-clean. I know an inning from a quarter, a
TD (touchdown, for those of you of the absolute femme persuasion) from an RBI (ask your
girlfriend, girlfriend). On a Christmas or New
Year's, I have been known to hunker down in
front of a set to watch grown men with buns
and assorted other apparatus clearly defined
by very tight, very revealing clothing, throw
themselves at each other without benefit of a
Donna Summer tune or a revolving, mirrored,
ceiling ball.
I could be cool. I could be with it. I could
walk the walk, talk the talk, fit in with the
gridiron gals.
"Hey," says I, pulling up an O'Doul's and
an easy chair. "I recognize that black and silver shield. It's the Oakland Raiders. Cool. But
who are they playing?"
Well, did I get hoots over that, or what?
"Oakland? Oakland? Where have you been,
woman?! It's the L A. Raiders."
"Really? When did they move?" (Open
mouth, insert foot, bite down.)
More hooting. "Eight or nine years ago," I
was informed. Oops. What did I know? So I'd
missed a few quarters. They let me stay anyway. Although I did almost blow the privilege
again a little later, when I asked who we were
voting for. We were, it seemed, voting for the
Broncos, which no one in the group seemed at
all concerned were from...Denver...in the
dreaded state of Colorado.
It was a throroughly enlightening and somewhat surprising experience. Several of my sisters could spout stats. Impressive. They knew
quarterbacks by actual name. Last and first.
They could cite their injuries.
It was an interesting afternoon. Football

E

wives carried on conversations in distant
rooms, and came by occassionally to cuddle
their honeys. Or to get them chips and dip
refills. The Pigskin Pollys punched each other
on the upper arm and cheered good blocking.
Many of them spoke actual English in between quarters. At half time, they arose as a
group, leaving cap/sweater/program markers
to keep their reserved seats reserved, and joined
the rest of us in light supper conversation.
Then, someone blew the whistle for the
second half, and let the games begin. Again.
I asked a number of dumb question of the
group, such as "Urn, so whatever happened to
the Rams?" which were given all the same
tolerance I used to get from hetero dating when
my oh-you-great-big-handsome-date-decider
brought me along to see, oh, say, boxing. They
all thought I was cute. And answered my silly
inquiries with studied patience, never making
eye contact which would require removing their
eyes from the actual action.
When the score hit 35 for the NotColoradians, and a Serves-You-Right-For-Livihg-There-In-Homophobes'-Heaven 24 for the
Broncos, I got up to go back to the rest of the
party. Football wives had wound themselves
into conversations of other interests, and, glancing over my shoulder at their tube-tied mates,
inquired the score. "Almost all over but the
complaining," I responded. "Ah," they all echoed, hopefully, and returned to their
Moscoarpone and sun dried tomato dip.
It was an eerie flashback to thousands of
other parties I'd attended alongside
Whatisname so many years ago. It made me
wonder what was actually so different now
than what I was doing then. And then I remembered. The sex is better.
Go team. Rah.

R

Gays shouldn't show Stars and Bars

Central Presbyterian supports justice

Just why are we turning a blind eye to
those individuals in our community who espouse racism?
On the Sunday evening before this year's
scheduled Martin Luther King march and rally,
someone (white in color) decided to carouse at
a local gay bar wearing a tacky shirt prominently displaying on the back the Stars and
Bars. Now, admittedly, he's got a constitutional right to wear whatever he wants within
the scope of the local obscenity code. My black
lover, also, has a constitutional right to express himself, and he did just that. To my
partner's question of why would he want to
wear a shirt like that in a gay bar knowing that
it may offend some people, the jerk inanely
responded that "it's the only shirt I have that is
clean." (This, after he pirouetted in a modeling
session when one of his friends regarded it as
a conversation piece.)
Moments later, I got disgusted enough to
confront this idiot. I told him that I didn't care
if it was the only shirt he owned. Since we
really need the support of African-Americans
in attaining our goal of equal rights as gays
and lesbians, I think it is virtually stupid of
him to even possess an item that slaps them
(my lover included) in the face. Or is he kissing up to the likes of heritage-proud white
Georgians [such as] J.B. Stoner and Lester
Maddox, thinking they will help us in the end?
Right.
If this moron is reading this letter and still
cannot understand, let me spell it out for him.
The lesbian and gay community, widely perceived as white-led, gets criticized by black
leaders like State Rep. Henrietta Canty, DAtlanta, for not being there for the black civil
rights movement when they most needed our
help. (Witness the historical processional or-

There are two "communities" to which I
belong that I become very defensive about
whenever either of them is threatened. One—
the gay community—chose me 45 years ago.
The other—Central Presbyterian Church—I
chose more than 20 years ago. The unfortunate, although accurate, phrase in your article
about the Georgia General Assembly [SoVo,
Jan. 13] needs some clarification to put it in
the proper perspective.
The statement was in reference to Nancy
Schaefer's Family Concerns Inc. group, which
you accurately reported met at Central Church.
What needs to be noted, and what I hope you
will communicate to your readers, is that this
group reserved space at the church under the
guise of a "prayer group," and as soon as our
clergy learned of their true agenda, they were

der of the annual Martin Luther King march.
As long as this policy remains in effect, the
lesbian/gay contingent—like it or not—will
always be at the end of the parade because we
were among the last identifiable groups to support black civil rights.)
The insensitive display by a gay or lesbian
of a symbol associated with racist hate-mongers only buys into Rep. Canty's argument. It
really discredits us. Moreover, it doesn't do a
heck of a lot to encourage our black gay/lesbian brothers and sisters to unite with us against
homophobic oppressors of all colors in the
rainbow.
Maybe this insensitive creep is content with
living as a second-class citizen. I'm not.
D. Marlin Knapp
Atlanta
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immediately asked to leave.
Central Presbyterian Church has a tradition in our denomination and in our city for its
support for human justice and civil rights.
Flanked by the county courthouse to its back,
City Hall to its side and facing the State Capitol, Central has continued to sound the alarm
at injustice, just as it did when its bell warned
Atlanta of Sherman's approach in 1864. Its
support of textile and farm workers in their
quest for fair business practices, its 70-yearold health clinic serving the poor and, more
recently, its joint AIDS ministry with St.
Joseph's Hospital, its phenomenal outpouring
of love and concern at the death of Martin
Luther King Jr., its racially and economically
diverse Child Development Center, its night
shelter, are documented examples of Central's
ministry to the city. The fact that both President Clinton and President Bush visited Central during the campaign speaks to its commitment to the human condition rather than bipartisan politics.
As a staff member of Central Church for
most of the last 21 years, I want the other
community in my life to know the openness
and acceptance I have found in the midst of
that congregation and how vehemently I will
come to its defense. I applaud the action of our
clergy in evicting this group as an "outward
and visible sign" of the intolerance of abuse
which I have found is "central" to this historic
old church.
Michael Morgan
Atlanta
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Lesbians will be targeted by federally funded cancer screening program
Activists score yet another victory in getting the medical establishment to recognize the unique
health care needs of lesbians

Washington—On Monday, Jan. 21, representatives from the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) met with lesbian health care
leaders to explore ways to include lesbians
as a special population for the CDC breast
and cervical screening programs across the
country. This is an important acknowledgment by a federal agency that lesbians are a
population that should be targeted in early
detection programs.
Susan Hester, president of the Mary-

Helen Mautner Project for Lesbians with Cancer, was asked to assist the CDC in organizing the meeting. She attended both as a representative of an organization that services
lesbians with cancer and as a member of the
National Coalition of Feminist and Lesbian
Cancer Projects. Other participants included
representatives from the Lesbian Community Cancer Project of Chicago, Lesbian
Health Project in Maine, National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, Whitman-Walker clinic
of Washington, DC, Illinois State and New
York City Departments of Health and several other health provider organizations.
"We are pleased to be entering this relationship with the CDC. We believe we can
identify the barriers to health care that lesbians experience and ways to overcome these
barriers," said Hester. "If we can be successfully included in this cancer screening program, it will serve as a model for other programs to target lesbians for health care ser-

vices..
Kevin Brady, acting section chief, Program Services Branch, represented the CDC
Division of Cancer Prevention and Control,
which oversees the National Breast and Cervical Cancer Early Detection Program. The
division gives grants to state health departments to conduct cancer screenings of uninsured or underinsured women, particularly
older, minority or American Indian women.
The CDC programs are currently conducted
in 45 states, and in two states, Illinois and
Maine, lesbians have been participating in
the program.
Brady said the decision to target lesbians
was based on requests from some of the states
that conduct the screening programs. He
stated that most lesbians don't bear children,
which may put them at greater risk for breast
cancer, that most lesbians typically don't use
birth control and that many don't seek health
care exams as often as heterosexual women.

Another factor that can be a barrier is that
lesbians are fearful of revealing their sexual
orientation to their providers. These factors
qualify lesbians as special population for
health prevention screening programs.
"Lesbian health care advocacy has realized several gains in the past few months,
and I am optimistic that we can sustain the
momentum," added Hester. "Our inclusion
in the Health and Human Services Secretary's
Conference to Establish a National Action
plan on Breast Cancer certainly helped us
gain the visibility we needed with the CDC,
and we will continue to move forward from
here."
The Mary-Helen Mautner Project for Lesbians with Cancer was formed in 1990. It
educates health care providers about the special concerns of lesbians with cancer and
advocates for lesbians on health issues in the
local and national arena. For more information call 202-332-5536.

MID-TOWNE MEDICINE CENTER
Someone who's there when you need them.
Medicine Center is a state-of-the-art pharmacy committed to sustaining your health.
We also stock a full line of naturalproducts. Whether it he aspirin for a headache or
intravenous medications, we are available to service you 24 hours a day.
Our Services Include:
•
•
•
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Full Service Phar maey
24 Hour Confidential Service
Alternative Medical Therapies
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• Free Delivery
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699-B PIEDMONT AVENUE, NE (Corner of Piedmont & 3rd)
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Remembering my brother, Phil
Last month, Alicia, a staff member at the help someone.
Phil was only able to read the first couple
AIDS Survival Project, casually asked how
I was handling my brother's death from columns I wrote before his dementia started.
AIDS almost two years ago. I mumbled I was always the jock and technically minded
something, I forget what, but the question member of the family, so Phil was surprised
that I had it in me to express myself on
stayed with me.
Phil and I weren't as close as we could paper. He respected my writing, which meant
have been, but we were close enough that if a lot to me. It's important for brothers to
I had a need to gossip, I could call him for a respect each other.
When Atlanta NAPWA first formed, I
conversation that would give us both a fit of
went to a couple
giggles. I miss
meetings, but for
him terribly.
one
reason or anWhen I enother,
I didn't get
tered clinical triThere
had
been
talk
of
the
active until this past
als for AIDS repossible role in genetics in one's
year or so. Worksearch in 1986,
ing with them, now
my main conability to fight the virus, and I
as the AIDS Surcern was for myhoped, even though Phil and I
vival Project, and
self. A year of
writing this column
full blown AIDS
didn 't resemble each other very
makes me feel that
with absolutely
much, that maybe we shared the
I can help others.
no therapy availgenes that mattered for
Phil is gone, but I
able was a fruscan
do this now and
trating as anyimmune systems.
feel that big brother
thing I had yet
feeling.
faced. I wanted
Phil was totally
to fight for my
non-athletic, but he
life and these trials finally presented me with some weap- had an intellect and an understanding of the
ons. Whether they would work was com- arts that I could never hope to match. I never
pletely unknown, but at least I had some thought of these as differences, but as ways
in which we complemented each other. If
weapons.
As I responded well to the combination there was something that one of us couldn't
of AZT and alpha Interferon I began to see understand or do, chances were that the other
the possibilities that the research in which I one could. We also shared important simiwas involved might also benefit Phil, who larities: we were both gay; we had identical
had also tested positive for HIV. There had moral, ethical, and political view and bebeen talk of the possible role in genetics in liefs; and we both could laugh at the same
one's ability to fight the virus, and I hoped, things.
Loosing Phil left a void in my life.
even though Phil and I didn't resemble each
I have tried to fill that void with my
other very much, that maybe we shared the
writing
and my activism. I feel that when I
genes that mattered for immune systems.
When one is a big brother, I think that express myself, it is not just me that I am
it's instinctive to want to be protective of representing, but also Phil. His opinion is
younger siblings. I know I hoped that by still important and, I hope, is still being exgoing through all the shit involved with test- pressed through me.
I'm relating all this because January 29th
ing new drugs, Phil wouldn't have to go
through the same shit. I wanted enough to was Phil's 40th birthday. I want it to be
be learned from my experiences, that Phil's remembered and can imagine the celebration that we would have had. Phil inspired
life would gain some protection.
Unfortunately nothing I went through me when he lived, and he inspires me still.
proved any benefit whatsoever to Phil. Once He was special to those who knew him, and
his CD4 count dropped below 500 the dis- I would not be the man I am without the
ease became a bulldozer that nothing could experience of him.
So, to Phil Stanley, wherever you are,
stop. Nothing we tried would slow it down.
When Phil started weakening, my frus- happy 40th birthday. You were a good man
tration got so bad that I felt compelled to who will not be forgotten. I hope that you
write. I felt that if, after all the crap I had still have fits of giggles like we used to.
I do.
gone thru, I couldn't help Phil, I could surely
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Exercise combats a host of
women's middle age ills

m
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Common Steps:
A Lesbian & Gay Affirming
Addictions Program is the first of its
kind in Atlanta and the Southeast
Put together and administered by members
of the community and their allies,
Common Steps provides a safe,
supportive space where you can
address and explore these issues:
Substance abuse/eating disorders
Homophobia and internalized heterosexism
Social and political concerns
Healthy lesbian/gay support systems
HIV/AIDS
The process of coming out
Family systems
Lesbian/gay domestic violence
Common Steps brings these issues
into recovery through the 12-step
process familiar to many.
Call us and meet with us to see how
our program works. We're close to
home and we're here to help.

Middle age doesn't have to make a women
feel suddenly old. Exercise can help retain
strength and vitality.
"Exercise decreases risk factors for coronary artery disease, decreases the risk of
osteoporosis, strengthens pelvic structure and
improves mood," said a report in The Physician and Sportsmedicine, a medical journal.
Studies find that taking up aerobic exercise can increase endurance, according to the
article by Kathleen M. Hargarten of the Medical College of Wisconsin in Milwaukee.
Diseases of the heart are a special concern
to women at menopause because diminished
estrogen production robs them of that
hormone's apparent protective effect against
cholesterol increases, the article said. But exercise seems to increase production of highdensity lipoproteins, which sweep away lowdensity lipoproteins, the cholesterol component that can lead to artery-clogging buildups
of plaque.
"There are indications that even relatively
low- to moderate-intensity exercise can produce significant increases in HDL cholesterol,"
Hargarten wrote in the January issue of the
journal.
Her personal prescription leans to the moderate end, calling for a minimum of three vigorous 20-minute aerobic exercise sessions per
week. However, some researchers have found
that even daily walking can improve HDL levels.
Reduction in estrogen also can lead to the
brittle-bone disease known as osteoporosis. But
exercise puts stress on bones, which stimulates them to become stronger, the article said.
Estrogen replacement is considered the best
therapy against bone loss in postmenopausal
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women. But "recent evidence suggests that
exercise also helps prevent and possibly reverse bone loss caused by aging," the article
said.
This may be overstating the benefits, said
Barbara L. Drinkwater, a researcher on
osteoporosis.
Some women will think that exercise, combined with adequate calcium, the raw material
of bone, will protect them—but there's no evidence to support this, said Drinkwater.
Exercise can, however, prevent a bad thing
from getting unnecessarily worse, said
Drinkwater, a research physiologist at Pacific
Medical Center in Seattle. "It would prevent
the bone loss that would occur from being
inactive." But the value of exercise alone "is
not really very impressive," she said.
There's no evidence that exercise can help
a woman control hot flashes, the article said.
However, exercise can fight atrophy of the
muscles and ligaments of the pelvis—an important point, because atrophy can increase
the risk of prolapse, Hargarten said.
Hargarten praises Kegel exercises—tightening of the pelvic diaphragm muscles—to
fight these problems. Women should first learn
how the muscles function by stopping urine
midstream, she said. She recommends 20
Kegels twice a day, for up to 10 seconds per
contraction.
Some studies have also found that middleage women who exercise regularly showed
less anxiety and depression than did women
who didn't exercise, the article said. And exercise can give a person a feeling of accomplishment, it concluded.
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Army opens AIDS vaccine trials
Meriden, CT—The U.S. Army is inviting
pharmaceutical companies to compete with
MicroGeneSys Inc. in a $20 million trial of
AIDS vaccines, a Pentagon spokesman said
Jan. 21.
The Army will put out a request for proposals for funding other vaccine research
projects over two to four years, said Maj. Bill
Buckner. The application deadline is March
15.
"Anyone can apply for this," Buckner said.
The Army's request for proposals will force
the MicroGeneSys biopharmaceutical company, based in Meriden, to compete for funding against developers of half a dozen other
AIDS vaccines. Initially, the Army had planned
to test only the MicroGeneSys vaccine.
"Definitely, it is something we would be
interested in," said Geoff Teeter of Genentech
Inc., a west coast vaccine developer. "From
the beginning, we have advocated multi-vaccine trials."
MicroGeneSys Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Frank Volvovitz said it was
premature to say if his company would participate. "We'll have to take a look at the
solicitation," he said.
The $20 million allocation for AIDS vaccine testing has been bounced back and forth
among government agencies and proposed uses
for 16 months as scientists and AIDS advo-

cates protested the lobbying effort mounted by
MicroGeneSys to secure the money.
In April 1993, the money seemed destined
for a competitive trial of four or five different
vaccines, including the vaccine manufactured
by MicroGeneSys, under the direction of the
National Institutes of Health. But
MicroGeneSys refused to donate its vaccine
as required by NIH, so the trial never materialized.
Later, the Army once again announced
plans to proceed with solo trials of the
MicroGeneSys vaccine. But tests were torpedoed when researchers and the AIDS community again brought pressure, this time with the
assistance of the White House.
The MicroGeneSys vaccine has shown
promise in trials now under way in Sweden by
helping control several diseases that accompany AIDS and do the actual killing. However, the results are preliminary and based on
too small a patient sample to provide real proof.
MicroGeneSys, which was founded Jan.
30, 1984, has yet to market a drug or generate
revenue.
"I'm sure MicroGeneSys will not only survive, but will evolve from this," said Dr.
Harvey Sadow, one of the company's directors.
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Country stars launch AIDS fight
Washington, DC—Some of the biggest
names in country music are launching an
AIDS-awareness campaign, warning that the
disease is spreading quickly in rural America
and promoting the use of condoms.
The "Break the Silence" campaign, aimed
at the 50 million Americans who say they are
country music fans, was unveiled in mid-January by singer-songwriter Mary-Chapin Carpenter and music industry officials. Carpenter
and singer Mark Chesnutt are co-chairing the
effort, which urges the use of condoms and
frank discussions between parents and children.
In one newspaper advertisement, Chesnutt
says, "AIDS ain't just some big city problem.
Did you know that AIDS is increasing twice
as fast in rural areas as in urban areas?" It also
notes, "AIDS isn't somebody else's problem,
it's everybody's problem."
Carpenter, the 1993 Country Music Association female vocalist of the year, says in

another newspaper ad that using a condom
helps prevent the spread of HIV. "But you
have to use them properly, and that means
every time you have sex, from start to finish."
Similar versions were recorded for television and radio, along with other announcements featuring Garth Brooks, Johnny Cash
and about 40 other musicians.
The conservative Family Research Council said the campaign ignores facts and twists
statistics.
"The materials do not tell people that the
vast majority of AIDS infections are in the
homosexual and IV drug-using populations in
metropolitan areas," said Robert Knight, the
council's director of cultural studies. "If country music stars want to 'break the silence'
surrounding AIDS, they should start by being
honest about the kinds of behaviors that could
result in your death."
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Reticent doctors get HIV guides from AMA
Washington, DC—Seeking to overcome the positive patients to distant, advanced medical
reluctance of doctors to treat people infected centers for treatment.
"There are simply not enough infectious
with HIV, a government panel offered primary care providers new advice Jan. 20 on disease specialists to care adequately for the
how to treat patients with early HIV infection. growing numbers of people living with HIV,"
A 1990 survey of general-care physicians concurred Dr. Philip R. Lee, the assistant U.S.
found that half would not treat people with secretary for health. Lee said half the estiHIV if they had the choice and almost one- mated 1 million Americans who carry HIV do
third saw nothing wrong with withholding not know they are infected.
treatment. Cornelius A. Baker of the National
The American Medical Association apAssociation of People with AIDS said one plauded the new guidelines and has sent a 25survey found 24 percent of people with HIV page booklet offering similar advice on early
said health care workers were afraid to care treatment of HIV to all 192,000 primary care
for them.
doctors across the country. The group's guideThe 196-page paperback book of guide- lines cost about $100,000 to develop, aside
lines distills the latest scientific wisdom on from printing and mailing costs, which are
drug treatment of HIV patients, how to ward being paid by the Burroughs Wellcome Co.,
off opportunistic infections, detecting and deal- which makes the anti-retroviral drug AZT.
ing with tuberculosis, syphilis and other probASSOCIATED PRESS
lems.
Free copies of the guideline, "Early EvaluThe Agency for Health Care Policy and ation and Management of HIV Infection," and
Research also published two consumer guides consumer booklets are available by calling Iaimed at people with the virus and parents of 800-342-2437. Copies in Spanish are availchildren with HIV.
able by calling 1-800-344-7432. Information
Kristine Gebbie, the national AIDS policy is also available by fax by calling 1-301-594coordinator, said too often doctors refer HIV 2800.
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Scathing report calls HIV drug
testing effort "a house of cards

ft

by BRUCE MIRKEN
A scathing report from New York's Treatment Action Group, released in December but
virtually ignored by the media, calls the
government's primary structure for testing
AIDS drugs "a house of cards built on a foundation of quicksand."
The report, authored by TAG member and
longtime activist Mark Harrington, says antiHIV drug trials conducted through AIDS clinical trial groups, or ACTGs, are badly designed,
based on unproven assumptions and produce
data that is nearly worthless.
Other AIDS advocates, even when disagreeing with some of Harrington's specific
points, generally agreed that the ACTG process has serious problems. And TAG's recommendations have a history of being taken seriously. The key proposals in its 1992 analysis
of National Institutes of Health AIDS research
(co-authored by Harrington and again largely
ignored by the media) were incorporated almost verbatim into legislation passed by Congress last year.
The new document, titled "The Crisis in
Clinical AIDS Research," plunges into the nuts
and bolts of recent and ongoing clinical trials
of anti-HIV treatments. Author Harrington uses
three examples—the Army's gpl60 vaccine
research, the AZT/ddC combination therapy
trial known as ACTG 155 and the recent "convergent combination therapy" fiasco—to illustrate the kinds of poor trial design and occasional willful misinterpretation of data that
he charges are at the heart of the system's
problems.
The studies of "convergent combination
therapy"—the simultaneous use of three drugs

• DRIVER SIDE AIRBAG

that all target the HIV enzyme known as reverse transcriptase—draw much of
Harrington's fire. Early last year, a testing
protocol known as ACTG 241 was approved.
The methodology of the study is questionable,
Harrington argues, because it uses a combination of AZT and ddl—commonly used in daily
practice but about which there is little clear
data from controlled studies—as the "control"
against which to compare an untried drug combination of AZT, ddl and Nevirapine.
That was problematic enough, Harrington
argues, but things went nuts when a wildly
(and, it turned out prematurely) optimistic lab
report was published in the journal Nature last
February indicating that the three-drug combination could shut down HIV replication entirely. The report—which came from the lab
of Dr. Martin Hirsch, chair of the ACTG's
Primary Infection Committee (the group which
coordinates tests of anti-HIV drugs)—was
hyped by the institutions involved and trumpeted in the media.
With Hirsch's name attached to the encouraging data, the size of ACTG 241 was
quickly doubled and the AZT/ddl/Nevirapine
combination was added to another trial. "No
scientific rationale for expanding the study
was presented," Harrington dryly observes. Between the media hype and Hirsch's clout, none
was needed. And thanks to the publicity, even
the expanded study was swamped with far
more would-be participants than could be enrolled.
The hype came crashing down last summer, when the researchers in Hirsch's lab found
CONTINUES TOP, NEXT PAGE
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TAG report
Continued from page 14
an error in the optimistic February report. They
hadn't found HIV's "Achilles Heel" (as they
had described-it) after all.
But by then, an array of other "convergent
combination" studies were in full swing and
there was no move to curtail or modify them.
"Sometimes the belief in combination therapy
seems to overtake the need for a careful exploration of how best to study it," observes
Harrington, who has been participating in
ACTG meetings for four years. "Having failed
to show that two drugs are better than one, we
are now comparing three drugs to two as though
the issue were settled...Within the ACTG there
is no true peer review in the Primary Infection
Committee, and too little oversight by the Executive Committee. Therefore, it was smooth
sailing from the first for a catchy hypothesis
that more careful work would have doomed
from the outset."
Reaction to TAG's analysis by other AIDS
treatment advocates has been generally positive, although some criticize Harrington for
devoting relatively little space to proposing
constructive solutions to the problems he outlines. Marty Majchrowicz, manager of the
Treatment Education Program at AIDS Project
Los Angeles, calls the report "fabulous. There
are some major problems and they haven't
been addressed. The ACTG keeps plugging
along as if everything is OK, and it's not."
Project Inform founder Martin Delaney
gives Harrington's analysis a mixed review. "I
don't think it's Mark's best effort," he comments, noting that previous TAG reports have
put more emphasis on "constructive criticism"
and concrete suggestions for improvement.
One conclusion that brought widespread
agreement was that the ACTG has not been
good at putting together phase three and four
studies—large scale trials designed to fine-
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tune the use of a drug that has already been
shown to have some effectiveness. The studies of this type that have been done, Harrington
argues, have been too small to give clear answers about the fairly subtle differences between drugs like AZT, ddl and ddC, and have
not done well at conducting long-term followup of participants.
Harrington suggests moving such studies
out of the ACTG system, based primarily in
large university research centers, and into the
Community Programs for Clinical Research
on AIDS (CPCRA), which is centered in community-based clinics.
"I absolutely agree," says G'dali
Braverman of ACT UP/Golden Gate.
Braverman thinks that "the CPCRA could be a
very good place to do phase three studies," but
notes that trials involving "very intensive virology and immunology" might still need the
ACTG's scientific infrastructure.
Delaney goes a step further. "In general, if
you were going to ask me, I'd disband the
ACTG," he says. "I don't think the drugs we
have warrant this huge bureaucracy we've created"—a bureaucracy, he notes, that often duplicates other existing research structures and
that has created "a lot of hungry mouths to
feed, regardless of whether there are any drugs
worth testing." Delaney agrees that if the
ACTG structure is preserved, it would be better used to develop early stage, "high tech"
trials designed to identify worthwhile treatments instead of "these me-too AZT/ddl/ddC
trials."
Delaney thinks the time has come for a
"serious, top-to-bottom assessment of how the
resources are being used" in AIDS research,
conducted by independent analysts not connected with the federal AIDS effort, and
broader in scope than TAG's effort. "I don't
think a good analysis has yet been done of all
this," he concludes.
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New gay/lesbian rights group sets platform, announces plans
Washington, DC—After meeting in
Washington over the Martin Luther King Jr.
holiday weekend, Gay and Lesbian Americans, the latest national political organization formed to advance the cause of lesbian/
gay liberation, adopted a platform and announced plans to organize local and state
grassroots chapters across the country.
"We can't rely on a small handful of elite
Washington lobbyists to gain the freedom of
millions of gay and lesbian Americans," said
Steven Reichert, who is serving as GLA's
interim national network coordinator. "Our
challenge will be to empower people to speak
for themselves, shout at their elected officials and have a voice in their own liberation."
Gay and Lesbian Americans burst onto

the scene last year after President Clinton
decided not to honor his promise to lift the
military ban. In an advertisement in the Washington Blade, the GLA took existing lesbian/
gay political groups, in particular the Human
Rights Campaign Fund, to task for being
timid and ineffective in the face of the assault against lesbian and gay rights.
The GLA also criticized national gay/
lesbian groups for being too oriented toward
federal issues and having an inside-Washington viewpoint that didn't represent the
ideas and concerns of lesbians and gays
throughout the country.
The main players in the GLA at that time
were Reichert and activist Michael Petrelis,
a controversial figure long critical of HRCF.
Since then, however, the GLA has broad-

ened its organizational leadership with a number of other prominent activists from New
York, Kansas City and Colorado.
The HRCF has since come out with its
own plan to build a national grassroots network—a plan HRCF officials say was already in the works prior to the birth of GLA.
The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force,
too, is planning to move further beyond a
Washington focus, according to its new executive director, Peri Jude Radecic.
Still, the GLA can probably be expected
to have more of an activist point of view
than either of HRCF or NGLTF. In fact, the
GLA lists "direct action" as one of the tactics it will use to push its platform.
The platform adopted in Washington calls
for the GLA to advocate for passage of gay/

lesbian civil rights bills—on both the federal
and state levels. The group will also push for
support of the AIDS Cure Act, a piece of
legislation recently introduced in Congress
that would set up a "Manhattan Project" to
find a cure for AIDS. And the GLA will also
push for repeal of sodomy laws in states that
still have them.
The group's first public demonstration is
planned for Valentine's Day, when a nationwide, simultaneous series of press conferences will be held at state capitols across the
country to advocate for gay/lesbian-specific
local issues. The event is called "Queers
Across America."
For more information about the GLA,
call toll free (800) 889-5111.

IVE YOUR DREAM
S&
WHEN YOU OWN

It is possible to live your dreams. My proof is my
Mercedes-Benz 300 E and the customer satisfaction I
received from Atlanta Classic Cars.
Working in the world of marketing and consumer
research, I'm sensitive to the importance of customer
knowledge. Plus, I understand sales techniques and
functions.
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That's why I appreciate the time and courtesy
Atlanta Classic provided me to be certain I was comfortable with my purchase.
Talk about a dream come true. I 'd come out anytime
for Atlanta Classic Cars - in my Mercedes, of course!

ATLANTA CLASSIC CARS

MERCEDES-BENZ
1655 CHURCH STREET

Sally Ringo

DECATUR, GEORGIA 30033

404/296-1313

ROLLS

"The only Mercedes-Benz dealer inside the perimeter"

ROYCE
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Armorettes prep for season
with competition in Tampa
Hotlanta Softball sign up for
the 1994 season is Feb. 6
Atlanta—The Armorettes, that campy platoon of drag entertainers, have decided to
join the big league—the Hotlanta softball
league, that is, where they will compete this
spring in the C division. And they started the
new year off with a benevolent trip to Tampa,
Fla. on the weekend of Jan. 14-16 to help
start a new gay softball league in that city.
On Saturday, the Armoretters had a
doubleheader against Cityside, one of the upand-coming teams in that city. The Armorettes
won the first game and tied the second. On
Sunday, the new league sponsored pickup
games to scrimmage the Armorettes, but these
camp entertainers were successful in going
undefeated all weekend.
While visiting the balmy city, the
Armorettes also performed at two of the local
nightclubs on Saturday and Sunday nights.
They were successful at raising more than
$500, which was donated to the fledgling
Tampa league.
The first commissioner of the league,
which will be called Suncoast Softball League,
will be Steve White, a former Atlantan and
former Hotlanta Softball player. The new
league is expecting seven teams to begin play
this spring and plans to travel to Atlanta in
March for a mini-tournament.
In other Hotlanta news, the league has
scheduled the beginning of its 1994 season
for March 20. The league will include 16
men's teams this spring in three divisions,
adding two new teams to last year's 14. The
women's league, which has previously been
all one division, will have a competitive divi-

Georgia legislature
Continued from page 3
said that he was surprised and dismayed by
the way the resolution passed.
"It's a non-binding resolution and doesn't
carry the impact of law," he said. "But we'll
take it under advisement."
Robinson did not return phone calls from
Southern Voice requesting comment.
The controversy over "Tales" has not
abated since its airing two weeks ago. GPTV
has set up a special phone line for comments
on the series (7564747), and calls are running 5-1 in favor of the show, according to
GPTV spokesperson Marcia Killingsworth.

94 CIVIC DX COUPE
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ln addition to going undefeated, the
Armorettes' journey to Tampa helped
raise money for that city's new league.
sion and a recreational division in 1994 with
13 teams, up from eight last year.
League play will be on Sundays at
Southside Softball Fields for part of the year
and at Piedmont Park for the rest of the year.
The Hotlanta Softball league is planning on
moving all games to Southside when the renovations to Piedmont Park eliminate play on
those fields. League commissioners for 1994
are Jim Marks and Nina Cole.
The league will be having a sign up party
on Sunday, Feb. 6 at Backstreet from 3-5
p.m. The league fee is $35, and anyone interested in playing is encouraged to come to the
sign up. League play will go through the end
of July and most teams will travel to Birmingham on April 2-3 for the Easter Tournament.
RICHY HOWARD
And those calls, said both Killingsworth
and Ottinger, are coming from all over the
state, not just the Atlanta area.
"There are people who loved it, people
who thanked us for running the unedited version, and others who didn't watch it, but by
God want the right to decide what to watch,"
Ottinger said. "We're not the same as a commercial station. We have viewers who watch
us for children's programming, for news, for
nature programs, for performance.. .and those
audiences pay taxes and have the same rights
to see what they want as anyone else."
Those who oppose programs like "Tales,"
Ottinger said, "would subscribe to a singular
standard and impose that on everyone else."

IN CONTROL!

NEW '94
ACCORD LX 4 DR

NEW '94
PRELUDE Si

NEW '94
CIVIC DX 4 DR

Loaded, Air conditioning, AM-FM
cassette, removable roof, power
mirrors, dual air bags, power windows, tots of tun

Air conditbnlng, AM-fM cassette,
power mirrors, power locks,
power windows, dual air bags,
tilt wheel cruise & more

Loaded. Air conditioning, AM-fM
cassette, tilt wheel dual air bags,
power windows, electric sunroof,
power mirrors, cruise & more

Air conditioning, AM-FM cassette,
dual air bags, rear defrost & more

ONLY iV l%*
Residual Value
'12.002Totalof
Paym«*-W38."
Secully Deposit'250

The Medical Escrow Society [800.422.1314]

FOR

30
MOS

FOR

ONLY 175

ONLY 19 |£nlh

ONLY MwM month
Residua! Value
'11.427 Total of
Payments-wai"'
Seailty Deposit'250

:

30 ;■
MOS

Residua Vdue
'14.703 Total ol
Paymenrs-'MM."
Security Deposit '300
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»*>63 Total ot
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Secully Deposit '200

£
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Above leases-30 month closed end leases w/1 st payment, refundable sec. deposits plus S1000 cash down due at delivery.
1 Oc per mile over 1Z000 per yeor plus tax w/approved credit.

For our customers'
convenience, our
Service dnd Parts
departments are
open Saturday 9-4,

CERTIFIED
LO-JACKDEALER
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HONDA.

451-2700
0
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5525 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.,
Chamblee

a teiten to- (^runny *i¥o*tcl4,...

My salesperson, Julie Ellis, was
highly recommended to me by a
friend who also enjoyed her
dealings with Ms. Ellis.
Julie Ellis was professional,
courteous, and very respectful of
the presence of my female life
partner during the sale. Ms. Ellis
could relate to me more
comfortably than any other car
salesperson ever has. I appreciated
her availability at Curry Honda.

5

1

-

During my two days of
business at your dealership, I
was aware of two other samesex couples making purchases.
Thank you once again for your
dealership's stance to be gay/
lesbian sensitive and for
providing quality gay personnel
such as Julie Ellis.
Sincerely,
Laine Peek

Ellis
27

O
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First MCC presents

BLACK HISTORY
7:30 Every Sunday Evening in February
led by
Reverend Leevahn Smith

Advance Cash Benefits Program
CASH Now for your Life Insurance
■ You submit only one application • We have seven exclusive benefactor groups
• We process any size policy • Our plans allow you to keep your health insurance and
disability income • We are the largest and oldest advocate lor the insured • You get personal
attention • A principle of the company is available 24 hours a day to discuss your needs

Residual Vdue-OT*1 Total of Payments-^50
Security deposit-5™

NEW '94 DEL
SOL Si

in mcmoriam of our founder Cecil Ray Dc Loach 1952-1991

YOU CAN BE

Sporty w/ Air conditioning, dual air bags,
rear defrost, AM/FM cassette ft more

MORNING WORSHIP AT 11:00

1

Metropolitan Community Church

1379 Tullie Rd. (N. Druid Hills at I-85) • 325-4143
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We ve been
teaching kids
how to drive.
No, really! We provide Gwinnett
and DeKalb County schools with
nice, shiny Saturns for
their Driver's
Education programs.
We thought you'd
appreciate their having
some experience when they get out
on the road. The neat thing is, we get
these cars back and they're STILL nice
and shiny! (They take better care of
them than some of our customers!)
OVER 30 of these cars have just come
out of Driver's Ed. service, so if you're
looking to save a little money on a car
purchase, you might want to check these
out. They won't last long, because some of
the students already have theirs picked out.
Saturn of Gwinnett

Saturn of Chamblee

2520 Pleasant Hill Rd.

5764 Peachtree Industrial Blvd.
451-8188

497-8770

A DIFFERENT KIND of COMPANY. A DIFFERENT KIND of CAR.
Part of the Hix Green Family
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OCCASIONS
BIRTHDAYS
If you happened to be at Cowtippers the
night of Jan. 22, there is an explanation for
all that commotion coming from the back
room. Scott Meehan was celebrating his 25th
birthday and as usual could not keep his
friends corralled. A "maavalous" time was
had by all.
Happy belated birthday to Walter Simpson
who turned 21, again, on Jan. 24.
Dancer/choreography/all around artist Jim
Chappeleaux had a birthday Jan. 6
Steve Alper called to say that 40 is fantastic.
He hit the number on Jan. 25 and says he's
not getting older, just better.

ANNIVERSARIES
Happy seventh anniversary to radical lesbian Cajuns and one time Atlantans Kelly
"Dita" Prejean and Roxane "Rox" Smith irt
the Big Easy on Feb 3. Louisiana expatriates
QP and Mona Love, et al, hope they soon
wrest control of the Louisiana Banana Republic from Gov. "Fast Eddie" Edwards and
run that state right. And happy Mardi Gras.

SAY AMEN
Hallelujah. Pastor S. Faybell Ma-Hee starts
preaching at the Reformed Faith Worship
Center in Veterans' Hall of Georgia State
University's Alumni Hall at noon on Feb. 6.

Joanne DeMark and Chris Parrish get
into the butch/femme swing of things
at the recent Lesbians for Just Desserts/Websters get together.
Congratulations, and let the church say
"Amen."

BOOKISH DELIGHTS
The Lesbians for Just Desserts book group
recently enjoyed their second annual joint
celebration with Websters (a lesbian writers' group). The theme of the parry was
butch/femme, inspired by the book they're
currently reading: "The Persistent Desire: A
Femme-Butch Reader" edited by Joan
Nestle.

When you have Occasions, let us know. Write Southern Voice/Occasions, PO Box
18215, Atlanta, GA 30316, call (404) 876-0789, or fax to (404) 876-2709. Please
include a phone number for verification.

PAP£R
YOUR ULTIMATE RESOURCE
£ FOR
l/
FOI PAPER, PARTIES, WEDDINGS AND SPECIAL EVENTS
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ANYTHING YOUR

0}

& HEART DESIRES! <<? ^

v
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FOR YOUR LOVE: ^
Valentine cards & plush
<3
Valentine ribbons and bows
Helium balloon bouquets
£>
Chocolate long stemmed roses
Jumbo chocolate kisses
Atlanta delivery available rv,

FOR YOUR PARTY:
Tableware
c<?
Decorations
Custom centerpieces £>
Serving ware
^Q
Custom invitations
^»
Hearts all shapes and sizes!

VOTED ONE OF AMERICA'S TOP lOO PARTY STORES!
1161 BUFORD HIGHWAY ATLANTA/ GA 10129
NORTHEAST PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER 728-0100 FAX 728-0111

We're GLAAD...we're here...
...and we have big plans for '94!
The Gay & Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD/Atlanta)
is looking for individuals for the following (6 month) volunteer positions:
Directors of—Fund Raising, Volunteers, Community Outreach,
Public Affairs, Membership, Office Manager and Media Awards
Banquet Co-Chairpersons, for March through September 1994.

%ur Financial Plan
Should Be As Unique
As Your Family.

U

An American Express company

GLAAD/Atlanta works in a proactive way with the media and the community to
provide more fair, accurate and diverse representations of gay & lesbian persons.
—Become part of an organization affecting change through
culture, with a local and national voice—

Families today are as unique as their
individual members. At IDS we realize
that one-size-fits-all financial plan
simply doesn't meet most people's needs.
That's why we've developed financial
planning to meet the specific needs of
both traditional and non-traditional
families. Call today for a free .
introductory consultation.
IDS Financial Services Inc.
Margaret M. Graff
Personal Financial Planner

396-7840
Please call Carl Lange by February 15 at the GLAAD/Atlanta office at 876-1398

-•---•---,-, ,- ,-, iVlVUVt'l

Suite 150, 1200 Ashwood Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30338
©1993 IDS Financial Corporation.
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Survey seeks gay/lesbian greeks
sists of 32 short-answer questions covering a
variety of topics. Respondents are asked why
they joined and what they got out of the greek
experience. There are questions about sexual
identity and activity while in college, homophobic attitudes or behavior within their
fraternity or sorority chapter and any homophobic activity within the chapter.
The survey is strictly confidential, and the
published results will not contain any names
or information that might identify a particular
individual.

Were you in a fraternity or sorority when
you were in college? If so, you may be interested in participating in a confidential national survey of gay men and lesbians who
are either undergraduate or alumni members
of a traditional social fraternity or sorority.
To obtain a copy of the survey, write to Fraternity Research, PO Box 15863, San Diego,
CA 92175.
The research project is being conducted
by Douglas Case, a gay political activist in
San Diego, Calif. The five page survey con-

Pride board elects 3 new members
Three newcomers have joined the board
of the Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Committee after the election for the board of directors at the general meeting on Jan. 20.
Judy Siff, a well-known lesbian activist
and one of the organizers of The Dyke March
'94, was elected to the board, as was Rev. Jay

Neely, district coordinator for the MCC
Church. Phillip Davis, corporate secretary for
the Atlanta Executive Network, will also join
the board.
Two current members were re-elected—
Richy Howard and Tom Whitehead.

Leather community plans bake sale
The Leathermen Atlanta, Panther L/L, and
The Heretic are sponsoring, a bake sale and
giveaway on Saturday, Feb. 13 at 3 p.m. during "Kathleen's Gospel Hour." All proceeds
from the food and ticket sales will benefit
Jerusalem House.
The Heretic, located at 2069 Cheshire

Bridge Road, will offer a complimentary buffet beginning at 5:30 p.m. for the Jerusalem
House party. Tickets are on sale now for prizes
to be given away during the event, and you
do not need to be present to win. Tickets are'
available at The Heretic.

Cobb Commission

commission's vote. "The key is the make up
of it. The diversity of the [council], the awareness of the council, is very important. They
did have the right, certainly, to change its
structure."
Noel Lytle, co-chair of the Cobb Citizens
Coalition, organized in response to last
summer's anti-gay activity, attending the second of two public hearings on the issue, and
said that it was clear the commissioners had
no intentions of listening to opposition.
"The 10 speakers were unanimous in opposition," he said. "But they voted to put the
[council] directly in their control. It was like
none of us had spoken there."
But Lytle said he was pleased that members of his group, the council itself and the
Network for Social Change, an organization
under the auspices of the Unitarian Universalist Congregation, were visible at the hearing.
"I think the commissioners were made
aware that this was something they were not
going to squeeze through without controversy," he said.
KC WILDM00N

Continued from page 3
nicipalities. Now, all 21 members will be chosen by county commissioners, and their terms
will run concurrent with the commissioner
who appointed them.
The measure, which passed 5-0 on Jan.
25, was sponsored by Commissioner Gordon
Wysong, author of the anti-gay and anti-arts
legislation this summer. While denying that
he was trying to retaliate against the commission, Wysong did tell the Atlanta JournalConstitution that the changes would make the
council, which advises on issues concerning
the county's various communities, "our agents
instead of our adversaries."
The Community Relations Council had
been the only remaining county board not
under direct control of the commissioners.
Members of the council say that it remains to
be seen how it will be affected by the change.
"The true test of it will be who they appoint," said Mike Harrison, a council member whose term had expired and whose reappointment was on hold until after the
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Being the only fully funded, gay owned and
operated settlement company, we understand your
needs. Page & associates, inc. has built its reputation
by providing the best personal service the industryhas to offer - from computerized client tracking to
frequent follow-ups and same day fund transfers.
We're dedicated to you. We don't look at our clients as
just another investment. With clients nationwide, our
Life Program meets the special needs of the gay
terminally ill, both financially and personally.
When you want more than selling your policy, call
us on The Lifeline 1-800-572-4346

PAGE

& associates; inc.®(

Los Angeles ▼ Cleveland ▼ New Hope ▼ Miami
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NAPWA
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
Or PEOPLE WITH AIDS

Because of her, women's sufferingwas
transformed into women's suffrage.
It took Susan B. Anthony's tireless efforts
to secure women's right to vote.
Along the way, she also helped pioneer
women's rights to own property, organize
unions and the right to sue, to name a few.
Come celebrate her and other women's
victories in a very special service on Sunday,
Feb. 13 at 11am.

• fitness center/swimming pool
• washer and dryer in each apt.
• free 24-hour monitored
intrusion alarm
• modern living in historic
Virginia Highland
*~

When you
or a friend is
selling a life insurpolicy, it's a sink or
Until you talk * swimance
situation. Today, there
with us.
are companies popping up like
weeds that would love to buy your
policy. They say they're "gay-friendly"
with their pink triangles. Some of them
show you their friendly faces and promise you
the most . . . can you really trust them? It's
unfortunate, but working with one of these companies
can cost you in the end.

Don't sell your
life insurance..

First Existentialist
Congregation Of Atlanta
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609 Virginia Avenue (404J 874-5312

Property professionally managed

by Gables Residential Services
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Ministers R. Lanier Clance and Marsha Mitchiner.470 Candler Park Dr. 378-5570.

We don t just gfive you cask ror your lire insurance policy.
We gfive you options.
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terminally ill, you can pick up the pnone and call the

i ialival M'ttk-mi-nl c«nr»p«iny llial gives you a single cash payment,

purchases individual and group lire insurance policies with a face
value or $10,000 to $2,000,000.

i.-u.ilk uilnin / 1 lionrs alter approval. 1 hey are selr-capitalized

Their confidentiality is second to none; each or their employees

nul bai kill l>y one ul I lie largest hank's in the country. 1 hey are not

adheres to the firm's strict, self-imposed code of ethics equaling or

,i broker, -o m iv are ahle to pay you a higher price. This same firm

surpassing current government guidelines and proposed legislation,

ill V^ .1

he paperwork" loi you, has medical expertise in-house, and

Thatfirm is Legacy Benefits. You have the option: mahe it simple.

Legacy Benerits Corporation
A Viatica! t>ettlement Company

1-800-875-1000
' I- \\, -i Uli. .-tnvi. New tort, NY 10122
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THE HNS HIV PROGRAM

we won't stand on

ceremony

A comprehensive program of services that responds to the diverse needs of the HIV

T Psychological Services
Personalized counseling by gay
licensed clinical social workers
helps meet the emotional, psychological, and family needs
specific to the HIV individual.

but we will stand by our

commitment

T Pharmacy Services
Clinically trained pharmacists are
continually updated to advanced
protocols in delivering HIV
pharmacy services.

Our Commitment
To provide prescription medication to our
customers in total confidentiality.

T Nursing Services
Sensitive to the special needs of
the PWA, the registered nurses
have a minimum five years
clinical experience in IV. therapy
or related field.

To render the ultimate service at NO COST
to our customers whenever possible.
To add a personal touch to all of
our services to you.
To support the cause of non-profit
research and health issues.

T Caring, Committed, and Concerned about the community.

LAMBDA

APOTHECARY

J£fi
y=y

145A North Ave., NE, near Juniper

875-9717

HNS
ADVANCED INFUSION THERAPIES

1-800-8724467
426-4933
\
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music of
Nashville
composer
Lee Gannon
is a place
where HIV
By BRIAN COCHRAN
In his music, Lee Gannon wins the battle of his life.
The plaintive line of a clarinet, representing HIV, is bested
by the most unlikely of foes, a toy piano. In another work, a
strong, rigid line of notes seems to be unstoppable but, in the
end, cannot endure in a competition "with a floating passage,
representing the composer himself.
Gannon, who lives in Nashville, has been HIV positive for
seven years. He explains the unusual choice of the sound of a
toy piano in his piece, "The Time Was Gold," as representing
his feeling that "answers to difficult questions are found in
unexpected places." In Gannon's opinion, the answer to the
AIDS virus will come from a similar, unexpected place.
For Gannon, composing music is the most effective way
he has of dealing with being HIV positive. Through it, he can
assert his strength against the disease by writing notes on the
page, which transfers to his own outlook about his health. He

Nashville composer Lee Gannon, who is living with HIV, says his music helps fuel
the positive outlook he needs to survive.
finds the necessary ingredients to survive—courage, power,
the will to live—in creating his art. Nothing is more effective.
"All of my music is either about [HIV] or about escaping
from it," he says. "In my music, I get the opportunity to
overcome the virus."
Gannon's work will be featured this week in a performance by Thamyris, an Atlanta-based contemporary chamber
music ensemble. The concert, "A Tribute to
Those Living With AIDS," which will be held
in the acoustic splendor of Spivey Hall at
Clayton State College, is designed to explore,
through music, the way our lives have been
affected by AIDS and will include a pre-concert talk by Gannon and Seattle composer
Janice Giteck.
Other composers whose work will be performed during the program include Michael

A tribute to lyhese
giving Offith AIDS
a concert by Thamyris, will be
held Sunday, Feb. 6 at Spivey
Hall on the campus of Clayton
State College in Morrow. The
)re-concert talk begins at 2:30
and the concert at 3:00pm.
st information, call

The members of Thamyris, an Atlanta-based modern music ensemble.

Torke, Joji Yuasa and David Liptak.
Thamyris is known for its innovative interpretations of
modern works, as well as for trying to increase knowledge
about modern music as a genre. In fact, the seven-member
group was founded by percussionist Peggy Benkeser and
keyboardist Laura Gordy out of frustration with the lack of
outlets for modem music artists in Atlanta.
Thamyris will perform two of Gannon's works. The first,
"The Time Was Gold," echoes Schoenbert's archetype for
new music ensemble compositions, with the clarinet line representing HIV serving as the basis in the piece. Gannon describes it as a very "visceral" work. Though the clarinet solos
convincingly, the composer takes his final revenge on the
virus that invaded his life by having the ensemble completely
destroy it.
The second piece, "Derelict," is even more intimate, retelling the very personal story of how Gannon had to give up
playing his instrument, the flute, due to his illness.
In this piece, which is written in three sections, the virus
is represented by a set of seven notes which are very structured, academic and regimented ("like the virus itself," says
the composer). The first section reveals the virus by itself,
strong and unbeatable. The second, which is much more expressive, slower and floating, represents Gannon. Finally, there
is a battle between the two in the third section — a battle the
composer wins.
In addition to his musical work, Gannon is active in several Nashville AIDS organizations. He is also proud of the
fact that he recently was elected to the vestry of his church.
The fusion between Thamyris and Gannon is a first, but
the group is certainly known for its unorthodox performances.
By exploring cross-cultural trends, employing collaborative
performance structures with other creative arts and by commissioning new works written by local composers, former
programs by the group have been as diverse as the sounds
generated by the musician's instruments.
Former programs included "Portraits of Madness," a musical journey through insanity, "Can We All Get Along?"
written by African-American composer William Banfield in
response to the L.A. riots, and a whimsical program featuring
pieces like "Twango," a takeoff on the tango.
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USIC at EMORY
CECYLIA ARZEWSKI, V/OLIN
WILLIAM RANSOM, PIANO
Tuesday, February I,
8:15 P.M. Cannon Chapel
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120 Minutes
That Will Change
Your Life!

Mozart: Sonata in E minor, K. 304
J. S. Bach: Sonata No. 2 in A minor
Ysaye: Ballade
R. Strauss: Sonata in E Flat Major, Op. 18

^tfatiaht from the Weosft

A musical celebrating children's courage in the fight against AIDS

THE YING QUARTET
Tuesday, February 8, 8:15 P.M.
Glenn Memorial Auditorium
Schubert: Quartet No. 9 in G minor, D. 173

March 10-12,1994,8pm
Saturday matinee at 2:30 pm*
* matinee will be interpreted for the deaf and visually impaired all tickets $12

Janacek: Quartet No. 2,"lettres intimes"

Coca-Cola Roxy • 3110 Roswell Road

Beethoven: Quartet in A minor, Op. 132

Tickets
$22 adults $12 students/seniors
To charge call TICKETMASTER: 249-6400
For information and group sales call 872-4278

LYNN HARRELL, CELLO
BROOKS SMITH, PIANO

To Benefit AIDS Survival Project (formerly NAPWA) and
the Metropolitan Atlanta Community Foundation.
Sponsored in part by: Integrated Health Services, Mid-Towne Medicine Center,
NationsBank, Coca-Cola, 99X, Southern \bice and ETC.

Tuesday, February 15, 8:15 P.M.
Glenn Memorial Auditorium
Debussy: Sonata
Beethoven: Sonata in C Major, Op. 102, No. 1

The Atlanta Lambda Center Presents:

Rachmaninov: Sonata, Op. 19

An expo of
Atlanta's lesbian,
gay, bisexual and
transgender

BOX OFFICE: 727-6187
Call for a free season brochure and the opportunity to save 20% on tickets.
In addition to general parking at no charge,
valet parking is available to patrons.

organizations.

EMORY UNIVERSITY

Sat., February 19
10:00

a . m

3:00

p.m

Holiday Inn Cenfral

WHEN YOU CARE,
THE

tNEW

'ORDER

I-85

and

Monroe

Drive

Seminars:
Leadership Skills • 501(c)(3) Paperwork • Fundraising
Panel Discussion moderated by Joan Garner:
"Ideas for Making our Organizations More Inclusive"

YOU DO!
1544 PIEDMONT AV., NE, (ANSLEY MALL). ATL, GA 30324 / 874-8247
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A celebration of diversity in our community.
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THURSDAY

WOMAN FORUM.
Atlanta's original women's
radio program, still going
strong. 6-7pm, WRFG, 89.3
FM.

GAY GRAFITTI. Out and
loud lesbian and gay radio.
Tonight: S. Faybell Ma-Hee.
7-8pm, WRFG, 89.3 FM.
BOY'S SHORTS: NEW
QUEER CINEMA. Last day
for this collection of short
films from a gay perspective
at Georgia State's Cinefest

Theatre. 5:30pm, 7:45pm &
9:45 pm. 651-2463.
THE THINGS THEY
CARRIED. A series of one
act plays at Theater Emory
begins tonight with Tim
O'Brien's tale of the Vietnam
war and "Despoiled Shore,"
by Hener Miiller. 8pm. Mary
Gray Munroe Theater of
Dobbs University Center on
the Emory campus. 727-6187.
INTERIORS TODAY. A six
part, locally produced series
exploring the world of
interior design. Hosted by
Shane Meder and Eileen
Marzetti. Tonight: Ann Platz.
8:30pm, GPTV, Ch. 8.
ATLANTA SYMPHONY.
Yoel Levi conducts "The
Planets" with Laura Ardan on
clarinet and the women of the
ASO Chorus. Also tomorrow
and Saturday. 892-2414.
LAUGHING MATTERS.
Comedy improv troupe
performs Thurs & Sat at
Manuel's, 8pm. 717-4714.
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classic on screen at the High
Museum's Rich Auditorium.
Stars Joan Fontaine and
Laurence Olivier. 8pm. 8924444.
MACBETH. Shakespeare's
classic Scottish tragedy opens
tonight for a 6 week run at the
Shakespeare Tavern, 499
Peachtree. Thurs-Sat 7:30pm,
Sun 5:30 pm, thru Mar 27.
874-5299.
WAYS AND MEANS. One
acts continue at Theater
Emory with Noel Coward's
"Ways and Means" and "The
Things They Carried. Also
tomorrow. See Thursday for
theater info.
DREAM WEAVER AND
CANDY BULLETS. A
performance cafe with a Latin
flavor at Nexus Contemporary Art Center. Also
tomorrow. 8pm, $6 members,
$8 nonmembers. 688-1970.
MARIA RIVA. Dietrich's
daughter signs copies of her
book, "Marlene Dietrich," at
Oxford Books on Pharr Road.
7-8:30 pm.

FRIDAY

REBECCA. The Hitchcock
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SOAP. Comedy Central has
the controversial 70s TV
series. 2pm & 7:30pm, MonFri.
DYING WITH OSCAR—
THE ACADEMY AWARD
MURDERS. Agatha's
Mystery Dinner Theatre
opens its first production of
1994 tonight with murder
during the Academy Awards
ceremony. Tu-Sat 7:30 pm,
Sun 7pm. $33-$38 includes 5
course dinner and the deadly
show. 875-1610.
LA CAGE AUX FOLLES.
Thru Feb 6. Theatre of the
Stars presents the very gay
love story of Georges and
Zaza/Albin. S15.50-$35.50.
249-6400.
ANGELS. Thru Feb 13.
Theatrical Outfit brings back
Philip DePoy's gospel
musical at the Outfit, 1012
Peachtree. Wed-Sat 8pm, Sun
3pm. $15. 872-0665.
THE SUM OF US. Thru Feb
13. SAME presents David
Stevens' comedy of love—
between a gay, soccer-playing
plumber and his father and their potential partners—set
in Melbourne. Australia. $10
in advance & $12 at the door.
Thurs-Sun at 8pm. OutProud
Theatre, 75 Bennett St. Tut
available at SAME, Charts,
Maddix DeLuxe and E.D.'s
Gourmet Records, or call
609-9590.
ALADDIN. The Center for
Puppetry Arts presents the
familiar tale of Aladdin and
the magic lamp thru Feb. 16
as part of the Family Series.
873-3391.
PRESENT LAUGHTER.
Thru Feb 19. Noel Coward's
witty portrayal of matinee
idol Garry Esendine is packed
with witty repartee. A perfect
antidote to January's grey
skies. At the Neighborhood
Playhouse. 430 W. Trinity
Place in Decatur. Thurs.-Sat
8pm. Sun. 2pm. 373-5311.
JULIUS CAESAR. Thru Feb
20. Non-traditional casting
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makes Jomandi's production
of the Shakepeare classic
unique, at the 14th St.
Playhouse. In addition to the
"different" cast, the play is
set in the 60s. 873-1099.
THE NEAREST EDGE OF
THE WORLD: ART AND
CUBA NOW. Thru Feb 26.
Young Cuban artists' work is
displayed at Nexus Gallery,
along with "Contemporary
Paralells with Dante's
'Inferno,'" painting by Larry
Edwards and Greely Myatt.
Reception from 8-10 pm,
exhibit on display. 535 Means
St. 688-2500.
LOVE LETTERS. Thru Feb.
26. Mariatta's infamous
Theatre in the Square offers
up A.R. Gurney's touching
work about 50 years of
correspondence between
childhood sweethearts whose
lives take different paths.
Starring Atlanta legends Mary
Nell Santacroce and Frank
Wittow in their first ever
performance together. Tues.Sat. at 8pm, Sun. at 3&7pm.
422-8369.
MANY THINGS HAVE
HAPPENED SINCE HE
DIED...AND HERE ARE
THE HIGHLIGHTS. Thru
Feb 27. Contemporary
Southern Gothic comedydrama about a wife and
secretary who tries for
perfection and fails—even
after she attends the Living
Loving Marriage Weekend.
Sounds like a candidate for
dykedom to us! At Horizon
Theatre, 1083 Austin Ave.
Thurs-Fri at 8pm, Sat. at
8:30pm, Sun. 5pm. 584-7450.
SPEED THE PLOW. Thru
Feb 27. Actor's Express
presents David Mamet's
wicked comedy about the
moral travails of a Hollywood
screenwriter. Thurs-Sat 8pm,
Sun 7pm. Tickets $12-15.
221-0831.
OUTWRITE BOOKS. Thru
Feb 28. The gay and lesbian
bookstore has a double
whammy this month: the art
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of local artist Lee Bonhoff,
with proceeds going to the
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay
Pride Committee, and a book
drive to benefit Jerusalem
House. Book donations will
go toward a library for
residents and volunteers. 6070092.
YOUR ARTS DESIRE.
Thru Feb 28. A contemporary
collection of the finest in
handmade crafts and
intriguing gifts, just in time
for Valentine's Day, at the
City ArtWorks, 2140
Peachtree Rd. 605-0786.
A SALUTE TO AMERICAN BALLET. Thru Feb 28.
The Heath Gallery presents
works by photographer
George Plan Lynes. 2626407.
VIBRATING COLORS OF
WE. Thru Feb 28. Virginia's
Coffee House (1243 Virginia
Ave) celebrates Black History
Month with the work of
Atlanta artist Karla Reid.
712-9198.
WITH OUR OWN EYES.
Thru Mar 5. Works from the
Atlanta College of Art's
Georgia Artists' Registry are
on display at the City of
Atlanta's City Gallery at
Chastain. 257-1747.
AMERICAN PAINTINGS
FROM THE MANOOGIAN
COLLECTION. American
artists of the 19th century are
on exhibit thru Mar. 6 at the
High Museum.
RUSSELL WHriTNG:
MODERN CLASSICISM
IN SCULPTURE. Thru Mar
19. Works of the Louisiana
sculptor are on display at
King Plow Arts Center's
Human Arts Gallery 887 W.
Marietta St, Studio J-103.
724-9141.
HOWARD COOK: THE
AMERICAN SOUTH. Thru
Mar 19. The Marietta/Cobb
Museum of Art presents an
exhibition of works by
Howard Cook, a WPA (New
Deal Art Program) and
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regionalist artist. 424-8142.
MARY CASSATT.
Paintings of the American
Impressionist are on view at
the High Museum thru Mar.
27.
TREASURES FROM THE
AFRICAN KINGDOM OF
BENIN. Thru Apr 24. Royal
treasures of brass, ivory,
terracotta and wood from the
ancient kingdom are on view
today at the High Museum.
898-9284.
JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR. Ted Neeley and Carl
Anderson, stars of the movie
version 20 years ago, reunite
as Jesus and Judas at the Fox,
Feb 15-Feb 20. S10-S37.50.
249-6400.
NATIONAL BLACK GAY
AND LESBIAN CONFERENCE. Feb. 17-21 at the
Meadowlands Hilton in
Seacaucus, NJ. This year's
theme: "Black Gays and
Lesbians: From Silence to
Celebration—Beyond the 28
Days." Scholarships will be
available. 213-964-7820.
WHO'S DINING WHO?
Feb 19. A benefit for the
AIDS Survival Project
(formerly Atlanta NAPWA)
offers a twist on the usual
dinner party benefit. Call now
to drop your name into the
hat—your dinner location and
theme will be chosen by
lottery. $50 includes dinner,
drinks and a dessert reception
at Nexus Contemporary Arts
Center. 874-7926.
THE WHO'S TOMMY. The
Tony Award winning
sensation comes to the Fox
Mar 15-20, starring former
MTV VJ Steve Isaacs. TusFri 8pm, Sat 2&8pm, Sun
l&5pm. Tickets $10-536.50.
817-8700.
HEARTLIGHT AFFAIR.
Mar. 19. An evening of
dinner parties followed by a
Dessert Extravaganza at
NationsBank Plaza's 26th
floor to benefit Jerusalem
House. To host a dinner, call
527-7627 before Feb 15.
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SATURDAY

OUTLOOK. Radical talk for
revolutionary intellectuals—
feminist, Afro-centered and
pro-gay radio on AM. 7pm10pm, WIGO, 1340AM.
THE ROCHES. Ah, the
Roches. Amazing harmonies.
Delicious humor. Just three
sisters from New Jersey who
can entertain to beat the band,
even if they are the band.
Variety Playhouse, 8:30 pm.
$15. 524-7354.
CAPITAL CITY BALLET.
A choreographer's showcase,
"Glorious Traditions/New
Dimensions," on stage at the
Bass High School auditorium
in Little 5 Points. 2&8pm
today, 8pm tomorrow. $10
adults, $8 students. 518-7769.

e

SUNDAY

LES CHANTEUSES
AFRICAINES. The musical
and literary voices of African
women, with host Alicia
Banks, who offers a unique
perspective that includes the
lesbian point of view. Mam.
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
HOTALANTA SIGNUP
PARTY. Get out the gloves
and bats! It's Softball time
again! Hotlanta Softball
League hosts a signup party
at Backstreet from 3-5pm.
League play starts Mar
27...so get in shape. 8734061.
LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
SESSION. Find out what
those folks down under the
Gold Dome are doing with
your tax dollars. GAPAC
lobbyist Larry Pellegrini tells
all at the Georgians for
Choice offices, 1049 Hudson
Drive in Virginia-Highland.
2-4pm. 872-8095.
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MONDAY

STILL AIN'T SATISFIED.
Music and interviews from a
lesbian perspective. Cool
music for any queer or
interested other. 7-9pm,
WRFG, 89.3 FM.
OUT IN ATLANTA.
Atlanta's local lesbian and
gay cable program featuring

interviews, news, arts &
entertainment and more.
10:30pm and again, Wed
5:30pm. Cable Ch. 12.
DYKE TV. Activist
television from a dyke
perspective. 9:30pm, People
TV. Cable Channel 12.
GOODWILL BOOKSALE.
Thru Feb 13. You'll be
amazed at the books in the
atrium at Northlake Mall for
tliis 200,000+ title annual sale
benefitting Goodwill. Most
books are majorly affordable—-500 to a buck. It's
amazing.
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TUESDAY

LUNCHTIME WITH
KENNY. A behind the scenes
look at the Alliance Theatre
with artistic director Kenny
Leon and cast and crew from
the theater's upcoming
production, "La Bete." Free,
noon to 1pm.

TV Ch. 12, 2:30pm and again
on Sat. 10pm. It also airs on
City Ch. 6, Thur 5pm..
JUDITH JAMISON. Artistic
director of the Alvin Ailey
Dance Company signs her
book, "Dancing Spirit," at
Oxford Books on Pharr Road,
7-8:30 pm.
BLACK HISTORY
MONTH WORKSHOP.
Daylily Crafts Cooperative
presents a series of
workshops for February.
Tonight, "Traditional African
Dress" teaches different ways
to wrap and tie the Lappa, the
traditional dress and head tie
of African women. 6:30-9pm.
378-6285.

PICTURED:
LEFT: Dirkan Tulaine and
Janet Metzger star in the
Atlanta Shakespeare
Company's "Macbeth," Feb
4-Mar 27.
ABOVE: Ed Pendleton,
Goodwill's 1993 "Armchair
Adventure" gets set to take
off for the southeast's
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WEDNESDAY

POSITIVE LIVING. This
locally produced show about
people living with AIDS airs
twice every week on People

largest secondhand booksale,
at Northlake Mall Feb 7-13.
BELOW: The High Museum's
film series continues Feb 4
with Alfred Hitchcock's film
of Daphne du Maurier's
"Rebecca," starring Laurence
Olivier and Joan Fontaine.
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A MUSICAL TRIBUTE DEDICATED

To Those Living
With AIDS

^

presented by the new music ensemble

(EXPLORING THE WAYS OUR LIVES
ARE AFFECTED BY AIDS)
Spivey Hall, Clayton State College
Sunday, February 6, 1994, 3:00 pm
Pre-Concert Discussion 2:30 pm
For ticket reservations,
call (404) 961-3683
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who revere David Mamet as the savior of American
drama. But though his facility with words is fascinating,
and his ear for dialogue is positively electric, there is not
much to like about the people who populate his plays.
And it would be a challenge for anyone to name any
woman Mamet has created who has been shown in anything closely resembling a favorable light.
So given that Mamet is a misogynist, and also given
that he writes about people you would rather not encounter under any circumstances, how do you approach a
play like "Speed-the-Plow," which is currently having
its Atlanta premier at Actor's Express?
Very carefully.
"Speed-the-Plow"
is
Speed-the-Plow
Mamet's insider look at the den
runs through Feb. of thieves he calls Hollywood.
27 at Actor's Ex- In this world of deals,
press, 280 Eliza- counterdeals, contracts, opbeth St., inman tions, greed, sex, corruption
Park. For informa- and just a touch of physical
violence, we meet three unsation, call 221-0831.
vory people—Bob Gould
(Frank Roberts), a studio executive, Charlie Fox (Gared Simon), one of his underlings, and Karen (Pamela Kerlin), a temporary secretary
(she doesn't even rate a last name from Mamet) who
would like to be one of the power brokers.
In "Speed-the-Plow," each one of these three characters takes a shot a having the upper hand. Bob "green
lights" a movie project brought to him by Charlie. Karen
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Pam Kerlin, Frank Roberts (middle) and Gared Simon
star as playwright David Mamet's ruthless trioka in
"Speed-the-Plow" at Actor's Express.

uses sex to seduce Bob into agreeing to a different project.
Charlie literally strong-arms Bob and reduces Karen to
nothing. Each manipulates the other.
There is nothing wrong with watching disagreeable
people on stage. After all, in many plays, we root for the
villain more often than we do the hero (Iago, for instance, has always been far more fascinating that Othello).
But when faced with unredeeming characters on a constant barrage of invective, it all gets rather tiresome.
Actor's Express has done the best possible job with
"Speed-the-Plow." Director Luann Purcell has captured
all the necessary Mamet rhythms and nuances. The dialogue sparkles under her guidance. The play moves re-

Happy Valentine's Day
from the Staff of Hairanoia
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Decorative
Accessories

$2.00 Off Haircut

After
Three
Long
Years
J

Ttoufth
luesday
in conjunction with Dr.
Ann McAllister present

2000 CHESHIRE BRIDGE RD.

houseworks
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lentlessly, never flagging or failing to hold our interest
for a moment.
All three members of the cast put forth a valiant
effort. Frank Roberts infuses the most humanity on stage
into the role of Bob. He alone lets us see any vulnerability in one of these characters. Unfortunately, we soon
learn that moment of weakness was really just his ego
and his libido taking control over his sensibility ("She
said I was a good man," he tells Charlie). Roberts also
gets to display the widest mood swings, and he attacks
these with all deliberate speed, taking his own good time
to go from hustler to hustled and back again.
Gared Simon is a vastly talented and versatile actor
who is a bundle of nervous energy on stage as Charlie (a
marked contrast to his last role, at the late, lamented
Southern Fried Production's, in "Talley's Folly"). He
schmoozes and oils his way around the stage, finally
coming to full fury in the play's closing scene.
Pamela Kerlin has the most thankless role in "Speedthe-Plow." She does her best to convey a wide-eyed
innocence, which is soon transformed into a viper's gaze.
And she does both very well. She makes us believe she is
the epitome of naivete at first, that she doesn't even
realize she's being seduced by Bob. However, she soon
unleashes a hitherto unseen fire in the second act as she
slithers (literally, like a snake) and slides and gets her
own way with Bob—using sex as the weapon of choice,
of course.
So here's the dilemma. On one hand, you have a
polished, professional production of a well-known play.
On the other hand, you have this sexist piece of wellwritten tripe (Mamet's penchant for staccato dialogue
and brilliant wordplay being very much in evidence here)
that is utterly offensive.
When it's over, you might not know whether to hail
Mamet or slap the shit out of him.
MICHAEL K APE

HAIRANOIA
321-5775
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Cards & Party
Supplies

(Regular $18) with coupon (exp. 2/9/94)
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She's Back!

Gifts

Personalized
Stationery
by Crane
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JOArWJ LOIJLAN
Author of "The Lesbian Erotic Dance," "Lesbian Sex," "Lesbian Passion," and "Period"
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House
Peachtree Battle
Shopping Center
2339 Peachtree Rd.
237-1119

Friday, March 11, 8:00p.m.
An Evening of Provocative Humor & Lesbian Sex Education
Unitarian Universalist Church, 1811 Cliff Valley Way off N. Druid Hills exit, I-85
$15.00 in Advance, $20 at Door

Saturday, March 12,10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Workshop: "Lesbian Sexuality and Relationships"
Colony Square Hotel, $65.00 in Advance, $75 at Door

Sandy Springs Plaza
Atlanta
6255 Roswell Rd.
1055 PONCE de LEON AVE
( next to plaza drugs)
■■MM

255-0262

Package Pricing Available: $75 for both events purchased in advance,
$85 for both if purchased at the door Friday evening.
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT CHARIS, 0UTWRITE AND ATLANTIS CONNECTION
Call 662-4353 for further information.
• A WOMEN ONLY EVENT PLEASE •
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Who's dining who?

i

AIDS Survival Project puts a
twist of mystery into their
fundraising dinner

WITH THIS AD
LIMIT ONE, FROM SELECTED TITLES, EXPIRES 3/31/94

BOOK WAREHOUSE
ALL BOOKS

50%-90% OFF
Publisher's Retail

RDORK^
5370 Hwy. 78

1831 Peachtree Rd.

Stone Mountain Square

Buckhead

498-8077

352-8000

Fundraising dinners that benefit groups
fighting HIV/AIDS are, unfortunately, still necessary after all these years. Many of these
events are fancy dinners at the usual locations
with the usual people—an auction theme where
you make sure you have checkbook in tow or
a nightclub ambiance featuring a drag or fashion show.
But the Atlanta's AIDS Survival Project
(formerly NAPWA) is trying out a new twist
on things by injecting a little mystery—and a
little lottery—into the dining process.
Called, appropriately enough, "Who's Dining Who," the event on Feb. 19 will feature a
series of 23 dinner parties, hosted by individuals at various locations around the city. The
twist is that ticketbuyers won't get to decide
which of the parties to attend. Instead, their
names will be put into a hat and the guest lists
for each party will be drawn by lottery.
Tickets will be sold in blocks of two, for
$50 per ticket. The two tickets will be bound
together for the drawing, so you'll know at
least one person at the party, namely your
date. But other than that, it will be a strictly
guess-who' s-coming-to-dinner affair.
If you're interested, you need to buy your
tickets early because the drawing is scheduled
for Saturday, Feb. 5. Once the ticketholders
are assigned to their prospective dinners, they
will be advised of the theme for their party.

(404) 264-0281
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Photo Finisher!

Quality Photo Processing Fast!
New State of the Art Processors
providing the highest quality
prints available in Atlanta.
Try us and you will never go back!
985 Monroe Drive * Next to Blockbusters
Atlanta * (404) 875-9334
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"A Great Way To Meet Your Next Lover"
•
•
•
•
•
•

And there will be a different, nutty theme
for each of the 23 soirees. Some of themes
include "Mildred Pierced," "I'll Eat My Hat"
and "Disco Inferno," just to name a few. Once
the guests know the theme of their assigned
destination, they are expected to attend in some
fashion that will compliment said theme.
The most interesting part is that the participants will have no idea who will be at their
dinner. Mark King, the executive director of
the AIDS Survival Project, produced a similar
event in Los Angeles last year (titled, appropriately enough, "Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"), says the event is a great way to expand
social circles and strengthen friendships among
people who share a common goal of caring for
people living with HIV. The event was a hit in
Los Angeles, says King, and he believes it
will be a success here as well.
Don't expect dessert to follow immediately after the main course, though. You'll
have to drive a bit. The evening wraps up with
an extravagant dessert reception at the Nexus
Contemporary Arts Center, with desserts provided by some of the city's finest caterers.
And while diners are busy breaking enough
New Year's resolution diets to provide Jenny
Craig with an army of "before" pictures, they
will be entertained with music and more.
Anyone interested in attending "Who's
Dining Who" can purchase tickets—it is not
an invitation-only event. Simply call the AIDS
Survival Project at 874-7926 for more information. If the event has not sold out by the
time of the lottery, prospective ticketbuyers
can still attend and will be assigned to one of
the dinners at random.
JOE BIRDSONG

1 Hour Photo Processing

THE CLUB T©
A Personal Introduction Service
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"YOU'LL NEVER KNOW WHAT YOU'LL FIND"

A UNIQUE CLUB FOR GAY MEN
MEMBERSHIP EXTENSION
PHOTOSELECT PROCESS
6 MONTH MEMBERSHIP
PERSONAL SELECTIONS
UNLIMITED MATCHES
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Where Atlanta*s gay men meet their match.

JOIN THE CUJBVQELITE
MON.-FRI. 10:30AM-5PM

HOURS
MON.-SAT.
8-6
SUN.

12-5

975 Chattahoochee Avenue _______
Atlanta, GA 30318
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WHILE ENGLAND SHIPS

.

characters of Brian Botsford, a young writer, and Edward
Phelan, a London Underground Transit employee, tenderly
clash in David Leavitt's newest novel, "While England Sleeps."
The historical novel, set in the Europe of the 1930s, retells
an all-too-familiar, but complex, love story. A simple tale of
boy meets boy, and boy falls in love with boy, is immediately
transformed into an intricate tragedy. Even though Brian and
Edward come from diverse backgrounds, the instant passion
and bond one has for the other becomes the predominant
element of their relationship. Brian's reluctance to accept that
he is gay, and Edward's secure understanding of who he is,
significantly contribute to the paradox of their friendship. In
spite of their differences, they flourish spontaneously and
genuinely, until Brian condescends to his benevolent Aunt
Constance's favorite pastime—matchmaking for her nephew.
The chosen candidate is Phillipa Archibald, the seemingly
innocent and naive niece of one of Aunt Constance's friends.
Their ensuing affair provides further fuel for Brian's personal
and sexual confusion. Coupled with guilt as a result of his
deceit with Edward, Brian embarks on a road toward unhappiness. The untimely conclusion of Brian's involvement with
Phillipa finally affords Brian the opportunity to clearly see his
love for Edward. Yet, as with the fate of many romantic
novels, it appears the protagonist has seen the error of his
ways too late.
While the prospects of living as a gay man still frighten
Brian, he realizes it could not be worse than a life built around
delusion. Seizing this philosophical opportunity, Leavitt speaks
eloquently, through the inner voice of Brian, about the dangers of lies: "Lies corrupt you;" "You hurt people in order to
protect your lies;" and finally, 'The problem ceases to be that
you cannot live without your lies so much as your lies cannot
live without you." In the process, the reader sees that it is
Brian's lies that have pushed his lover into irrevocable actions.

David Leavitt's novel is the story of a passionate love between two men, set against the backdrop of the rise of
fascism in Europe.
In the meantime, Edward has volunteered as a communist
brigadier in Spain and leaves England. As the chaotic situation becomes more apparent, Brian sets off across Europe to
find Edward. The heroic attempt to save Edward provokes
Brian's face-to-face confrontation with the confusion of the
"theater of his own personal life," and it indeed appears to be
bleak and hopeless. Edward's imprisonment in Spain grants
Brian the chance to redeem his past mistakes and lies. Brian's
attempt to carry out a somewhat valiant rescue of Edward
results in near failure. Only later does he confess, to a rescued
Edward, his cowardice and reluctance over the entire ordeal.
The novel concludes in Los Angeles with an epilogue
dated 1978. The main character, Brian, has journeyed on in a

life filled with some regrets. "His guilt has become manageable," and his past personal grief has become buried in a
"mostly peaceful" 31-year stint.
Leavitt's "While England Sleeps" will cause the reader to
reflect upon the melodramatic complexities of the pilgrimage
of life. The tender portrayal of the primary characters provides
an in-depth study of real human beings, with all their virtues
and vices. The reader may not have to look too hard to see the
reflection of oneself mirrored in this successful and perceptive
novel.
MICHAEL McGAUGHEY
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THE FIRST HOME SHOW OF THE YEAR!
See the latest in home improvements and decorating ideas first at the Great Southern
Home Show. New companies and products never seen before! Bring your house plans,
fabric samples, and color choices for free advice from the experts. Compare hundreds of
products and services all under one roof and all at SPECIAL SHOW PRICES.
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Black gay writers left out in cold
by DELL RICHARDS
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While gay and lesbian authors are making
it in the mainstream publishing world in record
numbers, their black brothers and sisters often
find themselves left out in the cold.
A few African-American authors make it
big each decade—witness such successes as
James Baldwin and Langston Hughes—and
although author and activist Essex Hemphill
recendy was picked up by a mainstream press,
he is the exception, not the rule.
Most gay African-American authors run
up against insurmoutable barriers. For the majority, starting their own press is the only
answer.
"So many lesbians tell us they took their
manuscript to a black press," said Mattie
Richardson of Kitchen Table: Women of Color
Press. "But they don't publish gay women or
they don't even publish women. Or they take
their manuscript to a white feminist press and
are told they already have enough women of
color."
According to Michelle Karlsberg, a literary publicist for gay and lesbian authors,
whether the press is straight or gay, mainstream of independent, the rule is the same—
one person of color is it.
"Look at the big anthologies. One person
of color gets chosen," said Karlberg. "In the
mainstream, if you include just one, that makes
it OK. Not two, but one. Now they have their
token."
Karlsberg tries to counter this by including
unpublished authors of color in the readings
she organizes, so that poets like Marvin White,
whose work recently was seen in the theater
group Porno Afro Homo or in anthologies like
"The Road Before Us: 100 Gay Black Poets,"
have the chance to be heard.

Tired of waiting for mainstream presses,
African-American authors are opening the
doors for writers whose work would never be
seen otherwise. Black lesbian presses, such as
Kitchen Table in Latham, N.Y. and Women in
the Moon in Cupertino, Calif., saw the need
more than a decade ago. But the vast majority
have geared up recendy in response to the
dearth of African American voices heard. Sister Vision, Orange, Vega and Galleons Press
are a few of the recent startups trying to fill
this much needed void.
Writer and photographer Vega published
his first book, "Men of Color," not only to
showcase his own work but to show other
artists that it could be done. Since that 1989
book, he has published an anthology and a
book of photography as well as calendars and
T-shirts.
"I published "Men of Color" about black
male couples because there wasn't enough out
there for African Americans," said Vega,
founder of Vega Press. "It's very important
for African Americans to take responsibility
for their own images, to dispel the negative
images out there. We are not all muggers and
thieves. This is not a true picture. We are also
artists and writers."
"Instead of just saying this stuff, I wanted
to do something."
By doing so, people of color have total
control over the way they are portrayed, unlike mainstream presses, which are more concerned with profits than anything else.
"A lot of it is market-directed instead of
content-directed. It's marketed well, but there's
nothing about political struggle or changing
the society we live in," said Kitchen Table's
Richardson.
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Southeastern Flower Show brings flora and fauna to Midtown
By JAMES FITCH
In the midst of such a volatile winter, any reminder that
spring is coming is a welcome one.
For gardening and flower enthusiasts across the Southeast, that reminder will come Feb. 9-13, with the Southeastern Flower Show at Ponce Square in Midtown (across from
City Hall East). The show will bring together the region's
best landscape designers and horticultural experts to benefit the Atlanta Botanical Garden.
"It's really a prelude to spring," says Ann Hill, chairman of the flower show. "It's going to be visually very
beautiful and hopefully will provide an inspiration for all
different kinds of folks in all different kinds of ways,"
The show will give local landscape designers the chance
to show off their creativity through 1000-square-foot-plus
displays of lush landscapes incorporating green grasses,
rocks, streams, forest plants and spectacular floral arrangements.
Though Atlanta has hosted a flower show of this caliber
for the past six years, the Southeastern Flower Show, by
name and organization, is new. It is put on by the same
volunteers who worked with the Atlanta Market Center to
do the Atlanta Flower Show in the past. But those volunteers have split from the Market Center and joined the
Botanical Garden in creating the new show, which, according to Hill, will continue as an annual event to benefit the
Botanical Garden.
"[The Atlanta Flower Show] has stopped for the moment," Hill said. "The Market Center retained the name, so
we decided to try and reach a larger audience in a larger
region. We named it 'Southeastern' in an effort to pull in
exhibitors from outlying states."
As it stands, this show is recognized as a "major flower
show" by the Garden Club of America organization—a

Chads Celebrates:
Black History Month

The Southeastern Flower Show features several large
scale garden recreations by some of the region's top
landscape designers.
status awarded to only three others in the country, in Philadelphia, New England and New York. All of those shows
are more than 100 years old.
"We feel like we've come a long way very fast," Hill
says.
Highlights of the Southeastern Rower Show will include Gibbs Landscape Company's depiction of Manet's
"Luncheon on the Grass," with water, forced bulbs and
annuals. Arthur A. Jones and Associates will adapt Van
Gogh's "Orchard in Bloom with View of Aries" with evergreens, large blooming trees, a pasture of flowers in full
bloom and a walk-through area.

Cole & Company will arrange a tribute to Beatrix Potter
with a Southern backyard fairy tale, incorporating rabbits
and a vegetable garden. And the Atlanta Botanical Garden
will show a Southern folk-art garden with traditional elements and old-fashioned garden plants.
The show will also feature speeches and appearances by
some of the top professionals in the world. Michael J.
Skaff, the White House florist, will give several presentations, including a demonstration on Thursday to show how
to create a romantic mood or room using flower shapes,
textures, colors and fragrances.
Other guests will include British landscape gardener
Rosemary Verey, general garden planner for such clients as
Prince Charles and Elton John.
Besides being a spectacle, Hill says the show is also an
educational experience for people to learn about eco-friendly
types of planting, recycling and composting. Several speakers will address topical issues like attracting bluebirds and
planting gardens that are water efficient. A beekeeper will
lecture on the importance of bees to our existence.
Hill explained that the landscape exhibits introduce new
plant material to the area and provide a look either at using
new materials or using old materials in new ways. They
also give the industry a chance to show new techniques in
hardscapes (non-living components, such as fountains, patios, decks and fences), and to introduce new varieties of
plants, such as disease resistant plants or heartier strains of
plants.
Hill says, "One of the most rewarding aspects of this
particular event is the broad spectrum of people that participate. The volunteer force is wonderful—like a common
thread of love of gardening and love of flowers, which
draws a very diverse group together."
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An Evening of music, poetry and short
stories w/ Pam Plummer, Fay-Bell
Mahee and Tre Johnson.

All Work Guaranteed
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Pearl Cleage
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MARIA HELENA DOLAN

EARTHSHAKIN' OBSERVATIONS
e've had a shudderingly nightmarish January, with temperatures just now beginning to
warm up. By this time last year, I already had
peas and lettuce coming up. I'll be plowing
the little lettuces, kale, onions and collards under soon, because they just couldn't take the freezing. I believe I'll wait to
put in peas until next month, fearing some repeat of this
intemperate madness.
I've had to make do with indoor seed starting, so the plants
will be ready to go out in a month or so—lovage, cabbage,
lettuce. Onions, collards and brassicas would be in order now,
too, but I may pass. I'm concentrating on cleanup chores. You
need to pick up fallen branches and limbs now, as well as
spray fruit trees with dormant oil.
It's certainly not too late to manure beds. If you've soil
tested and discovered that you need lime for beds or lawn,
now is the time to apply it. Dolomitic lime is best, because it
also contains magnesium (and it's a Georgia product, easily
and cheaply obtained).
One of January's compensations is the fact that it is primo
plant porn time. Talk about cheap thrills. I just live to salivate
over those color pictures, which are guaranteed to make you
want those babies, to have them in your possession.. .well, it is
possible to experience a little heat in the dead of winter, now
isn't.it?
Of course, a cool head may prevail in terms of ordering
everything in the seed catalogs if you have a plan for the
garden. Even a back-of-the napkin sketch is preferred to no
plan at all. Why not go for broke, though—actual measurements, and taking into account amount of sun, wind exposure,
soil types, etc.
Happily, this is the best time to plant bare-root rose bushes.
Yes, Georgia is hard on roses. No, I never spray mine. I want
birds and earthworms to continue contributing to the cycle of
life. Unfortunately, divorce now separates me from my fragrant beauties. I shall simply have to plant more.
I do so love the ancient associations involving this plant.

The symbol of the rose has been identified in cuneiform inscriptions at Ur. Back in the Old Kingdom. The rose was
sacred to Isis, and garlands adorned her altars. Rose water and
Rose of Attar squeezings perfumed bodies, clothes, hair, tables,
baths.
The Greeks cultivated the rose, too, and you could find
them in "gardens of Adonis," growing in silver pots for the
mother's lover. And, as might be expected, the island of
Cythria (or Kithira), center of Aphrodite worship, was renown
in the ancient world as the home of the rose.
Laura Martin, "Garden Flower Folklore," maintains that
Rhodanthe, "a woman of exquisite beauty had many, many
suitors. She showed little interest in any of them and sought
refuge in the Temple of Diana. Her suitors were persistent,
however, and followed her there, breaking down the gates to
get close to her. Diana became incensed at this and turned
Rhodanthe into a beautiful rose and the suitors into thorns."
Draw your own conclusions from this tale...
But the most obsessive ancient rose lovers were the Romans. According to Leslie Firth in "The Rose," "They wore
them in garlands, as crowns and in sweet-smelling sachets.
They slept, sat, and even walked on them. Roses were given as
prizes for victories and festooned or scattered on tombs. They
were used in jellies, honey, medicines, bath essence and wine.
"On one famous occasion, Queen Cleopatra gave a dinner
for her lover Mark Antony and commanded that the floor of
the banqueting room be covered in roses up to the guests'
knees; they sat on rose-filled mattresses and wore wreaths of
roses on their heads."
Early xians, seeking to expropriate powerful symbols,
settled on the rose as the flower of Mary. In fact, rosaries
originally were made from pressed rose petals or dried rose
hips, or beads carved in rose shapes. Invoking her protection,
rose water was used to ward off plague in medieval life.
As Firth noted, "Pope Leo IX instituted the Order of the
Golden Rose. Originally, this was a reward for virtuous women;
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the Order was later extended to include cities, churches, organizations and people who had rendered particular service to
the Papacy. The fourth Sunday in Lent, the day on which the
Pope traditionally blesses the Golden Rose, is sometimes called
Rose Sunday."
The Elizabethans made the stylized Tudor rose the symbol
of Sovereign and country. The rose was one of the first things
English, Dutch and French colonists brought to these shores.
Josephine Bonaparte, an exceptional gardener, is said to have
more than 200 varieties of roses in her gardens.
The Victorians in their turn were all mad for the rose, as
were even the most modest cottage-dwellers in this country.
Italians and other later immigrants brought roses with them,
too. (I noted this legacy in Boston, where even the tiniest
postage stamp yards invariably bear a lovely rose bush.) It is
in fact the nation's flower, adopted by Congress in 1986.
However, Georgia soils and hot summer weather are not
very hospitable to this plant. We have to live with black spot,
rust, leaf drop, mildew, aphids, Japanese beetles, etc. But even
so, she's worth it. Everyone knows that a home with a rose in
her yard bears the blessings of the Goddess. There isn't anything more magical than her pervasive scent perfuming the
midsummer garden.
If you're thinking of taking the plunge, consider buying
only two-year old field-grown, number 1, budded stock. With
the rose, you'll get what you pay for. Think of it as a lifetime
investment, and don't skimp on the plant, the price, the siting
or the soil preparation.
Roses need good air circulation, plenty of sun (8 hours a
day preferred) and lots of humus and well-rotted compost in
well-drained, slightly acidic soil. If you start her off right
(digging in the amendments and preferably letting the spot
settle for a couple of weeks prior to planting) and give her
good food and weekly deep watering during her growing
season, you will be well rewarded.
In the language of flowers, the rose represents strength,
beauty and love. A single rose signifies simplicity. A white
rose stands for purity and spiritual love. The yellow rose
means unrequited love, heartbreak or infidelity. The red rose
represents the ecstasy of passionate love; the cabbage rose is
known as the ambassador of love; and the musk rose means
capricious beauty. And no matter what, a rose is a rose is a
rose.
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Quality Consignment Clothing for Women & Men
Exciting Jewelry and Accessories
Designer Samples
Personalized Service
Monday thru Saturday 10-6, Thursdays till 8

Toco Hills Shopping Center
(near Kroger)
2899-A N. Druid Hills Road

BANNER'S
BARGAIN CORNER
Don't get dragged down by all the new IRS
regulations—call the experts at HLN\.
We've got your lifeline.

HLM Services, Inc.
404-370-0986, Outside Atlanta: 1-800-GAY-TAXS
412 Church St., Decatur, GA
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2788 Lawrenceville Highway
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Banner Fords Bargain Corner
offers financing on fine

quality used automobiles.
When was the last time
you were able to get
a car repaired on Saturday ?

We offer excellent, qualified
service on most makes and models.
Sales and service department
are available 6 days a week,
Monday through Saturday.

Call Scott Grove for assistance.
We appreciate your business.
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After nine albums, you'd think the popularity of The
Roches would be greater than it is. But in the overlooked and underrated category, they top the list. As
most of us find out somewhere along the line when you
speak your mind, not everyone's going to want to listen. If
you've got a quirky sense of humor, a blatant disregard for
critics and a stage performance that borders on performance
art, that's what makes for a great live show. You have to be
there, from the dreamy "Big Nuthin'" to the opinionated
"The Anti-Sex Backlash of the 80s."
The Roches also provided back-up vocals on the Indigo
Girls' rights of passage tune, "Airplane." If you're one of
the devoted followers of the sister act, or if you're willing to
learn, go to Variety Playhouse Saturday night, Feb. 5. Plunk
your money on the counter and Terre, Suzzy and Maggie
Roche won't let you down. Especially if you're in that "I
want to hear
an indelible
three-part harmony acoustic
sibling act
who've been
on the road
more than 20
years and can
still toss spont a n e o u s
oddball quips
out into the
audience"
kind of mood.
The Roches play at the Variety Play- Show starts at
house on Feb. 5.
8:30
p.m.

Rusty
Johnson with his down-to-earth talent makes for a great
local opener. His recently released CD, "My Dad's Got A
Barn," is a favorite.
Still others will want to laugh uncontrollably on that
same evening. Jim Carrey, of "In Living Color" fame,
will bring his various characters to life at Georgia Tech's
Theatre for the Arts for one hilarious show. From bucktoothed amazon Vera de Milo to Captain extraordinaire James
T. Kirk. That's this Saturday, Feb". 5 at 8 p.m.
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Last Call: "Dancing at Lughnasa" (LOO-na-SAH)
at the Alliance Theatre closes Sunday, Feb. 6. Two hours
and forty minutes of Irish brogues that translate into one
great story. It won the 1992 Tony for best play. See last
week's SoVo for a rave review. Or see it and be surprised.
Masquerade. That's the AIDS benefit, not the
haunted-looking nightclub on North Avenue. It's happening
this Saturday night, Feb. 5. Dress up in feathers, leather or
both for this fifh annual fundraiser for Project Open Hand.
At The King Plow Art Center, 10:00 p.m.
"Rebecca." You've played this game before. You
have the answer, now what's the question? What is Alfred
Hitchcock's first American film? The 1940 flick is being
shown at Rich Auditorium at the High Museum of Art,
Friday, Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. Each month, the High shows several
quality rare films in the Rich Auditorium. Rebecca concludes the five-part series, "Painting With Light: The Great
Cinematographers." Joan Fontaine and Laurence Olivier star.
Cinefest at Georgia State University is showing a
series of short films, "on the homosexual experience from a
variety of gay perspectives." The compilation of 16mm shorts
is called, what else, "Boy's Shorts: New Queer
Cinema" and Thursday, Feb. 3 is your last chance to see
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it. Five showings, for your viewing convenience: 12:30,
3:00, 5:30, 7:45, and 9:45 p.m.
Sylvia of Sylvia's Art off this Century talked
with me recently about her month-old art supply story by
day/bohemian pleasure palace by night, located at 112 Hurt
Street in Inman Park. "I was looking at shoes I couldn't
afford in SoHo," she begins, trying to recapture the moment
she first thought of opening her multi-purpose establishment. On bringing her dreams to life she says, "I don't have
any money, but I know how to make things happen."
Things are definitely happening at Sylvia's. Live music
every Friday and Saturday night, art shows and plenty of
crayons and paper plates for everyone add to the refreshing
atmosphere. Beginning Wednesday, Feb. 2 and every
Wednesday thereafter, live models will pose from 7:30-9
p.m. Bring your sketch pads.
Also at Sylvia's on Friday, Feb. 11, there will be an
opening for the art of Duane Marcus. His photo-collages incorporate undertones and overtones of erotica. Fantasy meets art. Later that evening, Kodac Harrison will
play, followed by a band called The Delta. Doors open at
7:30 p.m. with the music getting underway by 9 p.m.
KaLo's Coffee House in the Emory Promenade is
three months old. And what better way to celebrate than
with three of the finest male musicians in the city. KaLo's
will host the trio of acoustic virtuosity on Sunday, Feb. 6.
Don Conoscenti, Gerard McHugh and Matthew
Kahler each have die-hard local followings. Come hear
why. 9:00 p.m.
As you may or may not know, The Cove closed last
week after 22 years of business. But they are in the process
of relocating. Where? Well, that's the question.
Reminder: Charis Books and More invite all to
their new location at 1189 Euclid. That's the yellow house
next to Good 01' Days. It's bigger, it's better and to misquote Virginia Woolf, "it's a room of their own." Housewarming is Sunday, Feb. 6, from 5-8 p.m.
Screaming Cheetah Willies. I know absolutely
nothing about this band that will be playing at The Cotton
Club, Friday, Feb. 11, but you've got to hand it to them on
their'name. Sounds like a breakfast cereal. Here's hoping
they don't turn out to be some gay-bashing thrash band. If
so, I withdraw my endorsement.
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MAYFAIR ROYAL
Across from the Sheraton Colony Square
Free Valet Parking • Take-Out & Delivery Available
Hours: Monday - Thursday 11:30 am -10:00 pm • Friday 11:30 am -11:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am -11:00 pm • Sunday 1:00 pm - 9:00 pm
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LOCATIONS: California • Arizona • Florida • Georgia • Hawaii • Illinois
Maryland • Massachusetts • Missouri • Nevada • Texas • Virginia
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Babette's Country European informal fine
dining. Cassouletto Coqauvin. Entrees $8-16.
Tue-Thur 6-10, Fri-Sat 6-11, Sun 11:30-9.
471 North Highland Ave - 523-9121
Bacchanalia Country European cuisine
served in the casually elegant atmosphere of
an old house. Extensive wine list and select
beers available. Menu changes weekly. 27.50
prix fixe. Tue-Sat 6 until, AE, VISA, MC
accepted. No dress restrictions. Reservations
accepted. Free pkng, wheelchair access.
3125 Piedmont Rd • 365-0410
Cafe Diem Local international coffee house
serving lunch, dinner, Sunday brunch and a
wide variety of desserts, espressos, and
cappuccinos.
640 N. Highland • 607-7008
California Pizza KitchenOffers 26
sensational varieties of wood-fired pizzas
including Barbecued Chicken, BLT, Santa Fe
and Shrimp Pesto. Also featured are homemade pastas, sandwiches, salads and
delicious desserts, all served in a casual contemporary atmosphere. Take out and delivery.
AE, MC, Visa, Disc. Free validated parking in
the Mayfair Bldg.
Mayfair Bldg, 18114th St., NE • 892-4343
Lenox Square Mall • 262-9221
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CHESHIRE BRIDGE

Open lues-Sun. Closed Mow

\

American Roadhouserom breakfast to blue
plates, burgers to fresh vegetables, old
fashioned milk shakes to wine. We've got it all!
'90s food at '50s prices. 7-11 Sun-Thu, 7-12
Fri & Sat, 11-4 Brunch Sat & Sun.
842 N. Highland Ave • 872-2822

320-1532

Camille'sThe closest Atlanta has to Little
Italy. Hearty platters of pastas, seafood (fried
calamari our specialty), veal and chicken in
rich red sauces. Extensive wine list by the
glass.
1186 N. Highland A ve • 872-7203
Caramba Cafe Traditional Mexican
cuisine. Mia's famous margaritas a must!
Lunch Mon-Fri 11:30-2:30, Dinner Sun-Th
5:30-10:30, Fri & Sat til 11:30.
1409-D N. Highland • 874-1343

Chef's Grill Creative American cuisine.
Perfect for pre-theatre dining. More intimate
dining after 8:00. "Sweetest deal in town"Christine Lauderbach.
1280 Peachtree St • 881-0652

s$t*Pmtt^

2520 Piedmont Rd.
next to Lindbergh MARTA
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Chef's Cafe A San Francisco style bistro
in Atlanta's elite Top Ten." Serving American
cuisine with a California influence. Nightly
specials. Wines by the glass.
2115 Piedmont Rd • 872-2284

Mexican Cafe

237-0500

tChai

▼1

18114th Street* 892-4343

ALSO LOCATED AT LENOX SQUARE

A Different
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HEARTY, HEALTHY LUNCH &
DINNER SPECIALS!

TUES-SUN 9AM-9PM

(§
oo

@

c 687-8888 o
®

1655 MCLENDON AVE.

®

^

IN THE HEART OF CANDLER PARK

<T?

A Project Open Hand
Benefit
Tuesday, Feb. 8th
10% of Proceeds Donated.
Open for dinner Tues.-Sun.
Sunday Brunch
471 North Highland

523 -9121

Chile Tree Atlanta's first and only restaurant featuring the classic cuisine of the
Mayans and the Aztecs. Vegetarian specials
available. Dinner Sun-Thur 6-10 pm; Fri & Sat
6-10:30 PM. Non-smoking. Resv not accepted.
469 N. Highland * 688-0836
Coco-Loco Serving the best Cuban/
Caribbean food in Atlanta for the past 5 years,
in a great tropical atmosphere.
2525 Piedmont Rd B'head Crsg • 364-0212
6301 Roswell Rd Sandy Sprgs Plz • 255-5434
Crab House Full fresh seafood menu
featuring world famous garlic & steamed crabs
& our fabulous All-U-Can-Eat seafood salad
bar. Entrees $9.95-17.95
Piedmont at North A ve., Rio • 872-0011
Marietta: 2225 Cobb Pkwy • 955-2722
Domiabra Vegetarian Palace All
dishes contain no meat or dairy products.
Soups, appetizers, sandwiches, entrees, daily
specials, desserts & more. Open for Lunch &
Dinner. Tu-Th 11:30-1 Opm; Fri, Sat 11:3011pm; Sun 1:30-1 Opm.
1129 Euclid Ave»524-2132
Dusty's Winner of Taste of Atlanta '91, '92.
North Carolina-style pork, brunswick stew,
chicken, beef and ribs. Lunch and dinner 7
days. Catering any occasion. Prices $2.75 &
up.
1815 Briarcliff Rd • 320-6264
The Flying Biscuit CafeEclectic,
healthy, hearty cuisine. From virtuously vegan
to downright decadent. Breakfast all day.

MORE ON PAGE 34
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A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN

I should explain that I was married for
more than a decade to a woman who would
go ballistic if I dropped so much as a gum
wrapper in the floor of our car. Would that
her psyche or our relationship had been so
neat.
As soon as I got divorced, my car became a pig pen. Fried chicken boxes, beer
cans, magazines, socks—you name it—filled
the floorboards and made the back seat uninhabitable. I assumed that my (over) reaction to 10 years of brutally enforced neatness would gradually subside.
But it hasn't.
The chicken boxes have become cello
carrot packages and Evian water has replaced
the Buds, but the mess remains. Most of the
time, I don't even think about it. Like the
other night when I flew into the valet parking slot at the Atlanta Fish Market
(265 Pharr Rd. 240-6664) late for dinner
with a friend. I opened the door, the interior
light came on, and the parking dude
blanched. I quickly made fun of my mobile
trash dump by asking him if he' d ever parked
a messier car.
His look of horror turned quickly to a
grin and he shot back, "I'll let you know
when you pick the car up, sir."
(After my near joyous experience at the
Buckhead Diner a couple of weeks ago, I'd
decided to check out the Fish Market to see
if the atmosphere there was equally as relaxed—not an attribute I've come to associate with the palaces of haute cuisine proffered by Pano and Paul.)
The new Fish Market looks great. Designed to replicate the growth (over several
decades) of a small fish shack and bar into a
major restaurant, the concept is witty, efficient and fun. The bar and it's porch (the
smoking area) are suitably dark and boozy
feeling—remember the old Joe Dale's on
Maple Drive? The main dining room is cavernous, decked out with huge potted palms
in mosaic pots and watched over by a huge
WPA-style mural that includes the visages
of Atlanta's movers and shakers. The mural
is pug-ugly, but that's the idea. Finally there's
a very '90s low-ceilinged front porch done
up in shades of brown and furnished austerely with office chairs and no decor save
some very innovative alabaster light fixtures.
The front porch is the most comfortable
place to eat. From its cozy confines you can
watch the theater of the big room without
experiencing its cacophony. Avoid the booths
if possible, their seats are impossibly soft,
causing us short folks to sit with our chins
on the table.
The menu is as much fun as the space,
offering choices from simple (raw oysters
and boiled shrimp) to precious (swordfish
with roasted cashew and cracked pepper crust
on white corn cheese grits, garlic butter,
lobster sauce).
What's not to like about this?
Only three things—almost anything fried,
too few wines by the glass and too many
(but not all) of the desserts.
I'm bumfoozled how the same folks who
serve the best fried calamari in town just
blocks away at the Buckhead Diner could
produce a product as tough, greasy and withCONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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bacchanalia.
a celebration
food St wine
tuesday-saturdap
from 6.00
2/2C piedmont road
atlanta, georgia 30305
(404) 3650410
Call now for reservations

Be a part of la familia at:

*c5pse&
Stop in on your way to work
and see how easy it is to get your first morning coffeeto stay or to go- at Gailetfo!
Mon-Thurs
7 am-7 pm

Fri
7 am-9 pm

Sat
9 am-9 pm

Sun
9 am-5 pm

Monroe Drive at 10th Street • Next to Blockbuster • 724-0204

QMagwlia ^Uea (Room
and (Restaurant

Authentic Mexican Cuisine!
Nestled in Virginia-Highland,
Caramba Cafe has the tastes,
sights, and sounds of traditional
Mexican cuisine. Enjoy Mia's
freshly squeezed lime Margaritas.
• All food preparedfresh daily
• We use only 100% vegetable oil
• healthy / low-fat
• fresh guacamole
• homemade flan
• cappuccino & espresso

A perfect
for lunch!

Creative Cooking With A Southern Flair
Lunch: T-Sat 11:00-2:30,
Dinner: Fr-Sat 5:30-9:30
Sunday Brunch: 11:00-2:30
5459 E. Mountain St., StoneMtn., GA* 498-6504

Cu-Pifi draw back
> your bow J>

Every Mon-Fri
11:30-2:30

Dinner
5:30-10:30
Sunday-Thursday
Fri.-Sat. til 11:30 pm
1409-D N. Highland Ave., N.K

874-1343

1815 Briarcliff Road

320-6264

(Romantic
Qfalentine !r
dinner
Monday,
February 14
6.00pm - 10.00pm
Reservations Accepted
Free Champagne
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Restaurant Listings
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32
Lunch and dinner specials. Cappuccinos,
espressos, and organic coffees. Closed
Mondays. Cash only (for now). Right in the
heart of Candler Park. Take-out welcomed.
1655 McLendon Ave. * 687-8888

...and visit your
old friend Marras,
where we give you
individual attention
in a cozy and
romantic setting.

Galletto Espress-ohEuropean coffee cafe
with cozy seating and delectables. Coffees
from around the world. Gift Baskets.
985 Monroe Dr. at 10th St. • 724-0204
GallusAtlanta's first Gay restaurant serving
the community since 1974.2 floors, casual &
fine dining. Daily specials, Full service menu
and bar. Dinner 7 days a week 6pm-12am,
Sun. Brunch 12-4pm. Resv ace. Visa, MC,
Amex $7.95-12.95
49 Sixth Street • 892-8983
Hot Pepper Thai Cuisin£>utstanding and
authentic flavors, friendly service, casual
atmosphere, moderate prices, Hot Pepper
Thai has it all waiting for you. Closed
Mondays.
2257 Lenox Rd. • 320-1532

MARRA'S
seafood grill

OPEN 7 DAYS.

We also Serve Lunch, Monday thru Friday
Private Dining Rooms Available
Early Valentine's Day Reservations Recommended

874-7347
1 782 Cheshire Bridge Road, Atlanta
Is this really what you want?

JalepenosAuthentic Mexican food with a wide
variety of dinner entrees. Great Margaritas.
Daily lunch specials. Serving 7 days a week,
11am-11pm.
2520 Piedmont Rd • 237-0500
Luna Si'The magic of Paul Luna. Creating
lunch 11:30-3:00, dinner 6:00-11:00. Late
night fare.
1931 Peachtree Rd • 355-5993
MamboVoted "Best Cuban Restaurant" by
Atlanta Magazine for '92, '93. Specializing in
seafood with a Cuban accent.
1402 N. Highland • 876-2626
Marra's Seafood GrilBerving Atlanta's finest
seafood for 11 years. This "Best of Atlantarestaurant offers only the freshest fish and
shellfish—grilled to perfection or prepared
with eclectic creativity. Lunch M-F 11:30-2:00,
Dinner 7 dys a wk. Lunch $3.-10, Dinner $814
1782 Cheshire Bridge Rd • 874-7363
Mick'sMick's restaurants have been serving
our community for 20 years. Check the hours
and menu of the Mick's nearest you. Lunch &
Dinner, and don't forget those decadent
desserts.
Mid City FishThis casual neighborhood
meeting place feature peel-your-own-shrimp,
priced right crab cakes and a "we shuck 'em you suck 'em" oyster bar. Happy hour daily 57 p.m. Dinner daily 5-11 p.m.
961 Amsterdam Ave* 872-0114
Milano's Pizza & SubCompiete menu,
salads to desserts. Common Market Place.
736 Ponce de Leon • 874 CALL (2255)

I don't think so.

EATING OUT
Your complete guide to restaurants
Winter in the Tropics

The Chile Tree
Authentic Mexican
for Advanced Students
& Novices

Percentage of net sales
given to AIDS Survival
Project, formerly NAPWA
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Petite AubergeFeaturing 18 years of family
directed qualified service in an elegant
atmosphere. Continental French restaurant
with a wide range of Food Festivals. German
specials on Fri &Sat.
2935 North Druid Hills Rd. • 634-6268
RJ's Uptown Kitchen and Wine BSnjoy
Chef Sgott's creative menu while dining on the
patio or in the cozy dining room. Largest
selection of wines by the glass in Atlanta.
Great vegetarian selection. Dinner 7 nights.
Brunch Sunday.
870 N. Highland Ave • 875-7775

Help Us
Help Others

469 N. Highland
688-0836
Tu-Th 6-10, Fri & Sat 6-10:30
Sun 5:30-9:30, Closed Monday

Peasant Restaurant & BaCasually elegant
dining in the heart of Buckhead, The Peasant
Restaurant & Bar is the perfect place for a
relaxed Sunday Brunch. And now with
beautiful weather upon us, lunch or dinner
outside on the patio is yet another great
reason to visit The Peasant Restaurant & Bar
for any occasion.
3402 Piedmont Rd. NE • 231-8740

San GennaroThe home of award winning
fried calamari and hearty Italian cooking. Two
patios allow dining "al fresco." Full service bar.
Seperate banquet facilities available.
2196 Cheshire Br Rd • 636-9447
2625 Piedmont Rd.
Buckhead Crossing
Near Cub Foods

364-0212

A FOOD COLUMN BY GARY KAUPMAN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33
out redeeming value (except its appearance)
as the fried squid appetizer here. Fried scallops, shrimp, oysters, and fish don't arrive
in the same pool of oil, but their breading is
way too thick and possessed of far too much
flavor of its own.
On the other hand, the deep fried deviled
crab is near perfect—an exquisite blend of
flavors that support rather than overwhelm
the crab.
Also near perfect is most anything that
comes from the charbroiler.
A fat salmon trout fillet, lightly anointed
with a bit of butter and wine, is as good as
any I've ever eaten—including my own.
Broiled scallops (not on the menu, but only
a request away) are sweet, tender and bursting with that just-caught salinity that makes
really good seafood so much fun. Broiled
entrees arrive just a mite undercooked, which
is cool in my book, but you may want to
request more time on the flame if that makes
you nervous.
The broiled stuff comes with sublime,
light mashed potatoes and a saute of veggies
that is a delight to the eye but nowhere near
as good as a serving of slender French green
beans tossed with mushrooms. Ask that the
latter be substituted for the mixed stuff.
Steamed stone crab claws are also mighty
fine if a tad on the expensive side. I like
them way better than lobster, and they are
probably the most PC animal protein going—the trapped crabs have only one of their
claws broken off and are returned to Florida's
warm waters to grow new claws, make more
stone crabs and be trapped again another
day. Would that cows and chickens could be
treated similarly.
I've only tried one of the menu's complex "specialties." New England cod topped
with a thin potato crust and served atop a
wad of mashed spuds that have been laced
with green onions and aioli is major comfort
food. Again the fish is pristinely fresh and
perfectly cooked, the blending of flavors and
textures sublime.
Pineapple macadamia nut upside down
cake and Oreo-crusted cheesecake are also
swoon quality stuff. On the other hand, key
lime pie, walnut cranberry tart, and chocolate toffee crunch pie are just plain ordinary.
The wine list is well balanced and reasonably priced, but way short of selections
by the glass—something I can almost forgive when you can buy a bottle of Bonny
Doon's witty Pacific Rim Reisling for a mere
$12.50. It's not the most complex stuff in
the world, but the inscription on the label is
worth half the price.
Service is fast, easy, affable, even fun.
Which pretty much describes how I feel
about the Fish Market on whole. Despite a
majority clientele of folks who look like
they wish George Bush was still president
and too few homos, this is an easy and fun
place to eat. Very limited reservations are
accepted (and they go fast), so arrive before
6:30 p.m. or prepare for a long wait.
Prices are moderate for such glitzy surrounds. You can eat for less than $20 a head,
but you'll have more fun at $25-30.
And, yes my car was the messiest he'd
ever parked, but we both laughed about it.
I'll be back.
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Ouality, Not Quantity: Dish in indebted to the eagleeyed women at the Lesbian Connection magazine for
catching this in the "Advocate," which we do not read. It
seems that the National Women's Hall of Fame asked 100
protessors to list the 20th Century' s most influential US women.
Eleanor Roosevelt topped the list (her "intimate friend" Lorena
Hickok who shared Eleanor's digs in the White House for four
years was not mentioned). Other lesbians in the top ten: Nobel
laureate Jane Adams and anthropologist Margaret Mead. Lesbian historian Lillian Faderman says this casts a whole new
light on the controversy about how many dykes there are in the
world. Quoth Ms. F.: "Perhaps it's not the number that's
important. Perhaps it's the impact."

Petty or Pretty?: Dish is in receipt of a fax which claims
that two outgoing city councilpersons (we'll let you guess who)
stripped their offices absolutely bare when they left, leaving not
so much as a post-it note. The issue of larceny aside (we assume
that taxpayer's money paid for the stuff they took), we're
ambivalent about this maneuver. Would you want to sit in the
same chair, write with the same pens or look at the same art that
thiefs and embezzlers used? We sure wouldn't. And we hope
that the new occupants burned bushels of sage before they
moved their own stuff into these highly contaminated offices.

THERE'S Jl FINE LINE BETWEEN

Signs of the Times: More than one Dish fan has called to
tell us that they are most amused by the fact that the city' s many
Minit-Lube stores have recently been reincarnated as "Q-Lube"
outlets. Dish wants to know, is Q-Lube compatible with latex?
And is it available laced with nonoxynol-9? We also wonder if
the owners of an Ansley area store named Signature Baskets
have given any thought to the implications of that handle. And
we spotted a disabled man trucking down the street in Va-Hi on
one of those electric carts the other day. Nothing unusual here—
except the fact that the cart sported a rainbow bumper sticker.
Finally, we spotted a humongous black pick-up cruising through
Decatur last week, its rainbow license plate decorated with a big
ol' Georgia bulldog. You go, gay dawggies.

Tell us Where to Buy One: Also via Lesbian Connection
(originally from Lesbians on the Loose) comes word that a
feminist bookstore in Auckland, New Zealand carries T-shirts
that sport the words "Dip Me in Chocolate and Throw Me to the
Lesbians." Which was pretty cool until an employee refused to
sell one of said shirts to a man who wanted to wear it himself.
The city's Human Rights Commission sided with the guy, and
the shop's owner has hidden her remaining stock of the shirts.

Is That A Hasselblad, or Are You Just Glad...:
The photo that accompanies the press release for the Adam Gay
Video 1994 Directory is pretty funny, we think. Why, if this is
a video directory, does this man have an (albeit expensive) still
camera thrust into his crotch? We think you know the answer.
Even funnier we think is this line from the press release: "Three
pluses are awarded to those few videos that gave the panel of
reviewers big boners for the duration of the production. These
are few and far between." What? The videos? Or three men who
find the same stuff erotic? Or men who refer to their erections
as "boners," a quaint term that Dish hasn't heard since the 6th
grade, back when Ike was president.

February 3 - February 9, 1994
ARIES, your need to participate in social change may be very
strong right now, so be sure to use your very fine mind to
analyze potentially explosive situations before you jump in
with both feet. If you are already there, then check the territory. TAURUS, are you feeling slightly overwhelmed by new
experiences or from having someone new in your life? Intimacy is an amazing place to be, having its own very special
rules and point of view. Relax, enjoy and share your wonderful warmth. GEMINI, having some difficulty making choices
lately? Feeling overwhelmed with too many options or too
much information? Then you definitely need to pull out of
your conscious mind for a few days, relax, take a mental
break.
CANCER, how are your personal priorities coming? Do you
have a clear sense of direction or are you feeling somewhat
adrift in the sea of mild discontent and unease? Back to
basics. What do you really like to do with your time and
energy? LEO, you may have many opportunities in the next
week or so to put your diplomatic talents to work. As you
instinctively know, teamwork is what counts, so use your

3/1994

Why is this man hiding behind the camera?
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abilities to bring people together in a new and enlarged sense
of cooperation! VIRGO, how's your love life? Are you enjoying and expressing your lovely sensuality (safely of course) or
are you buried in work and obligations? Time to get out into
the natural world. Breathe fresh air, feel the sun, the sky and
the trees.
LIBRA, are you feeling expanded, lighter than air, free as a bird
and maybe a little romantically inclined? If so, then relax and
pat yourself on the back. You are definitely overcoming some
of the negative programming on this planet. Good. SCORPIO,
mulling things over and over, staying buried in the past, no
matter how comfortable and familiar it is, will not get you
where you want to be. Shake off the sludge, climb out of the
swamp and get reacquainted with the present moment.
SAGITARRIU8, ready for more fireworks, more change and

I Wanna Hold Your Hand: It wasn't too long ago that
queer activist groups would descend on Lenox Square and do
radical things like walking around holding hands and smacking
lips with each other. Well, in the first days of 1994, we spotted
two male/male couples traipsing through the South's largest
mall (one in Rich's and one at Neiman's Last Call sale) holding
hands. The guys in Rich's were young, leather-coated activist
types, but the men in N-M were definitely A-List material.
Thanks, dudes, you made our day.

excitement? Well, ready or not, here it comes. Graceful change
is definitely the sign of the times and others will be looking to
you for ways to deal with the stress. Spread your optimism.
CAPRICORN, work, work, work, and then what? Be sure to
schedule some kind of play/recreation/relaxation every day;
that's what daily schedules are for. Also do your best to
arrange for physical exercise at least twice a week. You'll feel
much better. Happy birthday, AQUARIUS. Make time for your
friends and the special things you really love to do. Relax and
allow others to love and nurture you. You actually deserve it.
Something new and exotic for your wardrobe would be an
excellent idea. PISCES, with several planets in your 12th house
of dreams, visions and your doorway to the collective unconscious, you can expect vivid dreams, strong intuitional flashes
and forewarning of earthquakes. Keep your focus on beauty,
harmony and light.
^
Bailey Rule is a professional astrologer
n
j
wno S ec anzes m personal and relationship chart
interpretation as well as crisis management.
^ne can ^e reacned ,-„ Santa Fe at (505) 982-3104
to order charts or arrange a chart interpretation.
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WE BUILD FAMILIES.
GET THE FACTS ABOUT ADOPTION.

\

AIDS Organizations

We have operations on
4 continents, in 10 countries
including the United States.

FAMILY PARTNERS
WORLD WIDE, INC.
~ ^872-6787
Transforming lives
—? through adoption
i/^1

ffoijflh
today
a lesbian
organization
promoting social
and business
networking
presents...

AID Atlanta— 872-0600
AIDS Education/Services for Minorities—POB 87277. Atlanta. .10337,
762-6002
AIDS Hotline for Women—888-9991
AIDS Info Line—876-9944 (Atlanta); 1-800-551-2728
AIDS Legal Project—688-5433
AIDS Outreach Sewing Guild—872-2246
AIDS Research Consortium of Atlanta (ARCA)—876-2317
AIDS and Substance Abuse Speakers Network—977-7797
AIDS SUPPORT—Jewish Family Services—888-6400, #76
AIDS Survival Project (Atlanta NAPWA)—874-7926
Atlanta Buyers Club—8744845. or POB 77003, All, 30357
Atlanta lnterfailh AIDS Network—874-8686
Atlanta Lesbian AIDS Project—250-8177
Childkind—936-9655
Common Ground—874-6425
First MCC AIDS Ministry—325-4143
Georgia AIDS Therapy Information Network—1-800-551-2728
Good Samaritan Project—8734589
Grady Mem. Hospital Infectious Disease Program—341 Ponce de Leon
Ave., Atl. 30308. (404) 616 2440
Jerusalem House—527-7627
The Living AIDS Memorial Park Project—876-0105
The Names Project/Adanla—#15-7386
Outreach, Inc.—<404) 346-3922
People's United Pet Support—370-0178
Pets Are Loving Support (P.A.L.S.)-876-PALS
Positive Impact—885-9040
Positive Outlook On Health—872-9954
Project Open Hand Atlanta—5254620
Sister Love—753-7733

Arts/Entertainment/Culture

Building Bridges in a
Diverse Community
A hopeful, upbeat and raucus program to examine
our cultural stereotypes and the ways we have
barriers because of our differences. Conducted
by the National Coalition Building Institute.

February 22, Doors Open at 6:00 p.m.,
Program Begins at 8:00 p.m.
**A Women only event please**

Colony Square Hotel • Cash Bar Avail. • Hors d'oeuvres
Members $10.00, Guests $13.00. $2.00 late fee for any reservation
received after Fri., Feb. 18, 5:00 p.m. Parking w/validated ticket $2.00

Call 662-4353 for further information

DISCREET & UNCENS0RED

Idlm Pricb In
Vnwr Photos
1 HOUR
COLOR FILM
PROCESSING

Fast, low prices, most orders processed
in 24 hours or less. Weaccept 110,126,
35mm film. Professional, color, black &
white, enlargements, slides & posters.

• Drop Off
• Mail In
872-8036
300 Ponce de Leon Ave.
Atlanta, GA 30308
(Catty-cornered from Krispy Kreme)

T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE,

Atlanta Diversity Chorale—607-1146
Atlanta Feminist Women's Chorus^38-5823
Atlanta Gay Men's Chorus—POB 771144, Atlanta 30357
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay History Thing—POB 7032, Atlanta 30357,
876-1060
Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble—872-3135
"Funny...That Way"—875-2275
Gay & Lesbian Marching Band—872-9763
Gay Musician's Meeting Post—SASE to GMMP. PO Box 250336, Atlanta
30318
Pen-draggin' Poets—523-3639
Southeastern Arts, Media & Education Project, lnc—609-9590
Southern Country Atlanta—938-0609

Bars
The Armory—836 Juniper. 881-9280
Babylon—Piedmont Grove, 10th & Monroe.
Backstreet—845 Peachtree St. 873-1986
Bellissima—688 Spring Street.
Blake's—227 10th St. 892-5786
Buddies Cheshire Square—2345 Cheshire Br. Rd. 634-5895
Buddies Midlown—239 Ponce de Leon. 872-2655
Bulldog & Co—893 Peachtree. 872-3025
Burkhart's—Ansiey Square. 872-4403
Club Fetish—(Weds.) 695 North Ave.-577-8178
The Cove—586 Worchester. 875-2477
Crazy Ray'z—1492 Piedmont. 873-4655
Crown Club—2050 Cheshire Br. 636-5470
The Eagle—308 Ponce De Leon. 87EAGLE
551 Downstairs—551.Ponce De Leon. 8734052
Gallus Bar & Restaurant-49 6th St. 892-8983
Goodies—64 Third St. 873-3355
The Heretic—2069 Cheshire Bridge. 325-3061
Loreda's—708 Spring St. 874-8125
The Metro-48 6th Street, 874-9869
New Order—1544 Piedmont. 874-8247
Opus—1086 Alco St. 634-6478
The Otherside—1924 Piedmont Rd. 875-5238
The Pear Garden—11 Luckie St. 6594055
Peppers by Frank Powell—980 Piedmont Ave. NE 8724000
Phoenix—567 Ponce De Leon. 892-7871
Revolution—293 Pharr Rd. 816-5455
Scandals—Ansiey Square. 875-5957
The Model-T—Ford Factory Square. 872-2209
Visions—2043 Cheshire Bridge. 248-9712

Direct Action/Political
ACLU of Georgia—523-5398
ACLU/Lesbian &Gay Chapter—523-6201
ACT UP—44 12th St. NE, Atlanta 30309-3979, 874-6782 (O)
Atlanta Greens, Green Party USA, Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Queer Caucus
—368-7137
Catalyst—(404) 776-1478
Cobb Citizens Coalition—POB 965336, Marietta 30066,256-8690
Dykes & Faggots Bash Back—P.O. Box 14531, Atlanta 30324. voice mail
908-5369
Gay/Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation—605-7477
Georgia Advocates for Battered Women & Children/Lesbian Task Force—
524-3847; 250 Georgia Ave. SE, Rm. 365, Atl. 30312
Georgia Committee for the 1993 March on Washington —<404) 6624199
or POB 5282. Atlanta 30307
GAPAC-Georgia Political Action Committee—
872-8095, FAX 874-8628
Human Rights Campaign Fund—Field Committee, 231-5751
LEGAL—605-7476
Lesbian Avengers—621-5016
National Association of People with AIDS Hotline—874-7926
National Organization for Women, Gay & Lesbian Rights Task Force—6367435
Neighbor Network—257-5550
Out Front—PO Box 12369. Atlanta 30355
Queer Nation—605-7396
Republicans for Individual Freedoms—PO 13162, Atlanta, GA 30324,
239-1679
Straight But Not Narrow—242-2256 (voice mail)
STOP Bias Crimes Hot Line—605-STOP

National
Name —
Address
City

State

Zip

Human Rights Campaign Fund—1012 14lhSL NW, Suite 607. Washington,
D.C. 20005,(202)6284160
Lambda Legal Defense Fund—666 Broadway. 12th floor, New York, NY
10012,(212)995-8585
National Gay and Lesbian Task Force—1517 U. Street. NW', Washington.
D.C. 20009, (202) 332*183
Old Lesbians Organizing for Change—OLOC, PO Box 980422, Houston,
TX 77098
Stonewall 25/lntemat'l March—662*753

Professional

Amount Enclosed $

Atlanta Entrepreneurs' Club—Dr. Bravy 457-63.47
Bar Owner's Assn—POB 15114, Atlanta 30333-0114
Fourth Tuesday—6624353
Gay/Lesbian Postal Employees Network (G/L PEN)—POB 580397,
Minneapolis. MN 55458-0397
GA Assoc. of Physicians for Human Rights (GAPHR)— 231-2251
LEAGUE ATI.ANTA, toe (Employees of AT&T>-404/351-8322
NalT Gay Pilots Assoc—PO Box 27542. Washington. DC. 20038-7542,
(703)660-3852
Nat'l Lesbian and Gay Journalists Assoc—634-7429
Nat'l Federalon of Career Women—(404) 659-0315
OUTslaff (Emory)— 727-2787 (Donna)

]]$40 for 26 issues (2-4 days for delivery)
J $28 for 26 issues (5-9 days for delivery)

IPWA-Free
Make checks payable to Southern Voice.
Mail to: P.O. Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316
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Young Women's Brunch Network—
Carolyn. 2944233.

Spiritual
All Saints Metropolitan Community Church —622-1154
Catholic Gay and Lesbian Outreach—876-0631
Christ Covenant MCC. Stone Mountain—297-0350
Congregation Bet Haverim—642-3467
Emergence/Atlanta (Christian Scientists)—565-2126
First Existentialist Congregation of Alanta—378-5570
First Metropolitan Community Church of Atl—3254143
Friends for Lesbian & Gay Concerns (Quakers)—370-1340
Gay & Lesbian Mormons—570-2561 (dig. page)
Gay Spirit Visions—378-7224
Grant Park Aldersgale United Methodist Church—627-6221;
575 Boulevard SE
Hosanna African Unity Life Center—872-9055
Integrity (Episcopal)—642-3183
Lutherans Concerned/Atlanta—636-7109
New Age Gays-434-7338
Oakhurst Presbyterian Church—378-6284
Presbyterians for Lesbian and Gay Concerns—373-5830
Unitarian Universalists—634-5134, George at 688-2242

Sports/Outdoor/Hobbies
Atlanta Team Tennis Assn—621-2699
Atlanta Venture Sports—2424899
Atlanta Women's Lacrosse Club—303-1160. 888-6738
Atlanta Women's Social Tennis—662-GAME
Front Runners/Atlanta—621 -5007
Greater Atlanta Naturist Group—851-2882 (voice mail)
Hotlanta Soccer—876-7372
Hotlanta Softball League—POB 14582, Atl. 30324,8734061
Hotlanta VolleybaIl-621-5062
Lambda Car Club—POB 11705, Atlanta 30355
Luring Lesbians (fishing club)—932-5236
Mountain Catalyst—POB 199, Demorcst, GA 30535
S.E. Gay Rodeo Assn—POB 7881. All., 30357. 760-8126
Wilderness Network of GA—SASE, POB 55156, Atlanta 30308
Women's Outdoor Network—624-3418
Women's Rugby—659-6916 or 761-8939
TRICKS Bridge Club— 2980 Cobb Pkwy, Suite 192-172,
Atlanta 30339
Underwater Escapes—289-0696

Service/Support/Social
About Crossdressing—Janet, 624-3770
African American Lesbian/Gay Alliance
—239-8184 (voice mail)
Amazon Salon Young Feminist Network—223-3718
American Educational Gender Info Service
—POB 33724. Decatur 30033. (404) 939-0244 (eve)
Asians & Friends-Atlanta—876-0090
Athens Lesbian Information—LSG, POB 7864, Athens, 30604
Atlanta Corporal Punishment Club—Box 11863, Atlanta 30355
Atlanta Couples Together—365-2455
Atlanta Gay Center—876-5372
Atlanta Gender Exploration—875-9846
Atlanta Lambda Community Or—POB 15180, Atl 30333. 662-9010
Atlanta Lesbian and Gay Pride Comm—6624533
Atlanta Lesbian Feminist Alliance—POB 5502, Atl 30307. 378-9769
Atlanta Lesbian Singles Organization (ALSO)—2944558
Atlanta Prime Timers—APT, POB 29487, Atlanta 30359
Atlanta Pro-Choicc Action Committee—239-8016
BiAtlanta—256-8992
Bisexuals of Atlanta Resource Network—908-3413
Black and White Men Together—892-BWMT
Caregivcrs to PWAs Support Group—874-1109 or 875-6109
Codependents Anonymous—239-1657
Consciousness Raising and Support Group for Women in Politics and
Grassroots Organizing—636-7435
Delphi—POB 14591, Atlanta, G 30324
Emotions Anonymous—872-0979
First Women—G.G. Richardson, POB 724711, Atl. 30339,612-9473.
Friends Atlanta—6624501
Gainsville/NE Georgia Gay Men's Support Grp—Gary 404-535-5445
Gay Fathers of Atlanta—342-6451
Gay Help Line—6pm-11 pm 892-0661
Gay/Lesbian AA & Al-Anon—881-9188
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Veterans of America—6234099
Gay/Lesbian Task Force to the Public Safely Comm. of City Council
—330*504
Georgia Girth & Mirth—POB 9678. Atl. 30319. (404) 621-5710
Georgia Lesbian Ecofeminists—525-9085
Gwinnett Lambda—POB 464848, Lwmc'ville 30246, 871-GAYS
Hospitality Atlanta—627-0520
Interact of Atlanta—984-9875
John Howell Park Project—876-0105
Lambda Group/Narcotics Anonymous—237-6262
Latinos En Accidn—621-5743
Lesbian Alcoholics Anonymous—378-6935
Lesbian Narcotics Anonymous—703-3897
Lesbian Support Group—627-7387
Lesbians Considering Parenlhood-908-1704
Lesbians Over 50— 908-6119
Lesbians With Children—74a 1729
Men of Little 5 Points—POB 5425, Atlanta 30307
Name the Violence Support Group for Battered Lesbians
—822-9570; Crisis Hotline—688-9436
Overeaters Anonymous (gay/lesbian group)—892-5868
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays—296-0830 or 875-9440
Parents, Families and Friends of Lesbians and Gays/Chattanooga—
(615) 875-5750, (615)622-3813
Positive Black Lesbians United (PBLU)—2944377
Queer Youth—P.O. Box 54032, Atlanta 30308; 605-7396
Real Gay World BBS-404-266-0856
Sexual Compulsives Anonymous—239-8048
Support Group for Battered Gay Partners—(404) 350-0456
Survivors of Incest Anonymous—POB 2502. Decatur, GA 30031; 239-8018
Uniformed Svcs Activity—Box 6057, Arlington, VA 22206
Women In Kahools—(WINK) 438-1421
Women of Wisdom—289-8819
Wordsmith Society—Chris at 498-0137
Young Adult Support Group—876-5372
Zami—908-3356

Students/Alumni
Agnes Scott Lesbian & Bisexual Alliance—Box 501, Decatur 30030;
373-1632
Alliance of Lesbian. Gay and Bisexual Students of GA State—605-7681
Bi, Lesbian & Gay Student Union of West Ga College
—706-834-3569
Emory Lesbian & Gay Organization—727-6692
Gays & Lesbians United for Equality—Kennesaw Comm. College 423-6246
Georgia Tech Gay Alumni Group—POB 50291, GA Tech Sta., Atlanta
30332
Georgia Tech Gay & Lesbian Alliance-497-0684
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Student Union of the Univ of Ga.—POB 2438
Athens 30612-0438 or call 404/549-9368
S.E Alternative Lifestyles Association—248-9307
Univ. of Ala Lesbian/Gay Alumni Assoc.—284-3479
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GENE HOLLOWAY
Age: 36

MELTS,

2w

How long in Atlanta:

20 yrs, 5 mos.
Relationship Status:

wonderfully single
Last Book Read: "Secrets of a
Sparrow: The Diana Ross Story"
Pet Peeve: people who think that
nothing matters
He doesn't look the part, and his age belies the status, but Gene Holloway is something of an elder statesman in Atlanta's gay/
lesbian community. He laughs at the suggestion, but the man who is a charter member of
Black & White Men Together, an original
member of ACT UP Atlanta, a charter member of the Metropolitan Atlanta Council of
Gay and Lesbian Organizations, a former board
member of LEGAL and the Atlanta Gay Center, and a long time Atlanta Pride volunteer
(including chair in the mid-80s) definitely fits
the bill.
These days, Holloway doesn't belong to
many boards or organizing committees, but
he's always there when the call comes out.
"I write letters to my congressman, or make
a phone call," he says. "I go to events now,
rather than organize them. It's a lot of work."
He laughs again, recalling the 1985 Pride
celebration. "We were down to the wire," he
remembers. "I was so stressed, I woke up crying. And then I got a phone call from an elderly man, who asked me what Stonewall meant.
I told him."
That man, then about 70, told Holloway a
tale that brought chills—how he'd lived in
Macon and his secretary had found some male
porn magazines in a locked file and told his
wife, breaking up a 20-year marriage.
"He said 'I'm too old to march, but I think
I'll be there,'" Holloway recalls.
And he was. After Holloway's speech, the
elderly man approached Holloway and identified himself. "He had tears in his eyes,"
Holloway says. "It meant a lot to him to see all
the people—even though there were only about
800 of us—dancing, hugging, loving in the
streets. Right then I knew it was all worthwhile."
"I've always said the reason I've done what
I've done is for the younger ones," he continues, "but it's also for the ones who don't come
out until they're 40. Because it matters."
A lot matters to Holloway, who grew up in
Daytona Beach, Fla., with a Pentecostal
preacher stepmother and a deacon father. He

came out at 14 and came to Atlanta at 16.
"I was literally a kid in a candy store," he
recalls of those early days. "There was a gay
section of the beach where I hung out. I'd ride
my bike, or sometimes hitchhike."
His parents learned he was gay by accident—they intercepted a letter from his "first
love."
"[My mother] read how much he loved
me, how he wanted to hold me, how much he
missed my touches," Holloway remembers.
"She was not a happy Pentecostal preacher. I
got hellfire and damnation."
That was then, though, and now he says
his relationship with his mother, now in her
80s, is much better. "She's told me it doesn't
matter," he says, "that I'm not a bad person
and she loves me and I've always been a good
son.
That's important to him. Love, he says, is
the key to life. "I have an incredible capacity
to love," he says. "Love never disappears. It
never gives out. The more you love, the more
you feel love. It's limitless. That's what should
drive us."
To illustrate the point, Holloway tells another story, this one about the time his best
friend died of AIDS.
"I went in to work that day, and my supervisor told me I had to train a new employee,"
he says.
He did so, but his heart wasn't in it, and on
the second day of training, he apologized to
his new co-worker, and explained what was
going on.
"I hadn't been rude," he remembers, "I
just wasn't myself. Well, he just took my hand
and said "God took one friend, but he gave
you another. I cried.'"
It's almost been the story of Holloway's
life, friends that come and go. In fact, he says,
that network of friends is what keeps him in
Altanta.
"I have such a support group around me,"
he says. "It would be hard to give that up."

Escape To Privacy
At This 3.5 Acre Dream Home!
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Cars, Trucks and Vans

Banner Ford Scott Blvd., Decatur

wm WE \mm mm
-David J. Tufts
■Priipal/Broker

JicliMlBugs
Principal/Agent

Only 30 minutes to downtown!

■ 3 Bed/2.5 Bath and Hot Tub
• Double Car Garage
• Seduded Cul-de-sac lot with Hardwoods,
Japanese Maples and 2 Streams

• Cathederal Ceilings
1
Energy Efficient
• Low Maintenance
■ Quality Throtighout

J
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Priced to Sell!

593-1713

IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO BUY OR SELL A
CONDOMINIUM, CLUSTER OR TOWNHOME IN
ATLANTA... CALL THE EXPERTS!
2140 Peachtree Road. NW * Brook wood Square
Suite 325 ' Atlanta. Georgia 30309
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ACCOUNTING

B «Z

ATTORNEY

JOANNA M.
CAMPBELL

URFACE

PATRICIA A.
HOIN

RESTORERS

Attorneys At Law

Child Custody
Wills

DUI
Personal Injury

Family Law
Debt Relief

R

A quality service at a reasonable price.

Daniel Ross, CPA 607-7363

252-8700

c
Find
it in

Experienced
professional accountant
trims taxes merrily.
Tax preparation for
Individuals and business.

BRODIE
|T A x

&

ACCOUNTINGI

D

ATTORNEY

SPECIALIZING IN TOTAL
RENOVATION/REMODELING...

ATTORNEY AT LAW

• Interior/Exterior Painting
• Wallpaper • Drywall • Linoleum Floors
• Kitchen/Bath Tile Installation
• Counter-top Replacements

246 Sycamore St., Suite 110
Decatur, Georgia 30030

DIR
ECT
ORY

My legal fees are reasonable. Call for a free consultation.

373-4808

i

Free Estimates

ATTORNEY

I
Schildmeyer, Mackinson & Katz

Divorce & Family Law
Criminal Defense

Mediation
Bankruptcy

Does your accountant offer
suggestions and advice ?

Specializing in
Quality Work

Since 1973
Window Ropes
to Additions
Small Jobs • Repairs
Electric • Plumbing
Windows/Doors

622-4922

297-0078

i i

Home Additions
&Remodeling

Emmett Construction
371-0398

Quality is
our specialty!

Accounting & Business Advisory Services

636-8800

3

CONTRACTOR

MY FAVORITE MECHANIC, INC.
1$ "FAMILY"

rinancial IJynamicIp
Hazel Edlinger

V

AUTOMOTIVE

General Contractor

Dependable
Remodeling

Voice/TDD

1 i

Insuredy

■N

Attorneys at Law

Wills & Estates
D.U.I.

288-7403

( CONTRACTOR^) C CONTRACTOR^
C.J. Clark
RON EBY

Serving the Lesbian and Gay Community
for 12 years.

371-1255

ACCOUNTING

&

ENOVATORS

WARREN L. CASADAY

THE

404-414-1188

c

D

CONTRACTOR

Campbell & Hoin, P.C.

Tax Tin #3: The State of GA. allows
special tax breaks for ALL permanently
disabled taxpayers and for ALL
taxpayers over the age of 62.
Electronic
Filing
• Masters Degree In Taxation
Available
• Member of American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants
• Over 9 Years Experience
• Convenient Intown Location

Many
Happy
Returns.
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gene cloud
Licensed/Insured

Free Estimates
FULL Service & Repair

c

ASTROLOGER

ALL Models ...
Foreign & Domestic

AQVARIVS
MOON

( CONTRACTOR ~)
Best Roof Expert
From New Roofs
to Old Roofs
100% Guarantee

ASTROLOGICAL COUNSELING
• Business Cycles

• Relationships
• Sexual Issues
TONY HAMMOCK
ASTROLOGER

1618DeKalbAve.
(Little 5 Points)

(404) 798-6845
Licensed & Certified

ATTORNEY

Q

(404) 371-9912

• Recovery Issues

(

CLEANING

Attorney at Law

MAID

Serving Our Community

IN THE

\ Chiropractic
When
technique and
experience unite.
Results happen.

872-2277

ESTATE PLANNING
LARGE OR SMALL ESTATES
• Wills
• Probate
• Living Wills

• Trusts
• Insurance
• Power of Attorney

Theodore A. Speaker
Speaker Law Firm, P.C.
Full Legal Service
Business and Personal Needs
Criminal-Divorce-Personal Injury

404/231-3468 • Fax 404/841-9223

Nancy M. Stewart
D.D.S., P.C.

'

General and Cosmetic
Dentistry

~) ( CHIROPRACTOR^

USA

Workman's Compensation • Durable Power of Attorney
Personal Injury • Debt Relief • Mediation • Wills

ATTORNEY

J&
w

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL

HERMAN R. TUNSIL

c

)

YOUR
BITE BRIGHT!

CONSTRUCTION

478-5561

DENTIST

KEEP

TRADE MASTER

.
J

(

I • Postural Balance

D
Sweetheart,

• Joint Mobility

let the MAIDS do it

• Facial Toning

Call: Mark & Mark
(404) 873-6144
Pager: 839-6891

0

Toco Hills Shp. Ctr.

633-4710

Since 1982
Corasaniti Construction Co,

□ Kitchens
□ Decks
Fa Free Estimates
^Call Gene

□ Baths
□ General Repairs

(404) 377-2662

404»233»9510
v.375 PHARR RD., NE • SUITE 303

FLORIST

) (

FLORIST

~~)

"an ec^ect/'e otffltctkn

3

HOME IMPROVEMENTS^
REMODELING
-^ . :

Serving Emory-Decatur Areas

0

• Foot Reflexology

CONTRACTOR

BUCKHEAD
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC

C

I • Back Relief

558 MedlockRoad, Suite 18
Decatur, Georgia
(Near Scott/N. Decatur Rds)

H

634-5460

Serving All Metro Atlanta
-same day delivery by 3:00-

WE WIRE FLOWERS
EVERYWHERE

Full Service Florist
Flowers, Plants, Candy
Gift/Fruit Baskets, Balloons
Unique Gifts

939-0090
2321 Main St., Tucker, GA
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( GRAPHIC/VIDEO )
lor All Your Video
Production Needs...
Duplication, Editing,
Shooting.
We also do Graphic Design

Aliiltuwn Studios

•U,Mti44
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10%

1

PETS

FREE

Licensed, Bonded
and Insured

_

BOOK CATALOG

Serving
Intown Atlanta

J

HOME IMPROVEMENT

1

Odd Jobs:

aONT

Counseling

^

sliding scale

• Pressure washing

Associate American College of Fool Surgeons

525-2739

Voice/TTY

490 Peachtree St. NE Suite 270-C
Next to Crawford Long Hospital

€

Past Life Regressional, Pre &
Perinatal Memories, Anger, Anxiety,
Depression, Stress, Fears, Phobias

Call Now
3711031

I 953-6401, 952-0893

Incest and Sexual Abuse
Survivors • Sexuality
[ GROUPS FORMING
counseling
.~£ women in transition 404 717-4146

Susan J. Geddes, M.Ed.
Counselor

Julia Strong, MSW.LCSW

• Individual
• Couples
• Gay & Lesbian Issues
• Abuse Survivor Issues

Individual & Couples
Psychotherapy

679-2645

458-6886

vmtmmm

MOVING!!!
AS LOW AS
$7Q00
Packing Available

Coll for estimate.

404-876-4473

FAST SERVICE

352-1189
JAMES

RESUMES
•Quick turnaround
•Free delivery
•High quality
•From $65

of Southern Voice
readers live in the
central city.

607-8931

1
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V^JDVANIAGE

SIGN MART
, A Sign of Intelligence /

CUSTOM SIGNS & GRAPHICS
FAX

325-9917

2064 Brlarcllff Rd. #103 • Atlanta, GA • 30329

Hypnotherapy To Help
You Stop Smoking

Carlson Travel Network

I

TJKOPS

\
3756 Lavista Rd., Suite 100 • Northlake Commons
Phone 634-0672

Janice Canon, LCSW
Individual, Couples, &
Group Therapy
Locations in Stone
Mountain, Atlanta. & Duluth

1925 Century Blvd, Ste#4, Atlanta, Georgia 30345
Phone: (404)315-8898

II yeo5 experience

It PRO

325-5302

Board Certified Psychiatrist

♦ Insurance ♦ Financial Consulting
Estate Planning ♦ Investments • IRA's I

MIKE the MOVER

68%

SERVICES ~)

Banners • Magnetics • 3-D Letters • Typesetting
ADA Braille • Screen Printing • Vehicle Lettering

Edward O. Nix, M.D.

Financial Service Specialist

MOVERS

(

m

THE
DIRECTORY

(

423-0514

(PSYCHOTliERAPJST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST) Q

DAN R. EASTON

MOVER

Commercial/Residential

Don Foster

s

J

JKCHOTHERAPIST) (PSYCHOTHERAPIST)

c

Service & Sales

National Certified Counselor

Find what
you need in

Faye Beneau, BA, CJ1.T.
Since 1981

• Heating Inspection
Now $39.95 (most systems)

Claudia Scarbtouah, fl.S.

MERICAN
EMODEUNG
C HYPNOSIS ~)

Securing Life

Heating and Air Conditioning

Windy Hill Road
»

PSYCHOTHERAPIST:

Live In Style!
Additions
Basement Finishing
Decks
Roofing
Screened Porches
Siding & Windows
Sun Rooms

Quorum

Fresh Air Inc

CARRIE JAFFE, M.A.^
• Women's Therapy Groups
• Individual Therapy
• Abuse & Battering Issues
• Codependency
• Adults Dealing with
Childhood Issues
Sliding Scale

Diseases, Trauma and Surgery
of the Foot and Leg

239-0260

Quorum's Personal Attack Alarm blasts
103dB (min.l when you simply pull the pin.
Choose either the standard Paal. the Paal II
(with flashing light), the Sports Paal. or
the Bike Paal.
Carry anywhere.

(PSYCHOTHERAPIST) C~
r

• Cleaning

TAKE RISKS, TAKE ACTION
^-^iolent crime knows no prejudice.

ontact
Contact
Loss Prevention Concepts
404-659-3656

874-2373

Martin S. Linde, D.P.M.

• Yardwork

SECUI

• Recovery issues
• Abuse survivors
•12 step focus

874-7551

• Painting

1-800-648-5333

Stella Eller, M.b., M.A.

580 14th St. N.W.

Make the most
of your home by
calling us now for
a FREE in-home
Professional
Design & Estimate

In-home
Care, etc.

#

ID C

Feminist Women's Health Center

Zan's Productions

>

Petsitting Service
404-634-0292

Donor Insemination
for Lesbians

c

/
LESBIAN MAIL ORDER

1

HEALTH

( PUBLICATIONS"""^

Pet's Best Friend

of Southern Voice
readers go
to the movies
4 tiroes a'month.
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Addiction • Intervention
Stage II Recovery

(

The only gay & lesbian accommodations
at the ocean between Ft. LauderrJale &
Rehoboth Beach. 10 mi. to Charleston.
Deluxe bkfst, 8-person spa & pool.
PO Box 41
Folly Beach, SC 29439

237-7130

■

TRAVEL.

(803) 588-9443

PSYCHOTHERAPIST;
Beverly Davidson, MSW
Frances L. Somerville, MSW
Women's Therapy Groups
Individual Psychotherapy
Survivors of Abuse, Experiential Techniques,
Dream Work, Codependency Issues

1-75 at Windy Hill • 955-9417 • 955-9411

)

[

TRAVElT^)

CHARLESTON BEACH
BED & BREAKFAST

299-2813

) £

-yy >—, ^

872-8747 (USA-TRIP)X^ ^ X

Rev. Allyson K. Day
National Certified Addiction Counselor

QDMDMLMIE)

1004 Virginia Ave NE at N. Highland
ATLANTACA30306

m c

A Campgrodnd for Womyn

P.O. Box 762
Simpsonville, SC 29681
803-862-7833

VETERINARIAN
Janette Friel, DVM
Melissa Rayfield, DVM
Michelle Espeut, DVM
A modern facility with

NAUNANIAUL °ld-fashi°ned-e
HCSPIUL 584-8761
926 DeKalb Ave. • Inman Park • By appt. only
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Seller says SELL IT NOW!
Great deal on this renovated
Poncey-Highland bungalow!
Combine this low price with
today's low interest rates for
an unbelievable deal!

EXPERIENCED.
DEPENDABLE.

RE/MAX ACHIEVERS
847-0808
Each office is independently owned and operated

MAKE YOUR DREAMS

REAL...ESTATE
9 COM, OMtit if(H1,,
pleoie call:

JUST LISTED!

EFFECTIVE.

STEVE BLAND

3/1994

Beautiful Colony Square
condo with great view
$170,000's

CHRIS
CARROLL

BRIAN SWIFT
843-2500
,

RE/MAX metro atlanta

A

■■

-

Paula Needle, GRI
RE/MAX Metro Atlanta

321-3123
933-4707

^Hf
f

"*'

Residential
Real Estate
Services

JP^R»

MAKE THE RIGHT MOVE!

Office: 321-3123
Fax: 321-0051
2205 LaVista Rd.
Atlanta. GA 30329

#sssBaV

GrantLundberg
RE/MAX of Buckhead
Unparalleled Attentive Service
Interest rates are down!
It's time to move up!

Marilyn Bowden

Off 233-4633 Home 876-2384

Office: 874-2262
Home: 876-2343

Each office independently owned S operated.

If you re looking to buy or sell a
condominium, cluster or townhome
in Atlanta...call the experts !!

Grant Park
Totally Renovated!
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths,
Hill Top Location with
Skyline View. Low 100's

Call 26-CONDO (262-6636)

Ormewood Park

Refinancing * New Buyers

New Construction.
3 Bedrooms/2 Baths,
Open Floor Plan Bungalow.
Great Lot. LowlOO's

• No Discount Points • So Origination Fees
• Guaranteed Lowest Rates Available

American Discount Mortgage
100 Colony Square Suite WO- Atlanta, GA MB

404/881-1053 • Pager 404/672-0959

ART AUERBACH
Buying a home
is not a science...
it's an ART!

622-2127
Each office independently owned and operated.

You're only getting
V-2 the attention you
deserve!

Each office independentfy owned & operated.

Refinance Now
• • •

Rates Great
• A Wide Spectrum of
Mortgage Products
• Competitive Rates
• Free Consultation

RAINBOW
FINANCIALSERVICES
2609 Apple Valley Rd. NE
Atlanta, GA 30319

2 3 3-9901

MORTGAGE SHOPPING?
Call JEFFREY HALEY

1

BUYERS & SELLERS
Now I can fully represent
YOU in a transaction.
No more working for
the other guy. Let me
show you how!

LEE SMITH
Associate Broker. GRI
(office phone) 874-2262
NOTE NEW 24 HOUR
PHONE #453-1945

•
•
•
•
■

Lowest Rates
■ FHA & VA Loans
No Income Verification
1
Cash Out Refinances
1
2nd Mortgages
Exceptional Service

Fixed & Adjustable
Condo & Investor
Commercial Loans
Rehab Money
Jumbo Loans

Variety & Convenience

AMERICAN

c M

ORTGAGE, CORP.

IINANCIAL

JEFFREY HALEY
24 Hour Voice Mail/Pager

Office

404/394-1264 ex. 134

404/394-2830

WHY??

If You're Not
Dealing With

LEE
SMITH

Re/Max Metro Atlanta
Home office 321-1930

Mary Swinford, President
Joy L. Self
GA Residential
Mortgage Licensee

JIMRE/MAX
HILUARD
in TOWN
COLDUieU.
BANKjSRQ

Associate Broker

the Best!

When choosing a Realtor to market
your home, why should you call...

ASSOCIATE BROKER W.T. AMNS * co.

BECAUSE!!!

1. There is no substitute for hard world Charlene will find i buyer!
12.1 Oyrs. of marketing & sales experience will translate into a smooth move for youl
3. Qualified buyers looking in our area are referred to Charlene every day!

(4Q4) 7Q8-6867

p remier

PROPERTY SERVICES

•
•
•
•

Property Management
Leasing
Maintenance
Residential/Commercial

Let us take the stress out of owning real estate.

(404) 607-RENT

o u
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AIDS Services
& Education
GAPHR - Support group for physicians and
dentists. Contact Dr. Nix 634-0672.
AIDS SUPPORT: Jewish Family Services
sponsors a support group for Jewish people
affected by HIV/AIDS, their families or lovers. 2nd and 4th Sundays, 7:30 p.m. in
Buckhead. For information: 888-6400, voice
mailbox 76.

91 GEO Metro LSI ConvVWht w/blk lop &
gry/blk int. low miles, x-tra CLEAN. EXC
COND, Air, air bag, am/fm cass, svc every
3,000 miles, loan val $7,000, asking $6,900
or B/O. Student from Atlanta relocated to
Florida. 1-813-972-0959(7.1)

DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR needed in
large Atlanta non-profit AIDS service organization. Familiarity with Atlanta foundations
and other philanthropic groups is a must. Candidate must be organized, project oriented,
creative & accomplished in grant writing,
press releases and P/R items. Please send resume & writing samples to: 1080-R Euclid
Ave., Atlanta, GA 30307 Attn: Development
Director Search. (6.51)

1

VOLUNTEER/CLIENT SERVICE MANAGER needed in large Atlanta non-profit
AIDS service organization. Candidate must
be creative, people oriented & adept at motivating direct reports. Social services background preferred. Please send resume to: 1080R Euclid Ave., Atlanta, GA 30307 Atto: Vol/
Client Manager Search. (6.51)
Office Mgr. - Chiropractic Office, St n. Mtn/
Dec. Full time. Nonsmoker, 2 yrs min. office
exper., computer expert, good people skills.
Resume to: 4458 Rockbridge Rd., Stone Ml.,
GA 30083. 297-0022. (6.50)
Small Ad Agency has a part time and a full
time opening. Run office machines, &, light
warehouse work. Experience not necessary.
1-85 & Shallowford Road area. $6.50-7.00
per hour. 245-7680. (6.51)

FOR SALE

MADISON AVENUE

Flexible hours, fun environment. Your own
desk! Guaranteed base, great location! Call
Laura or Bill at 939-3424. (7.1)

ART-DECO ARMOIRE

Oakhurst bungalow, 3 bedroom study, LR
DR, screened porch, renovated bath, new paint
& roof. Convenient to MARTA, Decatur.
559,000. By owner. 687-9586. (6.51)

HIRING 50 QUALITY PEOPLE

Burled wood, 3 doors with shelves and hanging space. Excellent condition. S700/best offer. Bill 874-4979. (6.51)

Working with conventions, trade shows and
hotels. Apply in person Tuesdays and Wednesdays between 10a.m. and 1p.m. or 5:30p.m.
and 8:00p.m. No phone calls. Applicants must
be dependable, service oriented and ethical.
National Business Institute, 243 West Ponce
deLeon Ave., Decatur. Member of the Atlanta Convention and Visitors Bureau. (6.51)

Grounds keeper/Porter needed for class "A"
midtown apartment community. Full-time position. Pis call Jerry 874-5512. (6.50)
Prestigious Buckhead flower shop. Need fulltime experienced designer. Serious replies
only. 264-0797. (6.50)

Employment

THE ATLANTA BUYERS CLUB-ABC provides access to optional treatments for the
HIV community in the Southeast. Hours are
12-5 PM, Tuesday through Friday. We are
located at 44 Twelfth St., NE, with parking in
the rear. For more information phone (404)
874-4845, fax (404) 874-9320, or write P.O.
Box 77003, Atlanta, GA 30357-7003.

cal and addiction counseling. Office hours
Mon.-Fri. 8:30a.m.-6:30p.m. and Sat. Call
241-2799.(7.1)

Merchandise

Floral Designer - full/part time. Experience
necessary. Position available immediately.
Full service shop located in Midtown. 8726496. (6.50)

Auto for Sale

P.O.O.H. - Positive Outlook On Health is a
supportive network of HIV+ persons who
share positive health altitudes and want to
meet similarly oriented people for social and
emotional interaction. Call 872-9954.

PRIMETIMERS for gay men meets Saturday, Feb. 5 at 2 p.m. Ponce deLeon Library.
Speaker Philip Rafshooo Out write Bookstore.
Social Follows. (6.50)

APPOINTMENT SETTERS

Support group for gay men forming now for
'94. Contact Gary at (404) 535-5445. (May
leave first name and phone number if not in.)
(6.50)

HIV+ Narcotics Anonymous (NA) for African Am. FREE ANONYMOUS HIV TESTS,
counselling, referral (minority cultural sensitivity). For confidential info call OUTREACH,
INC. 346-3922.

Announcements

GG medalist wants to play on Atlanta men's
basketball team at GG IV. Are you out there?
Jim 941-5247 eves, 436-5815 message. (7.3)

GAINESVILLE

AIDS HOTLINE FOR WOMEN- 888-9991
- a project of the Feminist Women's Health
Ctr. 5:3O-9:30pm Mon-Fri, 10:30am-2pm Saturdays. Caller anonymity assured.

AIDS Information Line / GA Toil-Free
AIDS Hotline Free, anonymous information
and referral services. In Atlanta: 876-9944;
Toll-free: 1-800-551-2728 (voice/TTY)

Cleaning Services has part time work available 15-25 hrs a week daytime. 55.25/hr. Must
have a clean-cut appearance. Call 351-3931
between 4p.m.-7p.m. (7.1)

The Atlanta Freedom Marching Band now in
rehearsals for debut at 1994 Gay Pride Parade. All instruments needed, especially woodwinds. All interested persons please call/leave
message at 404-872-9763. (6.50)

AID Atlanta Services include education, case
management, transportation, housing, buddy
program, practical support, homeless services,
pediatric services, support groups, AIDS Information Line. Call 872-0600 for more information.

Atlanta Gay Center—Plus groups for HIVaffected people. Fridays, 8:00pm and Sundays, 6:00pm- 63 12th Street. Call 876-5372
for more info. Helpline, 892-0661, for info,
counseling and referral.

The Atlanta Rainbow Ensemble is seeking
new members, especially woodwinds and percussion. Audition not required. Call Frank
Steele at 872-3135. (7.1)

King Size Bed. Used less than 1 month. All
bedding included. 1/2 price. $1200. Call 2922791.(6.51)

Publications
ON OUR BACKS. The most intelligent sex
magazine just happens to be lesbian. Offers
you bimonthly award-winning fiction, sexy
pictorials, sassy columns, humorous reviews,
and thought provoking features. $34.95/yr. (6
issues). SASE Catalog. On Our Backs, 526
Castro Street, Suite SV, San Francisco, CA
94114. Send ck, MO, or VI/MC. 1-800-8454617. (7.45)
National Gay Pilot's Assoc, Newsletter, chapters' events, P.O. Box 27542, Washington,
D.C. 20038. (703) 660-3852. Totally Discreet.
(7.19)

SEEKING
I'm here and looking for a great job! I am
challenge-oriented and have excellent administrative, communication & people skills. I
have a lot to "bring to the party" and would
like to speak with you about what your business will bring as well! G.L James, 9489017. (6.51)
Recently relocated ex-naval officer with BS
in Business seeks professional, full-time position to begin civilian career. Experienced in
management and human resources. Doug:
872-5909. (6.50)

Real Estate
FOR RENT
New Year Special - 2 Bedroom Apartment.
Great Area! Great Price! Gay Friendly! Newly
Renovated. Call Judi at 373-4368. It's home!!
(6-32)
Little Five Points, 1 BR apt. CH/A, W/D,
Upstairs of older house, lots of charm. $450,
call 581-9782. (6.50)
EMORY/Lake Claire - 2 BR, 1 BA Duplex.
Central Heat, Air. Deck, basement storage,
W/D hookups. Driveway parking. No pets.
$600,378-3091.(6.51)

Health
HERBAL CERTIFICATION - Six month indepth course includes East/West heali ng strategies, medicine making, wild plant id, and
mote. Starts Feb. 1994. For brochure 2391666.(7.1)

Ormewood Park, 2 BR/1 BA bungalow. Central heat. large fenced yard, basement, W/D
hookup, off-street parking. $500. 717-8866.
(6.50)

PERSONAL GROWTH

VIRGINIA HIGHLAND
Fabulous Restoration of 2-slory craftsman
home. 4 BR, 2 1/2 BA, off-street parking,
gorgeous yard, incredible master bath! All for
$239,900!! Bill Golden or Marilyn Davey,
874-2262. (6.50)

SPACIOUS CONDO
Big three bedroom, two bath, secure, second
floor flat in Lenox/Morningside area. Great
kitchen, huge closets, balcony and ample parking. Sixteen unit complex with nice landscaping and pool. Asking $68,900. Call CHAD
WILLIAMS at Metro Brokers 843-2500.
(6.51)

BRAND NEW
Great close-in neighborhood, sunny oversized
rooms, 3 bedrooms, 2 1/2 baths, 2 car garage.
Spacious daylight basement. Ready to be offices or workshop. Only $119,800. Call Nancy
881-9736, Tuley Realty. (6.50)
SHEA EMBRY, RE/MAX METRO ATL.
representing our community will donate 10%
of her commission from each closing when
this ad is mentioned to a charitable organization for AIDS research or support. Call today
321-3123.

Roommates
GWM seeks G/M/F to share 2 BR apt. on
Briarcliff. Close to downtown. $200/mo. + 1/
2 mil. Jon 876-6814. (6.51)
GWM roommate, non-smoker to share large
Buckhead, completely furnished, condo 2 BR,
2 BA, fireplaoe, cable, WD/DW. $300/mo. 1/
2 util. Call 355-5358. (6.51)
3rd roommate wanted. GWM nonsmoker, no
pets. Furnished bedroom, screened-in patio,
gay complex. $300/mo. + 1/3 util. Call John
11321-5791.(6.51)
Animal loving GM/F needed to share new
Grant Park home. Lots of extras including W/
D. $400/mo. includes util. 659-6331. (6.51)

Providence Counseling Center, Inc. offers
HIV+/AIDS case management, psychologi-

All Policy: Southern Voice reserves the
right to edit, reclassify or reject ads not
meeting Ryan Publications' standards.
No refunds for early cancellation.
Misprints: Southern Voice is not responsible for misprints appearing after
first week. Check ads promptly.

(404) 876-1819
1189 Virginia Avenue, NE

In Person: Bring completed order form with payment to Southern
Voice offices (M-F, 9-5pm) 1189 Virginia Ave. NE.

Individual Rates:

Business Ad Rates:

Categories indicated by asterisks (*).
NON-BUSINESS.
S3.00 minimum
20 words
each additional word
500
$3.00
Giant headlines

20 words
Giant headlines
After 4 issues:
20 words
each additional word

GWF seeks same to share (nice) 3 BR, 2 BA
apt. S275 + 1/2. 640-7867. (6.50)
GWM, 2 BR, 2 BA flat. Large screen porch,
W/D. $260 + 1 a utilities. Reference required.
315-6342 after 7:00 pm. (6.50)
GRANT PARK - GM to share spacious 4
BR, 2 BA home w/3, washer/dryer, $300/mo.
includes util. + SI00 dep. 622-0384. (6.50)
Private rooms and utilities in exchange for
part-time grounds keeping on large estate.
Responsible couple preferred. POB 567611,
Sandy Springs, GA 31156. (6.50)

Travel
THE OLD MILL - Bat Cave, NC. B&B on
banks of rushing mountain stream near
Asheville. $45 thru March. Call (704) 6254256. (7.5)
LESBIAN PARADISE! 20 Lovely rooms, 100
mountain acres, hot tub, cross country ski
trails, fireplace, peace, privacy. Highlands Inn,
Box 118SV, Bethlehem, NH 03574, (603)
869-3978. Winter Wonderland! (6.51)

Volunteers
Volunteers needed for the Atlanta Lesbian
and Cay Pride Committee. Come to the
general meetings, 3rd Thursday of every
month at 7 p.m. at the Colony Square Hotel.
Hotel parking validated, (ongoing)

MORE ON PAGE 42

1
P.O. Box 18215
Atlanta, GA 30316

By Mail: Mail completed order form with payment to
CI-ASSIFIEDS P.O. Box 18215, Adanta, GA 30316.

S12.00 minimum
S3.00
SI 1.00 minimum
$1.00

COMPUTE YOUR COST

COMPUTE YOUR COST

20 words @ 12.00
# addit. words @ 1.00
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL

20 words @ 3.00
# addit. words @ 500
Giant headline @ 3.00
SUBTOTAL
# issues
TOTAL COST

# issues
TOTAL COST

# of issues

Name
Address
City

Phone

Decatur, Mature GF wanted to share home.
Lots of space. $375/mo. includes utilities.
Deposit. No drugs or smoking. 292-2791.
(6.51)

DEADLINE: Tuesday, 5pm for following week's issue.

TO PLACE AN AD

State

GWM seeks roommate - M or F - Virginia
Highlands/Emory area. 2 BR townhouse.
$350. Cat provided. No smokers, please. Beep
722-1808.(6.50)

Mailing address:

ORDER FORM

Category.

Now in Atlanta! Bunk Buddies, Atlanta's premier roommate / relocation service, in and
out of Atlanta. Call 874-9097 for details today. (6.52)

taaaa,a J!L:.^

D E X CLASSIFIED

AIDS SERVICES*
ANNOUNCEMENTS*
ACCOUNTING/TAXES
EMPLOYMENT
Part Time
Full Time
Seeking*
HEALTH
Fitness
Personal Growth
Massage
INSURANCE
LEGAL
LOST/FOUND*
MERCHANDISE
Household Goods/
Garage Sales*
Retail
PETS*
PUBLICATIONS
REAL ESTATE
Financing
For Rent
For Sale
ROOMMATES*
SERVICES
Residential
Commercial
TRAVEL
VOLUNTEERS*
FREE \J0\CECONNECTION
Men
Women
TV/TS

BUNK BUDDIES
Thanks. Atlanta for making Bunk Buddies
your #1 call when finding that perfect roommate. 874-9097. (6.52)

Zip

Text (Please print):

SOLTHI-RN VOICH

4 weeks
WUCONNECTION
FREE
20 words
FREE
Telephone VOICEbox
50c
each additional word
S3.00
Giant headlines
SV forwarding mailbox (optional) 10.00
Other P.O. Box
5.00
COMPUTE YOUR COST
FREE
20 words
Telephone VOICEbox
# add. words @ 50e ca/wk
Giant headline @ 3.00/wcck
Forwarding box @ 10.00/wcck
Other P.O. Box @ 5.00/week
SUBTOTAL
(4 weeks minimum)
x.
TOTAL COST

FREE

# weeks

SOUTHERN

Voice Connection
WOMEN
Women are wonderful and friendship of any
kind is hard to find. Would like to meet kind,
smart, gentle women for lunch. © 1219
GWF Professional seeks feminine companion, 35-45 wlo loves the arts, outdoors; honest, non-smoker; no butch; no bis. ^ 1198
GWF, 37, int. opera, dining, animal lover,
hugger, emotionally and financially stable are
just a few of my features. If you have same
features, I would like to talk to you. S* 1211
GWF, 31, cute, athletic, non-smoker, professional desires fun-loving relationship. Loves
tennis, movies, the beach, cats, and sports,
ff 1207
GBF, mid 30's. Attractive, professional, established, seeks same for dining, music, the
arts, good laughter, outdoor fun, indoor fun.
Friends, maybe more! No Bi's/Butch. ^T
1195
GWF, 37, feminine, attractive, funloving. professional. Seeks same. Enjoys conversation,
outdoors, tennis, beach, cuddling, adventure,
fun, romance and more. No dykes, bi's drugs.
33+. BP 1192
NO EUPHEMISMS! Fat, 30-something writer
nerd, half baby, half intellect wants to meet
like-minded women. Political incorrectness
will be encouraged! ^T 1180
BiWF, 21, 5'7" writer, singer, creative spirit,
individual - cigarettes, coffee, ka-spel, Biafra,
music, poetry. Sing While You May! ^T 1182
GWF, young 40s, New Age attitude, enjoys
intimate rainy days, movies, hiking, community involvement, laughing with friends and
dancing, seeks GWF for fun, friendship &
romance. © 1175

BiWF
26, 5'4", 117#, blonde, nude dancer. Seeks
attractive Bi-Females, 18-35 for Hot times.
Bi females only. No men, heavies or couples!!
Andrea, POB 2257, Forest Park, GA 30051.
Must include photo, phone and S.A.S.E. for
reply!!
Attractive GWF, 30, with a big heart and
warm embrace, is ready to leap into your
heart. Forever yours, E. © 1157
Sexually dominant Aquarian lesbian seeks
sexually submissive Pjsces lesbian for possible commitment or special friendship. No
alcohol abuse, drugs, bisexuals. 9 1162
B^ach, animals, humor, racquet sports/
excercise, feminism- yes. Smoking, motherhood, religion - no. Beautiful, intelligent, professional. 30's. Call if same. U 1105
Cute, shy, GWF, 26 into running/working out,
alternative music, computers and wearing
baggy jeans. New to area and looking to meet
others with similar interests/possible relationship. *B 1098
GWF, 42. feminine, educated, professional,
passionate, affectionate, honest and adventurous. Seeks warm heart, intelligent mind,
playful spirit for quality relationship. IT 1095
GB fern seeks an educated, professional, aggressive GB female for friendship, possibly
more. No bisexuals or ferns. IT 1088
I'm a 26 yr. GBF seeking GBF for conversation, outings. I'm not seeking a relationship.
I'm looking for GBF who I can confide in
and trust. 12 1068
Very attractive black lesbian seeks sincere
companion—possible live-in. Attractive, wellread, articulate womyn preferred. No drugs,
alcohol, cigarettes. BP 1065
GWF, 38, spirited sophisticate, brains, beauty,
ready for possibilities with emotionally mature, gentle, honest, "together" woman, 304a not on rebound, tt 1063
25 vs. 31, Southern Belle vs. Yankee transplant, Monde vs. red, thinks she's funny vs.
really is funny, both GWF professionals you gotta like one of us! IT 1062
GWF, 36, attractive, high spirited jovial idealist with inquisitive, progressive mind seeks
similar dark haired unchemically altered
soulmate with adventurous spirit. *S 1059
Attractive, feminine GWF. 26 - interested in
sharing friendship, dining, dancing, and simple
pleasures. Attractive, affectionate, active, and
24-30?? Let's talk! No drugs. TT 1045
GWF, simply irresistible. I don't play head
games, drink or use drugs. Searching for GWF
25-35 for friendship, fun. IT 1046
GBF, 5'8.158 lbs, successful, attractive, seeks
feminine older GF to enjoy fun, food, music
and maybe romance. You won't be disappointed. tT 1052
GWF, 31. feminine, attractive, professional,
humorous and positive attitude. Enjoys dancing, movies, animals, the arts. Seeks same for
quality friendship. IT 1047
OUT femme 23, knows who's on "Top"! You
- 30+, aggressive, butch, chivalrous. Me intelligent, literate, sensual. NO Bi's/femmes.
TRAY C 1050

VOICE

GWF seeking a dyke for full time love, nurturing, cuddling, friendship and laughter. Likes
outdoors, romance, movies and music. S
1051
WANTED! GWF, fern 25+. Looking for that
woman who has an untamed personality like
myself! Me, aggressive GWF, blond, 25. ^T
1016
GWF, 32, feminine, funloving, adventurous,
professional, honest, attractive, seeks similar
ladies who have high ideals, are reliable and
not promiscuous. ?? 1020
Attractive, feminine, GBF, early 20's, mature
and settled, seeks an aggressive GF who enjoys being pampered for friendship, possibly
more. IT 1023

FEBRUARY

Masculine 30yo GWM, physician from Indianapolis, attractive, 6'0", 180#, HIV+ but
asymptomatic, into sports, movies, travel looking for GBM also HIV+ and masculine with
similar interests who might consider relocating. Doesn't matter if you're employed or
not, just be sincere. Joe, Box 2105,1189 Virginia Ave, NE, Atlanta, GA 30306. (7.1)
GWM, 39. 5*7", 140, versatile leather playmate willing to try almost anything once as
long as it's safe. Looking for morning/daytime action. 1209
Versatile GWM 39 seeks daytime f
buddy
for all types of kinky hot sessions. Expand
my limit. 1208

GBF seeks same for conversation & friendship. U 1029

Curious BM. 29. 6'. 175#, laid back, runner's
build, seeks tall masculine aggressive WM,
25-35, for relationship. No fats or ferns. Serious only. 1206

Very attractive BiWF, 28, sexy, feminine, long
hair. Seeks WF, trim, under 33, for hot times.
Local. *B 1008

Versatile young working, slim_preppie WM
wanted by GWM as exclusive live-in companion with home duties. Must have car. 1205

(
GWF, 32, baby dyke starting over, seeks GWF
20-35 into laughter, movies, romance and
commitment. No drugs, non-smoker, kidsokay, f? 1780
I am attractive and loving and searching for
Ms. Right—pretty, intelligent, active, stable
companion with available time & transportation. *ff 1848
Come play w/me; GWF - 31, wine + roses
lady w/good sense of humor & a love of
adventure. Looking for the right woman to
sweep me off my feet. Must be lustful of all
life's pleasures + romantic. B 1841
GWF, 38, Lake Dweller, dog lover, convertible driver, free spirit, honest, sincere, direct,
5'7", blonde, hazel eyes, athletic body. IT
1845
BiWF, trim, 40's, inexperienced, seeks feminine, trim, attractive, BiF for discreet get
togethers. B 1835
Very attractive, educated, feminine. Passions:
music, philosophy, politics, travel. Seeking
friendship and conversation with attractive,
feminine, intelliegent woman. ^P 1825
Wonderful, full-figured Lesbian (40) seeks
fun-loving + intelligent Lesbian. Are you honest, warm and stable? Enjoy children? B
1793
Open GF sought for quality friendship. Must
understand college student's life. Must enjoy
theatre, art, dance, dining. 20-27. IT 1798
GWF -1 love life, fun and dogs. Work hard,
play hard and know how to relax. No drugs/
Alcohol. 40ish.B 1789
GBF, attractive, very feminine, seeks funloving, aggressive GF for friendship, possible
relationship. B 1774
Cute, feminine, GWF, 27, educated, academic
professional, energetic, cat-lover, passionate
and playful, seeks soulmate and friends close
to my age for intellectual and comical stimulation. ^P 1778
GWF, 34, I'm an old fashioned girl with new
age ideas. My mom will like you too if, like
me, you're natural, emotionally stable, attractive, kind, humorous, intelligent, and has integrity. IT 1777
Young 40, attractive, intelligent, blessed with
many good friends. Are you honest, stable,
tender? With no fear of the potential relationship? ?? 1773
Attractive GF Seeking foreign, petite lipstick
lesbian for companionship, to enjoy life, love
and happiness. No butch, bi's or kids. ^T
1746
Attractive GWF seeking feminine GWF who
enjoys being wined and dined in life's simple
pleasures. No bi's, drug free. ^S* 1744

MEN
Amateur photographer, WM, seeks built, exhibitionist BM for fun nude/semi -nude photo
sessions. Discretion assured. No strings. 1204
GBM, 5*9", 148, educated, 34, handsome,
healthy, humorous, non-smoker, seeking simitar partner to share life's pleasures and pains.
1203
GWM, 3a 6'2", 180, Monde/blue, HIV-, attractive, Episcopalian, native Atlantan seeks
quality GWM 25-35 for romantic relationship. 1202
Tired of being alone. Handsome, romantic,
well-groomed BGM 30ish, 5*10" seeks BM
30-40 with varied interests to share quality
time. 1201
Light-skinned GBM 34, with stocky build
seeks GWM 25-40 masculine with stocky
build for friendship/relationship. 1200
Good-looking, masculine GWM, 32,6'2", 185
lbs, br/gr, bodybuilder, bottom, HIV+, healthy.
ENJOYS movies, working out, quiet time and
being in good company. ISO similar gdlkg,
masculine, relationship-oriented top guy between ages 28-38. No heavy drinkers, drug
users, bar flies. Serious replies only. 1199
Horny, hairy cowboy/bearcub, 34, 5*8", affectionate, intelligent, sexy, seeks hairy nonsmoking dominant cowboy/bear w/brains, libido, facial hair. 1197

GWM, 27,5' 10", brown/hazel, average build.
Seeks to meet masculine GWM/BiWMs (1930) for correspondence, friendships, discreet
encounters, and/or possible relationships. No
fats/ferns. Send name, photo, details to: "Jake",
PO Box 101592, Birmingham, AL 35210.
(6.50)
"Keith" (28, "bi-guy"): received your correspondence about coming to B'ham. However,
no details (exactly WHEN). Drop a note in
advance of coming as to when (exact date/
time and location) and I'll try to show up!
"Jake", PO Box 101592, Birmingham, AL
35210.(6.51)
Boyish GWM 30 still believes in fairytales
and happy endings, seeks GAM prince. Must
be masculine, honest and caring. 1216
GWM, 30,5' 10", 175#, brown/hazel, Auburn
graduate student, seeks Zeusman-type buddy
for rough weekends. Tobacco/drug free only.
1217
ATTRACTIVE WM 37 seeks other HIV+
WMs for cuddling & watching movies - most
of all friendship. No bar types please. 1213
All work, not enough play. GWM couple, 28,
5'8,145, bl,grand 34, 6'0", 175, br, br, seek
new friends for hot/safe fun. 1210
GWM, 28, smart, handsome, outgoing.. .loves
travel, reading. Little Five, music, workouts,
healthy cooking. ISO 23-35...dates, maybe
more. 1218
GreaMooking, muscular GWM, 6 ft. tall, 180
lbs., HIV-, college swimmer working in Atlanta soon. Looking for great-looking hot
black males (21-40) for safe, hot fun. No
relationships. You won't be disappointed.
Responses w/pix get fast reply. AE, 1572 W.
Gray, Box 107, Houston, TX 77019. (6.52)

FREE AD
Personals for Gay/Bi men serving Georgia
and surrounding states. Ad Form send SASE;
Clark, Box 121, Milwaukee, WI53201. (6.50)
GWM, 39,5' 11", 190, bl/bl, healthy HIV top.
ISO comrade for hero's journey to new life,
workout, gardening, movies, hiking. 1009
GWM, 6'3", 190 lbs, 40's, a romantic who
likes to receive and give affection to that special person who is 28-45, physically & mentally fit and loves life. 1194
Gay Asian man, 5' 10", 145, sincere, cleancut,
hot, seeks WM/AM up to 30. Top, non-smk,
trim,safe for relationship. 1193
Third Musketeer wanted. You're sincere, submissive, leather trainable with TLC and ready
to make 100% permanent commitment. No
fats/ferns. 1097

VOICE CONNECTION
Check each week's paper for ads
Fill out the classified order form in this section. 20 WORD
which interest you. Choose ad(s) with the
MESSAGE FREE. An SV forwarding mailbox costs
symbol ® and call 1-900-370-4099. The
$10.00 per week or you may use your own PO Box
system will guide you to the recorded message of
for $5.00 per week. Mail or drop off your
your choice. Listen to the spoken ad and then leave
completed order for with payment. A simple
your response. Cost to you will be $1.50 per minute
instruction sheet will be mailed to you which
charged to your phone bill.
will enable you to record your spoken
message AT NO COST.

CALL NOW

1 -900-370-4099
$1.50 per minute. Must be 18 or over. Touch tone phones only.
Southern Voice, P0 Box 18215, Atlanta, GA 30316

D I R ECTIO
Mart Lindbergh. Interested in talking? Call!!
1173

fflV+ Only

Goodlooking mid-30's, 6'2", 180, educated
professional WM seeks similar. 1066

Unconventional - Nonconforming, GBM Bewitchingly Attractive, seeks very masculine GWM or Hispanic top, relationshipminded for romantic and eventful limes. 1178

Handsome GWM seeks same for dating and
possible relationship. I am a healthy 40, 6 fL,
HIV+, 178 lbs., blonde, blue, many interests.
Financially Secure. Take a chance and call.
No games please. 1109

GWM, attractive, romantic, caring, HIV- professional seeks friendship w/same 25-35, enjoys reading, music, tennis, theatre, movies,
travel...long walks, sunsets. Looking for a
good friend and more. 1065

Handsome NO. GA Mountains GWM, 37,
5'8'7145 enjoys outdoors, horses, quiet times,
life, seeks similar very gdlkg. GWM-relationship! 1101

Friends say I'm a great catch. This teddy bear
needs second opinion. I'm 32, like affection,
romance, long walks, quiet evenings. Seeking love to last a lifetime. 1069

Masculine WM, 43, healthy, safe, in shape,
6'1", 170, Brn/Grn, beard, stable, discreel,
seeks WM, non-smoker for friendship 1102

"Two Guys", GWM couple, 35 brn, bra, 6*0,
175, 29,' bi, grn, 5'8", 140, seek new friendships, hot times. 1070

Attractive healthy HIV+ professional GBM,
5* 10'7178 lbs ISO black, Hispanic or White
GM who enjoys exercise, music, conversation, travel. Serious only. 1103

Boyish-muscle bottom, gdlkg, sincere, 30,
5'5", 140#, H1V+, healthy. Sks 25-35, gd
shape, gdlkng for love of a lifetime. Serious
replies only. 1071

Attractive, professional, GWM, 42, 5*10",
160, Sp/BI, HIV-, anti-bar, relationship oriented, smoker, enjoys movies, dining, travel,
my friends, seeks similar. 1106

Fuzzy teddy bear, youthful, sensitive, hopeful romantic, GWM, 41, bald/brn, 5' 10", 170
lbs, facial hair, seeks attractive, slender,
smooth GWM 25-35. professional, nonsmoker, into movies, music, theater, dining
out, romantic evenings, cuddling, possible relationship. 1058

DAYS OLD TO ATLANTA - Very attractive GWM, 33, 5' 10", 150 lbs, good natured,
fun loving, confident but fair. Box2103,1189
Virginia Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306.
GWM, 40's, youthful, fun, likes music, gardening, long mornings under heavy quilts,
hiking & hot tubs. Seeks sincere, intelligent
laughing men. 1169
Enemas/Water Play turn me on. 35yo attractive white male seeking hot others into same.
1183
Shy at first, 6*2" bld/blu GWM seeks romantic monogamous relationship with tall/shrt
non-fat/fern GWM w/Blk/As/Lat 20-35. "1
love strongly, steadfastly, & exclusively." Serious romantics only! 1181
Masculine, intelligent GWM, 47, bl/br, 165,
5'7", leather bottom seeks masculine endowed
HIV-, leather top. No smokers. Monogamy a plus. 1179
Italian/Greek/Latin 29-40 sought by A#l
handsome Southern GWM 35, 5*10", 170 into weights, movies, romance! 1177
WM, 36, blond/blue, mustache, HIV-, 6*4",
230. Attractive professional seeks Mr. Right.
Is it you? Will answer all. Call today! 1176
Looking for another good man. "Married,"
but little sex. GWM, 39, attractive, muscular,
masculine, hairy, bottom. Box 7243, Atlanta
30309.(6.51)
Kuddly Koala Bear, mouslached, hairy
chested. 40 something hoping to find 30 something companion and playmate. Discreet preferred. 1174
GWM, 32, 5'9", 170, Bl/Bl, looking for serious relationship. 5'9"+, 30+. Varied interest.
Masc. & serious only pis. 1172
GWM, 42,5*9", 160, Gray/Blue, ISO GWMs
35-45 for friendship, possible relationship enjoys movies, dining in/out. 1171
VGL GWM 33, 5'8", 145 lbs, bl/br, smooth,
masculine, work out, swimmer's body, prof.,
romantic, non-smoker, seeks same for dating,
possible relationship. 1170
GWM 40 PLUS - into old houses and old
world charm seeks GBM 40 plus - a man for
all seasons - to share quiet times. 1160

Masculine WM, 33, gdlkng, hairy, private,
seeks attractive, ultramasculine, private black
man for very private, masculine activities.
1191

BGM, 5'8", 160, 30 muscular trim professional seeks discreet BM 27-35, 5*8"-5'll",
w/hard body for dating. Blue collar types preferred. 1166

GWM, HIV+, very healthy. 5'10", 160,
brown, blue, late forties. Sucessful, trim. Attractive, looking for someone to share life's
exciting & unpredictable journey, non-smoker.
1190

Looking for some fun? Call ad #1012, especially responsive to ads 1093, 1011, 1070.
1017, 1087, and 1735.1159

GWM, 50, 5'11", 170, quiet, shy, loves
homelife, dining out, movies, walking, seeks
GWM, 20-35, slim, who is very sincere for a
one-on-one relationship. Pen pal welcome.
H. PO Box 703, Dallon, GA 30720 (6.50)
GWM, 33.6*. 178#. Br/Br, above avg„ seeks
similar BiWM/GWM, 25-39. for discreet daylime encounters. 1-75/285 area. Respond to
Boxholder, PO Box 723192, Atlanta 31139.
(6.52)
Into bodybuilding? Well-built 35yo GWM.
5*10 1/2", solid 190 lbs, seeks similar for
friendship, workouts and safe/hot fun. 1184
'94 Black Accord. S/C plates. NationsBank
An-;ley. Tag on Piedmont. Saw again at K-

TO RESPOND

TO PLACE FREE AD

6' top, 30's GWM, 170 lb. brunette, HIV+,
seeks 6' blond bottom for friendship (classical music, movies at Screening Room...).
HJV+ ONLY. 1156

Masculine GWM. 43, 5'9", 15a blond, in
Atlanta monthly. Seeking well-endowed masculine party buddy, under 45, who likes to be
orally serviced. No reciprocation necessary.
PO Box 1867, Bonita Springs, FL 33959.
(6.52)

3/1994

Tall, medium dark BM 29, slim, seeking to
meet a dark skinned Bi or GM topman who
know what he wants. 1168
Are there any other young, slim, attractive,
professional, athletic, masculine, mature,
healthy HIV+ men in Atlanta besides me?
1167
Handsome, intelligent, humorous, Top WM,
30, 6' 1". 210 seeks humorous BM with big,
beautiful butt, smooth skin. No fats, ferns.
1165

Strictly Ballroom! Accomplished ballroom/
swing dancer, petite WF, seeks platonic partner to 5' 11" for practice, workshops, possible
competitions in Atlanta, Southeast. 1107
REFLECTIONS ON MARTA-Sat., Dec. 18,
early a.m. Said nothing from Lindbergh to
North Avenue, but your eyes said it for you.
Call me and let's do more than just look in the
window. 1108
25 y.o. GWM, hard worker/player, professional, attractive, fit. Brn/blu, 185,6'3" seeking WM, 23-30 to brighten my day. 1093
GBM, 42, attractive, professional, outgoing
5'10, 175, HFV+, very healthy seeking men
under 44 for friendship, fun and possibly more.
No ferns please. 1094
GWM. 39, seeks companionship for theatre,
movies, etc.: I am 6*1", 185, bl/bl (balding),
professional. Enjoy cooking, gardening, and
(of course) theatre. 1092
BM seeks masculine, persistant and assertive
BM. When he wants service, he calls and gets
it. Day or night. 1091
GBM, 30, tall, slim, light complexion. ISO
GWM/Hispanic male for friendship/relationship under 32 y.o. 1081
Wanna Wrestle? - GWM, 33, seeks hot gym
body, swimmer's build masculine male for
discreet fun. Let's work up a sweat 1011
Tall, slim, attractive, intelligent, honest, 37;
seeks endowed, caring senior male. 1082
Life is Wonderful! Attractive, athletic GWM,
31, is looking for a masc, stable WM to share
the great times. 1083
Healthy, fit, trim country gentleman seeks
clean-cut, versatile young weekend company.
Glad to make it worth your while, 1084
Here in the real world, the boys don't always
WANT the girls—Healthy HIV+ GWM, 34,
loves cowboy boots, button-downs, Mary
Chapin Carpenter, and for too long has missed
the Georgia moons. Looking for serious partner to be the final notch on my bedpost—to
help me paint life's sunset, but never ride
away. What I have to offer isn't found in
storybooks...mineis a life yettobe told, but
destined to be shared. 1085
GBM, 30,5' 10", good looking, 185 lbs., HIV, endowed top seeks GWM 18-3 5 for hot safe
fun action sessions. 1086

Top GWM, 35, 5'7\ 135 lbs. Br/Br/beard
seeks bottom GWM for monogamous relationship. No smokers/ barflies/one nighters.
1163.

Nice guy. attractive, 30's, aggressive in bed,
safe, playful, romantic. Brown hair, mustache.
1087

2 easy going to be this goodlooking, 5' 10",
160, 30" Levi's for hot boys & men 30339,
30080.30001.1161

My Sir says we can play if.. .1 can find a hairy
construction worker, trucker, or wrestler type
bodybuilder with 30" thighs who enjoys bursting balloons...are you out there? 1089

Recently seperated WM. 40, attractive, new
in Conyers area, seeks GWM, French active,
Greek passive, for evening fun and friendship. 1158

Bear GWM, 40's, seeks hairy similar GWM,
any size. Husky, no games, no drunks, reliable man desired. 1090

Undoubtedly UNCUT, muscles in development GWM 30's seeks hairy, prof guy 30-45
for casual dates. Masc, honest, good financier sought. 1060
South Asian, physician, handsome, 28,5' 10",
150, very attractive, recently out, seeks
frindship/relationship. 1061
WM, 31, searching for true romance. Never
been in love. Not interested in standard gay
lifestyle. Not afraid. 1064
VERY HAIRY LEGS?—GWM, 43, very
handsome, 5'10", slim, masculine, versatile
seeks good looking, thin, healthy, safe playmate with very hairy legs for anytime fun.
Buckhead. Discreet. 1048
Very handsome BM, 28, 5' 11". 170 lbs, hot
gym body, professional, intelligent seeks
handsome, masculine, whitebrcad WM for
fun, possible relationship. 1049
Homy GWM, 32, 5*10", 150#, nudist, lean
runner's build, endowed, seeks endowed nicebodied buddies for no-strings get-togethers.
1053
GWM - 28,6*2", 175 lbs. Bottom seeks masculine, endowed top 20-30 year old GWM,
GBM for French service. 1055
GWM, 33, HIV-, bra/blue, 180 lbs, muscular
build. Wanted - GWM 40s. HIV-, hairy chest,
moustache, endowed top or versatile, relationship oriented. I'm a great catch! No fats
or ferns. 1031
Daytimes, good looking GWM, cute bottom,
bra/blue, 30, 140 seeks discreet convenient
friendship w/TOP BLK male, masculine athletic, in shape, hungry. 1056
BM, 33, 130. 5'7\ masculine bottom seeks
very dominent bear type to service; 40-50,
heavyset. 1057
GWM, 29, bn/grn, 150 lbs, wants true romance, enjoys music, 101.5 to 99.5, long
walks, dining out, looking for someone who
understands waiters* hours. Loves dogs and
lesbians. Non-smoker, non-drugs. 1030
Stocky GWM, 29,5" 11" wanting to meet other
GWMs who're sincere and honest, who can
handle a safe intimate encounter. 1027
Discreet, professional, HIV-. GWM versatile
lop, 40, 5'10". 155, wants buddies into exploring mutually satisfying mental/physical
desires/fantasies in leather. 3 ways, spankings, etc. Inexperienced/curious OK. 1026
GWM, goodlooking. 29 yo., 5'11", 150 lbs.
Seeks same - 25-35. Hispanic or Latin a plus.
Couples welcome. 1025
GWM tired of maybe!! Looking for yes.
ready!! Relationship!! 31. 5*9", 170. bl/bl.
varied interests. Seeking 29+. 5*9**+, serious
only!! 1021

SOUTHERN

Oriental man, fit, clean, 27, 5'9", 145, seeks
English teach man GWM up to 38. Will be
paid SXXX. No smoker. 1019
Wanted: Big, butch WM with muscles, good
looks, personality, by sexy BM HIV healthy.
For fun, whatever. 1018
GWM Couple, Hot, Prof., Stable, 34, 5*11**,
l70#,bmAzl, & 35,5* 11", 155#, bnVW, seeks
versatile, hot, masculine guys or couples, to
35, for safe fun. 1017
Hot and Hairy 30 yr. old GWM seeking handsome big brother for fun and more. FFBB.
1012
GBM, 32,5' 10". 150, athletic, attractive, professional, spiritual, various interests, newly
relocated, seeks friendships, possible relationship, 25-40, race unimportant. No drugs, nonsmoker. 1010
LEGS IN THE AIR?? attractive top, 38, brown
hair, blue eyes, Scotch/Irish seeks cute hot
bottom for safe fun. 1007
BM seeks masculine BM for uninhibited
times. 1006
Wanna fight? Like to box with tough men.
Dirty talk, leather fights and more. 6', 185 lbs,
built. Put 'em up! 1005
AFRICANIZED USA-bora, raised in West
Africa, not-your-basic WM seeks BM for
friend/relationship. Please be 5'10"+, 30-50
y.o. 1004
GoodlookingWM.32,6', 170#, hot gym body,
seeks same for friendship/relationship. Must
be masculine, non-smoker, healthy, professional. Do you exist. 1003
GWM, 30,6'2", looking for college graduate,
masculine, thin, GBM 22-30 to share in building the good life, must be spontaneous &
possess a sense of humor. 1015

FEBRUARY

VOICE

Looking for you! Me: Handsome, sexy, 5'8",
165 lbs, workout, professional, romantic, adventurous. You: sexy, my size or bigger, wellbuilt, romantic, adventurous. Call to talk! Big
arms, big heart preferred! 1828
BM - Handsome, athletic, muscular, romantic, honest, seek masculine, athletic, handsome, muscular, discreet men for relationship. Policemen &. armed forces preferred.
1834
GWM, 39, 5'7", 135 lbs., beard, versatile,
daytime playmate for all types of action. Seeks
25-45 GWM into playing hard. 1829
GWM, Attractive, witty, youngish 50,6', 185
lbs, moustache, brn/blu, healthy HIV, interests: movies, cooking, cards, theater, dining
out, travel, quiet evenings - into: cuddling,
long-term companionship, Greek love, light
smoker/drinker, no drugs, seeks GWM 40-55
w/similar needs/wants. 1830
DESIRED: Professional GBM, 30ish, top with
average build to spend quiet evenings with
professional HIV+ healthy GWM, slim build,
athletic, honest. 1832
Friendship or relationship? GWM 31, HIV +,
enjoys country musice & dance, easy going,
seeks same/older. Call + find out more! 1833
GBM, 30, 5*10", 185 lbs, goodlooking endowed seeks guys 18-35 to share fun sessions
of J/O at my place. 1837
Butch, handsome, hung, fit youngster (24)
gives or receives safe, discreet French service
to/from butch endowed athletes; leave message. 1838
GWM, 36,5' 11", lean, attractive, seeks similar GWM into movies, conversation, "Star
Trek," safe sex and low-key lifestyle. 1826

Senior Male - seeks male 25-35 to mentor,
help financially, and for companionship during week days. Clean, masculine, healthy.
1785
Horny Midtown Professional. Involved GWM,
40, 5*10", 155, HIV-, with place seeks guys
for 5 pm adventurous, creative safe fun. 1784
Joven Cubana desea tener Amistad con Damas
o caballeros de cualquier edad sincero y
carinoso. No Irogas. 1776
BM, masculine, built, 30, seeks Black Males
for group meetings. Looks unimportant, masculinity, physique, and endowment are important. 1775
WANTED: ASSWORK. Handsome hairy
autoless NE Georgia GWM 26 seeks similar
butt enthusiasts for in depth recreation. Couples
welcome. Ideas encouraged. 1782
GWM, 34, handsome, 6'2", 175, Red/green,
swimmer. You are 30+, tall, bright, adventurous and stable. 1781
GBM, athletic, college educated, sensual,
sexual, sensitive 27 year old, seeking masculine, educated physically fit GBM. 1747
29, tall, educated, very handsome, quality professional WM. Seeking similar, quality WM,
handsome, for potential relationship. No
games please! 1751
Atlanta's Hottest GWM-best dancer, most
fashion conscious, great personality, great
looks - need support to attain your full potential? Let's talk. 1743
GWM 27, Little overweight seeks GM 18-30
Top for relationship. Latin, Asian, all replies
answered. 1748

Handsome No. Ga. Mtns. WM, 37, 5'8"/145(
healthy seeks aggressive eager French active
GWM for regular encounters! 1796

GWM, 6', 175, mid 40s, smooth, healthy,
professional, seeks HIV- bottom into submission, humiliation, crnbarassment for discreel
safe sessions. 1771

GWM, 27, 6*1", 175#, clean cut, athletic,
non-smoker, masculine, intelligent, very attractive, seeks similar, 22-32.1795

Leather Daddy needs leather boy - would
you look great in leather jock, chaps, harness,
collar & cap - Party with the men. 1742

W/M, 35, blond, moustache, butch, handsome,
5'8", 150, fun-loving, single, wants to relocate Gulf Coast Mississippi, Louisiana, needs
contacts. 1794

Hairy and stocky GWM sought by medium
size GWM bear. Prefer friendly, professional,
healthy, nongame, sincere, husky but trim
bears. 1772

Masculine GWM, 26, 5'10" 160 lbs, Wond/
brown, hairy; seeks goodlooking butch top to
40 (sane, sexy, safe) for direct manly maneuvers. 1852

BM, 5*8", 160 lbs, trim, masculine, endowed,
versatile. Seeks same for intense encounters.
1800

GWM Business owner needs attractive young
live-in companion, relationship oriented,
maintain household, help manage businesses.
Some travel, 1*11 reciprocate generously. 1741

Attractive interracial couple seeks attractive
male(s), any race, for very good times, humor/friendships. No attitude, tops, bottoms
welcome. 1849

Hot GWM want out, active, confident, Gdlk,
hot, political boyfriends. No closet wimps!
20*s/30's Adventure. Any race. I dare you!
1790

GWM, 35, tall attractive. New to Atlanta.
Seeks same 25-45 for friendship/safe fun/relationship? Duluth/Gwinnett area a plus. 1750

Attractive BM. 33. Educated, fit, fun, honest,
financially secure professional, many interests, ready for relationship. Seeks WM, 29
and over. Serious replies only. 1842

GWM, 38, 5'10'*, 180, somewhat attractive,
tired of lonely weekends, have friends, need
more", HIV-, like companionship, walks, cooking, seek similar, 36-43. 1792

Female impersonation. You - pretty young
man. Me - mature male mentor/hobbyist with
dresses, furs, jewelry, prof, make-up & wigs.
Beginners only. 1740

GWM - HIV+ - very attractive, 28 yo, physically fit healthy, Br/bl, 5*9", 160 lbs, professional, masculine, clean cut, smooth. Likes a normal life, good limes and great sex. Would
like to meet/date similar, very similar! 1843

I want it all! Passion, romance, sex - all that
is possible in a committed relationship. I am
GWM, 45, professional, athletic, non-smoker,
H1V+ and healthy. Looking for fun and adventure, a kid to play with mine, sensitivity
and maturity. A Prince who is self aware
enough to take care of himself and to care for
me. Serious replies only, please. 1791

America's #1 GAY DATELINE. All
lifestyles. In Your Area. 1-900-860-1333
$2.50/minute. CCI BOCA, Florida. 18+.

Take charge! GWM, athletic, 28, professional,
great looks seeks safe, dominant, older, endowed inshape WM who needs oral service.
1850
GWM, top, dominate, 45yo, 6', 180 lbs, clean
shaven, seeks under 30 men also clean shaven
for fun safe hot times. 1851

GBM, 6', 200 #, 38, seeks blue collar type
BM, 190+, 25+, looks unimportant, endowment and personality are. Not into bars. 1846
Bald 46yo, masculine, sincere, executive seeks
same, 30-45. Enjoys tennis, exercise, outdoors,
theater, symphony. Looking for monogamous
relationship. 1847
Sexy, hairy leatherboy, 33, 5'8" 150 bribr
HIV seeks hairy, affectionate, nonsmoking,
intelligent, kinky, horny, top/daddy to 45.1840
Handsome GWM, 21, mature professional,
6' 1" -185, brwn/brwn sks sincere GWM, 3040. Take charge kinda guy - romantic, cultured, not only interested in a pretty face but
what's inside. Let's talk!!! 1839
GBM, 29, 6'1", 240 lbs, competitive bodybuilder, professional, masculine, discreet,
seeking BM with similar characteristics and
interests to spend time with. 1836

BiBM. 32, handsome newly relocated to Atlanta. Very discreet, not into bar scene, seeks
same. No fats/fems. 1799
GWM, sincere, stable, Attractive, healthy,
well-educated professional, 40*s, masculine.
Seeks quality clean-cut WM college-student.
Novice fine. 1797
GWM, 22, HIV-, swimmer's build, affectionate, stable, seeks attractive, hairy, stable, mature, HIV-, "Bruce Willis" type, 30+ for possible relationship. 1788
F.F.B.B. (Fuzzy face/back/butt) sought by
GWM, 35,6' 1 ",170#, smooth, bear admirer.
Hibernation time is near! 1787
THREE-WAY ACTION: attractive top, 30*s,
5*11", 160 lbs, seeks handsome couple for
safe, regular, discreet, no-strings encounters.
1786

SIZZLING HUNKS LIVE!! 1-800-284-2739.
$3.50/minute. Wild Gay Party Line $2.00/
minute or 1-900-745-0833.18+.
GWM, 35, 6'2", 175, trim, attractive lop
gentleman, bearded, smooth body. Into movies, travel, dining out, music, romantic evenings, and cuddling. Seeking GWM, attractive, non-smoking, good natured, smooth bottom, with similar interests. 30-40.1739
Cool Nights - Hot Tub Fun. Masculine, fit
GWM, 34, Br/Br, 5'10", 155 seeks similar
GWM couple - Splash around! Maybe more.
1737
Youthful 41, GWM, goodlooking professional
seeking person possessing: humor, confidence,
class, compassion, kids, activism, pets? Seeking relationship, no race preference. Call me,
let's talk some. 1736
Hot, muscular GWM couple - 28, 6', 160#;
30, 5'ir, 170#, seeks great looking male(s)
for adventures in the bedroom. 1735

GBM, 27.5' 11", 220# seeks GWM 30-50 for
serious relationship and good limes. 1715
GWM, 29,5'7", 170 Br/Hz, Novice Boy seeks
WM 25-40 dominant. Spanking, discipline.
W/S, B/D, Safe S/M. Make me serve. 1714

TV/TS
Pretty TV, 41, single, size 11, 36A, seeks
permanent position as maid or houseservant
to dominant female. IT 1212
BiWM, mid 40's, 6*4", 200 lbs, professional,
intelligent, seeks BiWM, well-endowed, fern,
cross-dresser preferred. Send photos, no fats,
druggies, smokers. HFV-. Box 2106,1189 Virginia Ave., NE. Atlanta, GA 30306. (7.1)
BM, Top, discreet seeks TV/TS/G bottom for
special friendship, discretion assured. Race
unimportant. Hurry-Hungry 1164
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BiWM. 33, adorable, seek Bi. G, S Females
for holiday cheer. Let's visit our families.
enjoy a play or coffee. Anxiously waiting —
Love It 1014

BISEXUAL
BiWCouple, 40+ professionals, 6'4" athletic,
she 5*3" blonde, attractive, seeks same for
mutual pleasure, send photos, no fats, smokers, druggies, HIV-. Box 2107,1189 Virginia
Ave., NE, Atlanta, GA 30306. (7.1)
MBiWM, 47. submissive seeks dominant
assmaster, G/F/C for daytime training session. French lessons exchanged, HIV-, safe
play. POB 456421, Atlanta, G A 3II56. (6.52)
BM, 40, professional, clean, seeks couple,
feminioe bi-male or aggressive bi-female for
friendship...more. Will reply same day. 1054

White couple, married, 30's, seeking BiWF
to share fun and fantasy from both worlds in
an intimate relationship. IT 1013
WANTED: fellow travelers) to go Dutch with
bi guy 65 on land/sea/air jaunts worldwide.
Leave your message anytime. W 1844
Tall attractive BiTV seeks attractive tall Bi
W/M over 40 for friendship and possible relationship. Sincere only. U 1831

BiWM, HIV+, seeks F or TV. Am healthy.
Spend this winter in Florida with me. ^
1022

SBM Athletic, professional, well built seeks
slim feminine TV/TS for fun, possible relationship. Race unimportant. ^T 1104
Texas WM, 40, 5'10", 175 lbs seeks pre-op
TS or passable TV 21-45 for relationship/
friendship. Will travel. ff 1100
Very Pretty pre-op TS, slender, open, kinky
and fun loving Lipstick Lesbian seeks pretty
people who love living the Magick! TT 1099
Full figured transvestite would like to have
discreet encounters with real men who are
honest, sincere to appreciate my company.
IT 1024
CROSS-DRESSER'S GUIDE! A complete
information resource. Wonderful Fantasies,
InfoGuide, Personals, Catalogs, True Experiences, More! Newest Fantasy: "Maid to Order!" Hear full -details (recorded, 24 Hours).
Call 333-6455.

FREE BONUS FILM!

BIJOU'SPORNaSKTVRE-Sy

with Purchase of Film or Catalog

BIJOU
VIDEO'S
PRICEREDUCTION
SALE
CONTINUES!
UP TO
60% OFF!

BIJOU VIDEO
has lowered its
prices on over 3,500
videotapes in stock!!
Prices currently
range from
M7" to s4995!!

OVERSIGHT DELIVERY AS LOW AS J5 5011

(£>

Or FAX 312-337-1270

For example, big reductions are available on classic videotapes,
popular best-sellers, and recent blockbuster kits:
ALL CATAUNA VIDEO TAPES REDUCED, NOW ONLY $24.95 TO $54.95 EACH:
Big Guns
Now only $32.95
Hot Rods: The Young & the Hung 2
Now only $32.95
Class Reunion
Now only $32.95
Brothers Should Do It
Now only $32.95
The Young and the Hung
Now only $32.95
Sailor in the Wild
Now only $32.95
The Pizza Boy (He Delivers)
Now only $32.95
ALL VIVID VIDEO FILMS REDUCED:
What the Big Boys Eat
Windows
Davey and the Cruisers
The Rites of Spring
The River
Buddy System I
Rear Window

Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95
Now only $22.95

The World -Renowned
BUOU VIDEO CATALOG
IS HERE!!
From the Largest Catalog Mail
Order Company in (he World!!!
Trie BUOU VIDBD Catalog is the
most comprehensive catalog of
gay male erotica in the world
(over 900 pages)!! Features over
3,500 in-depth erotic reviews of
Rims at great prices from BUOU's
in-stock inventory! BUOU VIDEO,
since 1978. Only $19.95, plus
J5.50 for shipping and
ing. Plus you receive a
$ 10 off certificate, (please
allow 2-3 weeks tor delivery)

976-4MEN
976-4MEN
Atlanta's Exclusive Gay
24-Hr. Introduction Service.
Messages Change Often.

$3.00 PER CALL
Plus tolls, if any, to appear on phone bill.

Leave your own message for FREE by calling 365-8158.
Must be 18 years or older.

365-8127

To order by mail* send check, money
order, or your Visa, MC, or AmEx
number (with expiration date), plus a
signed statement that you are over
21, to: BIJOU VIDEO, 1363
North Wells, Chicago, IL 60610
SHIPPING: Express Overnight.
(upon availability of tape)
Add $5.50 for the First tape, $1
for each additional. No US Mail
shipments or shipments to P.O.
Boxes.(Allow approximately three
days for delivery of first-time
orders.) We do not ship to MS,
NC, NE PR, TN UT, or VI.
'Please include both daytime and
nighttime phone numbers when
?lacing an order.

I 1-800-932-7111
Or FAX 312-337-1270

OFFKRKD BY INTRODUCTIONS, P.O. BOX 52883, ATLANTA, GA 30355
■■■—

^ OTHERS REDUCED TO ONLY $19.95 EACH!! ^ '
The Bigger the Belter
Two Handfuk
Tough Competition
Blonds Do It Best
Hot Male Mechanics
Lovers and Friends
Bulging Jockstraps
Boys in the Sand (Wokefield Poole)
9 1/2 Inches
LA. Tool & Die (Gage Brothers)
Rawhide
Wanted (Steve Scott)

Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95
Now only $19.95

NEW!!
Hey Tony! What's the Story? Only $49.95
Powertool
The FalconPoc Series
All Matt Sterling Rims
All Kristen Bjorn films

Now only $39.95!!
Now only $49.95 ea.
Now only $54.95 ea.
Now only $54.95 ea.

LATINO FAN CLUB FILMS:
Horse Hung Hispanics
Hooked on Hispanics
Spanish Horlem Knights 1

Now only $49.95
Now only $49.95
Now only $49.95

»i*,*,«'.' ' i? .*.
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The Most Incredible Party Ever!

asquerade
'roject Open Hand is coming!
is 5th anniversary blowout is
Atlanta's premier event.
), 1994 at the Newly Renovated
King Plow Arts Center.
or stop by any Tnxmffiiamm. outlet,

ati 404-525-4737. Order today.

The Event Features:
• A 10,000 sf disco w/ laser show
• Performances by the cast of La Cage aux folles
•Circus Acts
• Open bar and abundant food

• Exotic dancers
•TheParade of Krewes
Outrageous people in festive costumes
And more!

